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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE. 

■M3HOIW 

o one can be considered thoroughly versed in the Tamil language,’ 

who is not skilled in both the dialects into which it is distinguished. A 

knowledge of the common Tamil is, indeed, sufficient for the conduct of 

all ordinary business, in our intercourse with the Natires; but to those 

who aspire to read their works of science, or to explore their systems of 

morality, an acquaintance with the Shen Tamil, or polished dialect, in 

which all their valuable books are written, and all their learning is con¬ 

tained, is quite indispensable. It is not, by any means, pretended, that 

the studies of all who learn the language should be extended to this 

dialect. The requisite proficiency could not be attained, but at the 

expence of much time and labour, which might in general be directed 

to more useful acquirements. But that there should be some who may 

be capable of examining the qualifications of those who teach, as well as 

of those who learn the language, and of ascertaining the merits of native 

works of science, appears to be requisite, inasmuch as the improvement 

of the people should be an object of solicitude. 

A grammar of the high Tamil, therefore, as affording the means of 

attaining this capability, appeared to be a desideratum ; and it was a 

conviction of its utility in promoting knowledge, as we find from his pre¬ 

face, which made the original author undertake this work. 

Beschi seems to have had a more perfect acquaintance with Tamil 
literature, than any foreigner who ever undertook the study g perhaps 



than any native of modern times. His voluminous works, both in prose 

and poetry, composed in Tamil, as well as his translations from if, are 

held in great esteem ; and it is a singular fact, that one of the best original 

grammars of that language now extant, is the production of his pen. 

His grammar of the low Tamil is already in general use, and is an 

invaluable introduction to that dialect: the present work contains all 

that a student needs to know respecting the high Tamil. The two toge¬ 

ther complete the subject, and no branch of Tamil philology is now 

inaccessible. 

It may, perhaps, be thought by some, that this work should have been 

more detailed, and that it should have been at least as copious as the 

author’s grammar for the Natives; but we must bear in mind, that two 

of the five heads into which Tamil grammar is distinguished, are here 

omitted, for reasons stated in the author’s preface. In comparing this 

work with Tonnul-Yilaccam, it must also bg remembered, that, as the 

latter, in order to assist the memory of the Natives, who always learn 

their sciences by rote, is written in poetry, the conciseness of the diction 

must be frequently sacrificed on that account. That treatise is likewise 

loaded with examples, and each Sutram is succeeded by a long com¬ 

mentary in prose. When all these causes of difference are duly weighed, 

I believe it will be found, that Tonnul-Yilaccam contains very little, if 

any, useful information, which is not comprised in the present work. 

Nearly a century has elapsed since this treatise was written, and as it 

has never beer, printed, the copies now extant have, by frequent tran¬ 

scription, become very erroneous, and even obscure. This was the case 

with the copy from which this version was made; and it was only by the 

collation of several texts, that the faulty passages have been amended or 

explained. The text, as it now stands, is consistent with itself; and 

therefore bears internal evidence that it does not any where materially 

differ from the true reading. 

The present translation was undertaken with a view to facilitate the 
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student’s labours. The style of the original is by no means elegant, and 

not unfrequently difficult; and although, among the students of the 

College, for whose use particularly these sheets are intended, many are, 

no doubt, sufficiently acquainted with Latin to read it, yet few could do 

so without some labour; and as the subject is in itself rather dry and 

abstruse, it appeared desirable to remove as far as possible, all extrin¬ 
sic difficulties* 

The Translator is aware that there are some who will differ from him 

on this point, and will argue, that no one who could read the original, 

would trust to a translation. This opinion is certainly not borne out by 

experience. The English version of Beschi’s low Tamil grammar, which 

is the work of a foreigner, and so badly executed as to be, in some parts, 

scarcely intelligible, is nevertheless used by the students of the College; 

and although the original may there be had, while the translation must 

be purchased at a considerable price, not one in ten has ever read the 

former, whilst every one is in possession of the latter. 

In the translation, the object has been throughout, carefully to pre¬ 

serve the sense of the author, without a scrupulous adherence to his turn 

of expression. This, indeed, was the less necessary; because, the work 

being one of science, not of fancy, to explain the meaning was, of course* 

the principal end in view. It is, however, believed, that no material 

deviations will be met with. 

Beschi, in his preface, tells us, that he has not quoted authorities for 

his examples, because the names of the authors even of the most celebrated 

works are now unknown. This reason, so far as the name of the author 

is concerned, is certainly satisfactory; but it by no means accounts for 

his omission to refer to the works themselves. The Translator, who was* 

obliged to search them, in order to correct the examples, thought it 

would add authority to these to subjoin the reference to each. This has 

been done whenever it could be found : there are, however, some quota¬ 

tions which still remain unsupported ; but these have been employed 

immemorially in the Native grammars, and, it is probable, were origi- 
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nally taken from authors of repute, whose writings have long since 

perished. 

The original works which have been consulted on these occasions, need 

not be described. None could be procured, remarkable either for 

accuracy or genuineness; so that it was necessary to consider the quota* 

tion as correct, when it was consistent in its sense, and an example of 

the rule which it was meant to illustrate, 

Tamil scholars differ in their mode of distinguishing, in writing, mute 

consonants from those which are joined with the inherent short vowel, 

and the letter v from the medial long a n: the mode adopted here has 

been, to place a dot over all mute consonants, and to mark the letter cr 

b>y an inflection pf its right foot. 

The Tamil stanzas quoted in this work have been divided into lines, 

which no one will doubt to be a much clearer way of writing poetry 

than the native method, according to which, little distinction is mads 

between verse and prose; the number only of each stanza being inter¬ 

posed. From the commencement of the second part of the grammar, 

the lines too have been separated into feet, which will enable the student 

readily to perceive the construction of a stanza, and will assist in render* 

ing tins subject, in itself somewhat intricate, intelligible and easy. 

A few notes have been added, for the purpose of pointing out what 

appeared to be inaccuracies, and which, if allowed to pass without notice, 

might mislead the learner. At the same time, it is with great defer¬ 

ence that the Translator has ventured to dissent, qn these occasions, from 

the learned author. The number of these annotations might hare been 

considerably increased, had the object been to collect all the information 

which could be obtained, and to discuss the contradictory opinions of 

grammarians and their commentators. jBut this, it is evident, would 

have been at variance with the author’s plan, of which brevity and 

consistency appear to have been the leading principles. A more copious 

treatise is not necessary to those who have resolved to attain a critical 

knowledge of high Tamil; because, by the time they have become 



masters of these rudiments and their application, they will have acquired,' 

from practice, whatever was too easy and obvious for insertion here; 

and if further information is desired, they will be able to search for it 

in native grammars : while, for those who read merely to satisfy curio¬ 

sity, or to obtain a general notion of high Tamil, even this short work 

contains more than is required. 
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The AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION. 

C. J. BESCHI. 

TO THE PIOUS MISSIONARIES OF THE SOCIETY OF JESUITS. 

GREETING. 

When I last year presented you with a grammar of the common 

dialect of the Tamil language, with the view of aiding your labours 

as ministers of the gospel, I promised that I would shortly say some* 

thing respecting the superior dialect; but my time being occupied by 

snore important duties, the work was deferred longer than l had at first 

expected. Urged, however, by the pressing, solicitations of my friends, 

no longer to delay making public the information which I had amassed 

by a long and ardent study of the abstruse works of ancient writers, 

but to communicate the fruit of my labours, I resolved to avail myself of 

the little leisure which I could spare from more weighty avocations, and 

freely to impart what it had cost me no inconsiderable pains to acquire. 

T was further encouraged to the task, by my sense of the very favor¬ 

able reception which my introduction to the common dialect had univer¬ 

sally met with. Let me intreat the same indulgence for the present 

work. That the study will be one of considerable difficulty, I do not 

pretend to deny ; but the labour will not want its reward-. Among the. 

Natives themselves, very few can now be found who are masters of the 

higher dialect. He among them who is acquainted even with its rudi¬ 

ments, is regarded with' respect; but should he quote their abstruse 

works, he is listened to with fixed admiration; what praise, then; 

would they not bestow on a foreigner, whom they should find deeply 

versed in a science which they themselves consider scarcely attainable l 
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They will readily attend to the teaching of one whose learning is the ob- 

ject of their admiration. And as this may evidently lead to the honor of 

religion, and promote the salvation of those about us, I am satisfied that 

this consideration alone, operating on zeal like yours, will suffice to excite 

you to the study of this dialect, notwithstanding thedifficulties thatattend it. 

But since almost all the Tamil works in this dialect are in verse, I 

trust you will not deem it improper, if I venture to draw your attention 

to heathen poets, and to the study of poetry. In former times, St. Jeromb 

was severely censured for having, by the introduction of examples from 

the poets, sullied the purity of the church with the pollutions of the 

heathen. St. Jerome, in his learned reply, demonstrates, that the 

apostle Paul repeatedly cites from the poets, in his epistles, and that the 

most exemplary among the fathers not only made frequent use of illus¬ 

trations from the writings of laymen, but that, even by their own poetry, 

they, far from polluting, embellished the church. These remarks apply 

with particular force in this country, the natives of which are swayed 

not so much by reason as by authority ; and what have we from their 

own authors to adduce in aid of truth, except the verses of their poets ? 

For, since all their writings are in verse, they have reduced to metre their 

rules of art, and even the rudiments of their language: whence, they 

naturally suppose, that he who does not understand their poetry, is totally 

ignorant. Moreover, there are excellent works in Tamil poetry on the 

subject of the divine attributes and the nature of virtue; and if, by pro¬ 

ducing texts from them, we turn their own weapons against themselves, 

they will blush not to conform to the precepts of teachers in whom they 

cannot glory without condemning themselves. If we duly consider what 

has been said, we shall be satisfied, that, in this country especially, it is 

highly proper in a minister of the gospel to read the poets, ,and to apply 

himself to the study of poetry. 

The first person who wrote a grammatical treatise on this dialect, and 

who is therefore considered as its founder, is supposed to have been a 

devotee named Agattiyan, respecting whom many absurd stories are 

related. From the circumstance of his dwelling in a mountain called 
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Podiamalei, in the South of the Peninsula, the Tamil language has oh- 

tained the name of Gp&srQuxr^, or Southern, just as the Grandonic is 

termed or Northern, from the supposition that it came from 

the Northward. A few of the rales laid down by Agattiyan have been 

preserved by different authors, but his works are no longer in existence* 

After his time, the following persons, with many others, composed trea¬ 

tises on this dialect, viz, Palacayanar, Ageiyanar, Nattattanar, Mayesurer, 

Cattiyanar, Avinayanar, Cakkeippadiniyar. The works of all these 

writers have perished, and we know that they existed only by the frequent 

mention of their names in books which are now extant. One ancient 

work, written by a person called Tolcappiyanar, (ancient author) is 

Still to be met with ; but, from its conciseness, it is so obscure and unin¬ 

telligible, that a devotee named Pavananti was induced to write on the 

same subject. His work is denominated Nannul, a term that corres¬ 

ponds exactly to the French belles lettros, and the Latin Litter ee 

fiumaniores. Although every one is familiar with this title, few have 

trod even on the threshold of the treatise itself. The author divides his 

Subject into five parts, which are comprised in the following line: 

CTQg p 3 t_//r0 C-OlaJiT LJUttfrt, 

1st. Ezjutta. Letters, This head treats on pronunciation and 

orthography. 

2d. Q&nsZ, Choi. Words ; which are composed of letters. This head 

treats of the noun, the verb, and the other parts of speech. 

3d. Ou/r0©r, Forul. Matter ; or the mode in which, by uniting words, 

a discourse is formed. This head treats on amplification, the affections 

of the mind, &c. It is subdivided into Agapporul, and Purapporul; 

that is to say, into matter interior and exterior. The former relates to 

the passions and affections of the mind, which act on man internally; 

the latter, to things external to man. 

4th. Curruuj, Yappu. Versification. The Tamil writers confine their 

remarks on this head to the subject of prosody, and say nothing of the 

art of poetry, 



5th. 'gf&S, Ani. Embellishment. This head treats on tropes and figures* 

The term Panjavilaccanam, which we here used, is the general expres¬ 

sion for these five heads. 

Pavananti not having completed his design, his Nannul comprises only 

the two first heads, viz. Letters and Words; on each of which he has 

treated at considerable length. On his death, a person named Narccavira- 

ja Nambi, took up the subject, and wrote on the third head, or matter. 'A 

devotee called Amirdasagaren, (sea of nectar,) composed a treatise on the 

fourth head, or Versification, which he entitled Carigei; and lastly, a 

person named Tandi wrote on the fifth head, or Embellishment: his 

work was called from him Tandiyalancaram ; the word Alancaram being 

the same as Ant. 

On Amplification and Embellishment, the third and fifth heads, I shall 

'&ay nothing; because my readers are already acquainted with the rhetoric 

of Europe, to which nothing new is added by the Tamil authors. As I 

have also treated fully on the Letters in the grammar of the common 

Tamil, the remarks which I shall here offer on that subject will be con¬ 

fined to the peculiarities which exist in the superior dialect. This work 

will, accordingly, be divided into two parts; the first of which will relate 

to Letters and Words; the second, to Versification. Under the latter 

head, I shall take occasion to say something respecting the art of Tamil 

poetry. 

In the course of this work, much will be purposely omitted, either as 

being not of frequent use, or attainable by a little practice: my object 

being, merely to explain the first rudiments of the language, and thereby 

to remove the more prominent obstacles which oppose its attainment. 

I shall frequently adduce examples from the most esteemed authors* 

with the view, as well of illustrating the rules which I may lay down, as of 

initiating the student into the practice of the language. As many of these 

examples will appear without the name of the author being annexed, it 

becomes necessary to explain, that the Tamil writers do not usually 

prefix them to their compositions ; and although the names of some have 

been handed down to us by their commentators, yet the number of com- 
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xnentaries which hare been written on poetical works, is small; and even 

in these, the author’s name is not always mentioned. For instance, the 

commentator on the poem Chintamani speaks in terms of praise of its 

author, whom he styles the master of all the learned. He may indeed 

with justice be called the prince of Tamil poets, but of his name the 

commentator does not inform us. Nor are we to suppose that the work 

itself is called after its writer; Chintamani being only an appellation be¬ 

stowed on the hero of the poem, whose name is Sivagan. In like manner, 

we learn that the poet so well known under the name of Tiruvalluven, 

who has left us a work containing 1,330 distichs, was of the low tribe of 

Paraya, but of bis real name we are ignorantr for although he had no 

less than seven commentators, not one of them has mentioned it. Vallu- 

van, is the appellation by which soothsayers, and learned men of the 

Paraya tribe are distinguished ; and Tiru here signifies divine, in the 

sense in which we say the divine Platot. Such is the origin of this 

honorary title, which has now come to be used as the real designation of 

the person to whom it is applied. Again, we have a collection of moral 

sentences worthy of Seneca himself, written by a woman who, if we may 

believe tradition, was sister to the last mentioned author; but her real 

name also is unknown, although she is always called Auviyar, a title 

which is appropriated to aged matrons. There is another work which 

I shall occasionally quote, and the title of which is Naladiyar, which 

contains 400 epigrams on mural subjects* The origin of this name is 

said to be as follows; eight thousand poets visited the court of a certain 

prince, who, being a lover of the muses, treated them with kindness, 

and received them into favor : this excited the envy of the bards who 

already enjoyed the royal patronage, and in a short time they succeeded 

so completely in their attempt to prejudice their master against the new 

comers, that the latter found it necessary to consult their safety by flight; 

and, without taking leave of their host, decamped in the dead of night. 

Previous to their departure, each poet wrote a venba on a scroll, which 

he deposited under his pillow. When this was made known, the king, 

who still listened to the counsels of the envious poets, ordered the scrolls 
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to be collected, and thrown into a river, when 400 of them were observed 

to ascend, for the space of four feet, naiadi, against the stream. The 

king, moved by this miraculous occurrence, directed that these scrolls 

should be preserved; and they were accordingly formed into a work, 

which, from the foregoing circumstance, received the name of Naladiyar. 

I have now said all that I think necessary by way of introduction to 

this work. In conclusion, I have only to assure the student, that if -he 

will apply himself to the perusal of the ancient authors, he will find their 

writings to be by no means undeserving of his attention. Farewell! 

Ides of September 1730* 



PART THE FIRST. 

ciiap. i. 

SECTION THE FIRST. 

OF LETTERS. 

X. To the rules respecting letters which are given in try other gram* 

mar, and which are equally applicable here, the following are added. 

In naming the letters in this dialect, those which are short are distin¬ 

guished by the affix «?u>r and those which are long, by aircr^ ; thus, ^ 

is termed ^acr^, and «g', \ pe,vi&. and pnrsn-ijlc,. Hence, 

Tiruvaliuven says, p&titrtz, &c. The alphabet be¬ 

gins with In the Shen Tamil or higher dialect the Grant.ham charac¬ 

ters are never used ; but to the letters employed in the common dialect, 

one consonant is added, which is termed <^ojand is written thus c°.: 

this letter resembles the consonant g, obscurely uttered, with a deep gut¬ 

tural sound : it has the force of a consonant, but is never joined with a 

vowel; the effect, therefore, of inserting it in any word, is to render the 

syllable which precedes it long by position, although by nature itbeshoit. 

Thus, if be written the first syllable becomes long in proso* 

dy, from its position before two consonants. Example, 

esc ds! eer su f OJ ^ uQ n Si ©J25lU oo,Q ci eJ jt a <3 

©ear ebQuircTfigeijt—tAL] 

,©0su - cgy, ^$5) - ci), 

Here if, instead of^^9^«®-ff<r,-tl»e poet had written the 

first syllable of the word would have been short, which would not have 

suited the metre. In order to explain the poet’s meaning, the Student 

must be apprized that, in Tamil, the body is occasionally te med ®-«0£ 

the seat of life. The- distich may be rendered : That is the seat of 

life which walketh in the paths of affection: the bodies of such as lack 

affection are only bones covered with skin.. 

If. The letters are distinguished by the Tamil grammarians info van-' 

©us classes®,,. 



First. The whole alphabet is divided info rowels—consonants—and 

consonants joined to vowels, that is, syllables. The rowels are twelve in 

number, and are termed sluQv ; the consonants, exclusive of 

are eighteen in numbers and are termed ©h&iu, or cpp^\ and conso¬ 

nants joined to vowels, are termed animated bodies., 

Secondly. .The vowels are distinguished into five short, ; =9/, 

fe,sr,9, and seven long, ©/bao-cd ; ff, <&-ar, ®t, S3, £», ^>eu. This distinc¬ 

tion has been folly explained in the grammar of the common dialect. 

Thirdly. The consonants are divided into three classes,i 1st 

czsrm, hard letters, or, as the Greeks term them, rough i they are, s, 

i—, m, p, 2nd ©co6i> S) esrLa^ soft .letters : they are, 0, <5, ad, gw, 

3rdmediate letters, that is, neither hard nor soft: they are, 

m, [t, s6, «su, lp, ®tj. This division must be carefully remembered, as it 

will throw much light on what is to follow, 

Fourthly. Theconsonants are distinguished Into O^inf p^ 

initial and Quurfiuj'pQ pQpp^ final; that is, such as may begin, and 

such as may end a word. The initials are nine; viz. <$, &. p. u. 0. m, u-, 

lu. su : the finals are eight; * viz. «r. uz. ", 5i>. ©? : we may, 

* This enumeration of the finals is supported by the following rule from an original 
gramnijar intilled VTrasozhijam zti a-Q&frifluJLn, 

ffjry umcrm wi— uQ&srpJg) 

Q'sS>tpjL^^etrrQuarfip<3S)pr5 jp(J?emir.®0ptf^J® ^ 

df —(?tc<s£) ,3) © p&sr jpi 

ripSy£''Zp&SpQpQ^ppaQu^.esrunQ^iT^&isiB>rQuJ 

&i5 j&uut— cbm - cr, LHTU..QD 

La 8z the two ssr9s & ®r); of the mediateletters 5, rejecting a): and of the beau¬ 
teous vowels twice five are declared to be Jinal letters in Tamil, whose region is between 
the virtue-bestowing Vengadam (Tripaty) and Cumari (Cape Comar in)—Oh thou 
ornamented with handsome bracelets ! 

It is here asserted, that this class consists of ©ssr, to, esr all the mediate letters 

except so, and ten of the vowels. But in Tonnul vil'accam, (srQgp. £), &P») Beschi 

Tsas followed tD, (ipp. @©-, 0,5*) where eu also is stated to be a final. He 

has omitted if here, probably because of it’s unfrequent occurrence. In Tolcappiyam 
©pirob&n we read rsa&rQu^iTifiLj' p p Qu cr^ larrifiuj& 

05, Four words terminate in the letter on they are these eS>j<si those (distant) 

£,<ai.those (between and cS1^) ©,5^ enmity. 
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however, meet with one or two instances in this dialect, where the 

imperative of a verb ends in 0. as «f-r9l<^ tmp: of ej$0«?ai) to suck, 

+ I am aware that in the common dialect, we have words which begin 

with <r, as oezrCftjtm, Gev^^ hair ; and with as gain, Q eta am 

metal: but in Nannu'J we are told, that or «- f must be prefixed to 

such words,; and that we ought to write (p/resr®, e>.G'iriTmu>, 

^G^nai*. The author adds that, even to words beginning with oj, it 

is .not only allowable, but elegant to prefix |D, so that for ujtreJds^elephant 

we may write (g)ojTeJd?r; and for w #>&<&n journey, ^cufr^Q^rr. In this 

dialect, words commencing with i~, as t—nuuj a list, and with p, as G(y 

issmf filthiness, are never used. 

Fifthly. Of the twelve vowels, the .following three, ^ and SB., have 

two states ; in one of which they are integral, in the other .abbreviated.. 

I shall notice each of these vowels separately. 

e,. If this vowel be joined to a hard letter, and be preceded by a syl¬ 

lable long by nature, as in rsir® country, river, arr® wood; or long 

by position, as in &pH chastity, a stamp; or if it be preceded by 

two short syllables, as in & difficult, a<yr3 avullure: in all these 

cases, it is termed <^p oan\, abbreviated &-* Hence, while to the 

utterance of a short vowel one measure of time, called uurpgl&ir, is allot¬ 

ted, to this abbreviated m* only half that length is allowed; and this is 

the cause, why it is always cut off before another vowel. On the other 

hand, although in the word is®9 for instance, is joined to <—, which 

is a hard letter, yet, since it is preceded by one syllable only, and that 

a short one, and is not followed by a double consonant, it is neither ab¬ 

breviated, nor can it be cutoff; as has been explained in the grammar 

of the common Tamil, No. 13. In this case, it is called (pp^vru*, 

integral 

@). We have said, that to words beginning with oj, as ajirvJfrr^ uar^u* 

midnight, it is reckoned elegant to prefix jg), and to write pur 

j and also in s ; as Out* ■© «, imp. of Qu to join v. n. 

i In Nannu'l we are told, that to some words beginning With 0, also is pre- 

. fixed, as, an isle, 
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io^. This vowel is then termed^/£> -j0&,&l&<ru9 and the measure allotted 

to it is half a mirp&s&a, In verse, if the metre require it, it may be 

considered-as a consonant, and not as a syllable s Thus, 

0 L£t§) <sS ptunfsB Q pasrufrfStZLntb&sstr 

ib LQerfbi&G&n rr)G&6arT&Qjir 

.00®' - 6T, «jy 0 - 0/P. 

Here, ®<utrip, has been used for tu/r^r.; but if the jH) were considered 

as a vowel, the measure of the verse would be destroyed. The passage 

may be rendered : Those may praise the pipe and the lute, wh) have 

never heard the prattle of children of their own : which is as much as to 

say, that the voice of these is sweeter to a parent’s ear than any music. 

83. This vowel, when it occurs in monosyllables, or when it becomes 

vSfaQUmt-j (a term which weshall presently explain,) is never abbre- 

viated ; but it is abbreviated in the middle or end of polysyllables, and is 

then called This is no longer pronounced, as in other 

cases, ai; but soft, as ei ; and is short in verse; 

Sixthly. c9i<snQu®3i^ is a certain protraction of the sound of any letter. 

The seven long vowels may be lengthened by , which in this 

case, is termed ironQu®*!^., This is done, by adding to the long letter 

its corresponding short one, which last must be written in its primitive 

form. 1 husigj is added to<£$,*, jg) to(^, &c. The letter Jj) is made to corres¬ 

pond with S9, and e_ with g>ea T« In pronouncing a syllable which is 

lengthened by 'S>j<znQu<a*,c—, the sound is to be protracted; and it is con¬ 

sidered, inverse, equivalent to two syllables. Example: 

diuuiG&t «sr©«(r 

p; QT)Gi—.ir L£-n-^Gff&9(ssr 

9(5™ - (&pri>9 c5Vt0 - <£., 0^,, 

What is the fruit of learning, if they (the learned) worship not at the 

goodly feet of Him the purely wise t Here, if from the word G pa 

we fake away the which has been-inserted by ^<saQ the verse 
will be lame.. 

t Because i is-the last, compouent-of the diphthong S3 ai; as-;;e. u is of the 

diphthong o©r au.. 
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III. Of the consonants, the following eleven, ibj. $3; ear. is. iz.&r,vj,. 

cu, Bn.0°, when they are that is, not united with vowels, may be 

doubled, both in writing and pronouncing, by ^wQu<&(—• which- in 

this case, is termed pmOum—: Thus, for there, we may 

write c3)tEJt£j&Gzr. If the consonant be already double, a third may be added 

by this figure: Thus, uJWjsy lightning may becomeuS! ®sr *$} 5 conso¬ 

nants thus doubled are sometimes, though rarely, considered, in verse, as 

one syllable. <y>pp<&Qu®at— is a figure which is allowed only in poetry, 

and even there it is seldom used : &-<iQ vsnGumi—, on the contrary, occurs 

repeatedly even in prose; particularly the of the letter e-©r, 

which is employed, both in verse, though the metre may not require it, 

and in prose, when the conjunction e-^isto be added to a word ending 

in£_: thus, _9y.^rrg.,^ is put for - «=gy.^<sjp>, for 

and Qffffefor 

pibeGLb nQaf is^gbsla prri&Qurr jpiuup&r fijlizp 

Q p&ggil&uSI sigrs 

GiuStminuifieaiirxi^ .jpd? LgeunQ&nQ'd'&r 

l5Tidt>u^.ujrrn - tea,®® - «=% 

If, in the last line, the poet had written simply the metre 

would still have been good. The sentiment contained in the foregoing 

passage would not be unworthy even of a Christian: It is the duty of 

the wise not only to forgive despite; but also lo pity those who are about 

to fall into hell the place of fire, as the fruit of the despite they have 

done them, 

IV. I takethis opportunity to explain the nature of the■ i*irptQiB>rr, by 

which the Tamils measure the quantity of their letters:- &• unrpJG)mri& 

defined to be, that space of time which is occupied by the twinkling of 

an eye, or the snapping of a finger. Of these spaces, one is allotted to 

a short syllable, two to a long one, and three to a long syllable to which 

a short one has been added by One space and a half is- 
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allowed to the letter £0, * when abbreviated; but to ©, and $p), when 

abbreviated, only half a space. Haifa space is also allowed to consonants, 

and to the letter ; but a consonant doubled by 'gjenOuWi— 

occupies one entire space. 

SECTION THE SECOND. 

OF ORTHOGRAPIiy. 

V. The rules for orthography detailed in the grammar of the common 

dialect, (No. 17 to 32,) must be rigidly observed in this dialect. To those 

rules I shall here add a few remarks-;, dwelling particularly on such 

points as appear to be most important. 

First. It is a general rule of Tamil orthography, that soft or mediate 

letters are never doubled after a long letter. Hence, since in the word 

- lu, being a mediate letter, cannot be doubled after 

which is a long letter, we may immediately perceive that it is to be read 

4yaydvum. In the word affect—esr since cer is a soft letter, we must 

read k&nanddan. 

Secondly. Words which are usually written with a reduplicated letter, 

provided that letter be either soft or mediate, may drop the reduplication, 

or not, as best suits the metre. The same may be done evert in prose, 

when it conduces to the harmony of the period: thus, for G&juuJri to 

* On tbis.pointgrammarians differ. Ueschi.here follows Viraspzhiyam fisQluu 

i—eT'Ac - cgv, and Yappafungalam, as quoted in other grammars ; while in 

Tonnul V iraccatn,(<57 Qpp* |D»-, tg^.) be follows NannAl, ( -7 ^ m 

<*$&•) where the time allotted to abbreviated 83 is only one uier &&&>*, 

following verse from Naiad iyar, is at variance w:ith the latter authority. 

GS>3l’&£$J i^ifiOaLi«6i)Qjn,<S«6CBr © 

rfj^e] L_j jr.iau* 

taiau&gjJ utensil® /r> ft ussun-^jesaQ^ 

6® a* escr/T/rt®/r t 

«=£/ - - «60, 
Although they daily see the mominghreak, yet they understand it not, and daily rejoice 

in the thought that the present day is the past one : they do not daily consider the past day 
to be one day added to that portion of their life which has expired, * * 
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do we may read Q#x/o> • for C?«^r®is3 to buy ; for ermasr whatt 

vos ; for &«er eBm if said, ereSm ; for or&tixrui all, w©D<rm ; for 

heart, 5 &c. Thus also. 

©<y /r &rinjjaaa ^Ql^c^oj uftaJsiirritjj 

Q&ir6b£i)Ml<*)6Xr 6OT-0 £> 5=0; si) 

9(3«< - <^u)cr, ®j®. 

If the author had written G«mju/^, the first syllable would have been 

long, and would not have suited the metre. The meaning of the couplet 

is: to teach is easy to all; the difficulty is, to practice what we are taught. 

This rule is, however, to be applied with caution; particularly where there 

is room for ambiguity: thus, if for ©W®js>, the accusative of a&si>, o &o®?, 

you write <s£©K), the word will signify price; and if for aevai^:, the accu¬ 

sative ol a roe£, you put«a£iy the meaning will be a stag &c. The 

principal use of this rule is, to apprize the student, that many words, 

thus contracted, will be found in books, which must not be sought for 

in the dictionary under that form. 

YI. Of the changes which take place in connecting the words of 

a Tamil sentence, I have spoken at length in the other grammar ; but I 

think it necessary to make a few additional remarks in this. 

First. If a word beginning with /s be preceded by a long monosyllable 

ending in ^,or by a polysyllable terminating with that letter, the ^ of 

the first word is sunk, and the /5 of the second remains unaltered: thus, 

for Gir-Aisi— up we must write and for ^®r^(?.5/ra, u>«6rQnrrst 

If the were not dropped, these words would be read namanadandas 

tnanamanoga. 

If the preceding word ending in lb be a short monosyllable, as ©sus, 

^ Gather* is changed to*; thus, and Qm<* become QimOm* 

redyaddy; e^and w.iwr® our country or what country; andG«*u> 

and$n,Qhot water. Hence, it ,is an error to write ©«w©«r-*, G^ 

mePS9 vesr^i this last word, thus written would signify my country5 

whereas means either our country, or what country t 

Secondly. If a word beginning by * be preceded by a short monosyl¬ 

lable ending in «r or «r, the 0 is changed to the preceding letter: thus. 
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■ssOT- (from cold) and Sa (neater) become pwsSn cold water: 

and «£2sr and Hr, asv?es£n- a tear. So, from and rsrr® is formed 2> 

my country ,* and from Gucrcsr and /5<r®$t GJtjyrsr^aaS a golden string. The 

words thus united contain a double letter, which according to a rule laid 

down in No. 8, we may occasionally write single: thus, for e>vzrasErn we 

may use and for sir, &e&r &a woman with good eyes. 

We must be careful, however, not to write sssr/seaeD/ren; for that would 

be read kananalldL 

If a wordbeginning with ® be preceded by a long monosyllable ending 

in or er, or by a polysyllable terminating with either of those letters, 

the /s is dropped; thus dPexr and isssuf form cssrew^ fruitless desire; and 

rzrrecr and ise._isQ^sar, &nu-kQpan 1 walked. So also with polysyllables: 

thus, if the following words, ^<7<?e5r king, ineanssesr monarch, son, 

jcrsox fortificationsziw sling, be united with the word /saisDsar (masc.)\ 

or (neu.) they will form, respectively, ear 

dxsisr, lAsesT©)ew, c&i'Te&r'tiGbjg!, « ^-essrsD©)^. When, however, the last syl¬ 

lable of the polysyllable is short, the ® is sometimes changed to the pre¬ 

ceding letter: thus,.^)^w rsaQ, mt^(g) his country ; LD&m /s id &r, 

enrsor sOsOew ; ^rrsar cgpj ezsr &zr ti> <3 ^. But we must never Write 

esr/s/r©; for this would be pronounced ivananadu* 

Thirdly. If a word beginning with s be preceded by one ending in ei), 

the so and /$ are resolved into «sr; and if by one ending in sit, the or and 

is are resolved into w. In either case, the new letter is doubled, or not, 

according to the rule laid down in the foregoing paragraph : in other 

words, whenever the is is permuted there,, the «ar or && must be doubled 

here; and when the rs is struck out there, the esr or sot must remain single 

here: thus /scO good and ^gireo science are resolved into ns ar^/rso belles 

leltres, n>*& and isiresr^ into- /sir^esr^ four times four ? eShrcxs and Ss^r 

t—eg? into ,gp the finger is extended; thus, also, and 

Sn become clear water; and ssi^/rsn,. ^n«cr&)es>nen a wo- 

man with handsome feet, and ^0sir and /faS^sar, ^0ssfr,s&0asr ^6 

dissipated the darkness. 
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When a word ending with co comes before a word beginning with *£, 

the is changed to e® ; and when a word ending in w comes before such 

a word, the is changed to ear; thus, from raffed and is formed 

ffiffe5r(3c.«us four faces; and from Qun^cn and ^<r«—Qua-0exru.tr 

the excellence of a thing. Hence, the compound word uar®iA plural 

comes from ; /5sa«»_c goodness from sot*-- Qhsugsu-<ssm whiteness from 

(Pouinf* &c. 

Fourthly, Tfa word beginning with > be preceded'by one ending inr 

ew, the p> is changed to i— ; and if by one ending in aff, to-,^ ; and to this 

rulethere is no exception : thus^ and^ea>c^ppcresr become sera-©* 

sau-ppniasr he wiped his eye, and Q^>?isp^<ssrr. 

he selected a sling. If we were to omit the change, and write aaitt-Qp 

frlnptTGBr, the words would be read kavanalerinddn: thus also,.erGsrpe&d 

must be written sr&rp^ my headi u>n-esrpeiBi), a slag's head; 

and asr^eijtfi), ^'swasr this iftan's head. 

When the word ending in or <&r, that precedes another beginning 

with <5, is nominative in form, but oblique in signification, the &xr or &r 

also may be changed to ^-1 or ^respectively, these letters being written, 

or dropped at pleasure. Agreeably to this rule, the author of Qnpirucru) 

Uses eg>/Gu(? pn, his chariot with single p, for mQpa ;and he might 

alsohavewritten ypQpn: thus, for the region of heaven, 

to m-esa, the region of earth, we may write ©5)*— 

Tamil writers frequently employ the nominative for the accusative: in 

Order, therefore, to distinguish the two, when the word which is thus used 

ends in or eer, and is followed by another beginning with any rough 

letter, «cr must be changed to d-, and’asr to p : thus, in the following 

instances, where tosaTr son is put for LoaaJtor, we write LospG’/Da^^fiar,, 

he sought his son: r>&p &&&■<—it®rr hesawhis son: ui’SpSsaris pa esr t he rebuk¬ 

ed his son : ^^pGu^t^ssr he cherished his son, 
Fifthly. When a word beginning with p is preceded by one ending 

in or *5, under such circumstances that, according to the rules of the 

common Tamil, (seethe other grammar, No. 19. 2G„) the p> would be 

doubled, then, in this dialect, the p is not doubled, but the In in the.one 
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case is changed to tL, and the «&, in the other, to p ; and it is then op¬ 

tional, whether to change the following p to the letter which precedes it, 

ortodropit: thus, in this dialect, we do not write izttesipQpa but 

isnil~QL—ftor Sfi(?L-ir^w; daily neither war fits prr&r, but 

eu6w p^p j£)fr) isprrect^ oy sues!pfs3 j£)Sii5 pn&r, he wandered in the forest. A 

mode analogous to this is observed when any other of the rough letters 

follows a? or ®>, under the circumstances mentioned above: thus, instead 

of isir&iLJUt—, we write mmL^i—for a length of time, thus, likewise «*■<*. 

©4—6bt the duly of the day, isrtl,Q days are few; a/xrpQ jb Gear (gar 

Qi—/spasN - t-ysa/rscr In the forest he werit, lay, entered. 

When, after a word ending in 07 or eD, a rough letter is not doubled 

in common Tamil, if the letter be p, it is often, according to this rule, 

changed to or p % the preceding ©7 or also being sometimes changed 

to i— or "Jjbut more commonly dropped : thus, for J^susjtpspa-sa, She 

gave, ispmsa ; for (^v&pirizvp^ - the voice is low. 

Example. 

t-psuirsa/r^ pa zb it Quit & pptbffi>jn 

ttS pipw.anuQurr^pppei^) 

P06i/- tZffb, cs/,0- (y>^, 0p, 

The two last words are put for Quir^ppsUpe^, The passage isren* 

dered : It is a chief virtue to forgive slanderers, even as the earth sup * 

ports those who cut it with the plough. 

Sixthly. Under what circumstances the rough letters ®. p. u, are to 

be doubled at the beginning of a word, has been explained in the other 

grammar. I shall here add one rule : When a noun ending in n has the 

force of an accusative, but the nominative form, the rough letter which 

follows it must be doubled : thus, in the example just quoted, the con¬ 

struction is the same as if it were iscuruQuir^rjj ppc6 • but as the 

author has .used the nominative for the accusative, he has writ¬ 

ten uOt-'ir^pasD, doubling the u. If, without doubling this letter, he 

had writtenJl)®^^naQuir jppp^ the word Jfjay.aeutrtr would have been 

in the nominative; a construction which would have implied that the slan¬ 

derers themselves were the persons to forgive. 



CHAP. IT, 

OF THE NOUN. 

SECTIO.V THE FIRST 

OF THE DECLENSION OF NOUNS SUBSTANTIVE. 

VII. Before I proceed to the forms of the cases by which nouns substan¬ 

tive are declined, I must observe that in the declension of nouns of this 

language, both in the common and in the superior dialect, there is a 

certain peculiarity. Beside the nominative form proper to each noun, 

and beside the terminations of cases in both numbers, common to all 

nouns, there is yet another termination or form, which I shall denomi¬ 

nate the oblique. This is not the uninflected noun, neither is it any case 

of it; for it differs from the nominative form, and is frequently used by 

itself, without any casual termination. The form of the oblique is not the 

same in all nouns, but varies according to the following rules. 

First. All nouns, except those in and some of those in e., (of 

which hereafter,) form their oblique by adding to the nominative: 

thus (sir makes s,n sS) •ssr ,the tongue, gl&lSI - tsLotSil uSlcsr ,alad, - jsuSar, fire, 

uzniTLj - LbiTn&lesr, the breast, QsTvzrq-p - G&” (zpefiear ,acloud, - t-bthfca 

t&scr, a mount, Q<s<r - a king. So also, scar - a&gre&d&r., the eye, 

Qunecr -Qutr&reSasr , gold, Guj/raJ - Q ^naJa9sci, a lie, 9®<r,a 

battle, -U3>£) &r, the day, l^s^- ujsfi'®r,praise, gursn - pcei) <&r, the foot* 

If the final m be followed by a rough letter, it is changed to p\ as 

earla child with fine eyes. Here, the termination £g!«r is 

by no means a form of the genitive ; for, in the higher dialect, this case 

ends in ; nor would the use of the genitive, in this instance, have 

been proper: but it is a form common to all the cases; for, as we shall 

shortly see, it may take any of the casual terminations. 

Secondly. All the nouns of which we have hitherto spoken, have ano¬ 

ther form of the oblique, which is the same as the nominative: accordingly 

the example last quoted might have been 5 or> more 



elegantly : thus, also, foQor u&pQu& 

LD} a mid-day repast. 

Thiidly. Words ending in to form fch* oblique, reject this termi¬ 

nation, and take the affix : thus, tamca - L&mpjp, mind, ^■ 

place. To this last form we may add dropping the e.: 

thus*,earExample, or «5y^ 

8u^s^,#acgt&«0; a child of a beautiful countenance. 

Fourthly. Of nouns in e. such as have for their final syllable © or 

not preceded by a single consonant, but either by more than one syllable,, 

as in pe,® aplatey aoj jru rope, or by one long one, as in «#® 

rfyer, form their oblique by doubling the 4— or/z? of their final syllable: 

thus, the foregoing words become *—©j res¬ 

pectively. To these also, dropping the a., peer may be added : thus, 

Example: d?4_©«s,£e/, or 

<£,L—isp.p®pei); the cfoor o/’ a house.. 

VIII. The rules respecting the oblique should be carefully observed j 

for it is very frequently employed in this dialect, it’s uses are : 

First, in declining nouns; of which hereafter. 

Secondly. Tn forming adjectives from nouns : thus, ©/ri—©qu^, or six— 

£jp_65iwyS : A silvan road. 

Thirdly. To denote possession as ^eesHmurtnuesr, or y^iannuesr; A 

man having an ornament on his breast; QuqldQuv p&nppm, or 

GurtTpAQurrQcL&nppssr, Saltan who possesses great wealth. 

Fourthly. In expressing the qualities of the mind, or the members of 

the body,: thus, Qu0/5 pwajuSl &&Saltan who has much kind¬ 

ness, mam ppm Sudan who has a fearlessmind, ^•sssrp u^ar 

iQp&rr&pm the wide breasted SaltanQ&rr®ppm the savage 

faced Saltern. 

Fifthly. In expressing the time in which any person or thing exists or 

has existed, or in which any thing is or was done: as (Lf>p&!T€i)pjg&®& 

in©, the history of former time g^istsirtfuffin or gjfris tstrcS pu Sa the corn 

of this time. 
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Sixthly. In expressing the place of abode as, a cow of 

this village, <%rrt—(£)uu& a wild cow, a, flower growing on a 
branch, (*}&.■ p^uu, a flower growing in a tank. 

Seventhly. The oblique in p^> is used for the ablative in ^5 ; as cs>jrs 

prrp'gjmn LpQssrQpu^ we live in the world for ^jisprrpQ^— ^ f<3uirlFi& 

mfe?£&p'gi there are none on earth able to know, for £&>p^i&>. It is used 

also in comparison : thus, in the work entitled Silappadicdram we have 

z&fmjBfmui&f&fr&ppfi/) Qrs the foot goth on the declivity of 

the hill branches off like a trident, where p^i is put for&<&&&> pm 

Qurr®>. So also, i&ir&ifoppn pjpiiAc&ltf/ws'ffp^gz* the gems are arranged 

according to (he beauty of a garland; where pnusp^ is put for pmopoop 

uQurrsi) or pnmppnrQ6i>4 

We have stated, that the oblique has sometimes the same form as the 

nominative. In these cases, if it end with a vowel, or with oj or v, and 

be followed by a rough letter, this last must be doubled, thus 

a mountain cow Ganc^u^ the blossom of a creeper GrsuJa^u^us a pot 

of clarified butter i*&npGpasr, the honey of a flowers if it end in ««r 

or an, this letter must be changed to dL 5 and if in £®r or so to p: thus, ern) 

G>uL&npp<asrr The fiery eyed Sdttan QisGduswtrJL&irpgesr, Saltan with a 

long sword Gun■ p&tnd), gold wire &t—p fax a a wave of the Sea. 

IX I now proceed to the declension of the noun, 

Pavananti, in his Mannul, exhibits the eases, which he terms Qwp 

cgi'SDte, in the following method and order. 

QuojQit - 88 - cgjeS- 

0 - - firar 

eSh>3 - GaJ ssi 0 0 ta 

fas Guiu truest p 

G&ir&eiijg] -Quajri)uj<3 - r^u)® ~{^p. 

This arrangement, although it differs from the European, I think 

it advisable to follow; because Tamil authors constantly distinguish 

the cases by number, as the first, the second, the third, case,? which 
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will not be understood, unless we know the order in which they are 
classed. 

1 st case. Qucun the name or nominative. 

-2nd case, 88. This corresponds with our accusative, and is formed by 

adding the termination 88 to the oblique: thus, from uzafti mount 2b 
uSJeifdtn^ or Lcc&i&»aj; from coasts mind or u>6sr^ar$ ; from d?©, 
house d?i~up®Jd& or from n©er or <=g£«»'/!>• 

from p®®,plate ,«««— or wa-; from ««j^y rope anjpj£)^ldsj5 

Or (BiJUp 5®/Jj , 

3d case, of which Pavananti says; 

car 0 eu « ^gy ^5 u n ev rr ® Q *— w © 

©0<a£®0pfbneji_Gsrt&cfi-Qjp>&sr ©u'TQSff 

Q&/TGb&Q. QutuitluJcti^-3»<P, r<5jpt 

He here assigns, to this case four terminations; egg«r, §}©, 

(with the first syllable long,) «*>©, (with the first syllable short:) so that, 
we may say «aw^sc, sew^a/-, uanppis&r, 

saw'-by, 0? /2/s eye ,* We may also add these terminations to the 

oblique, and use &c. When the termination sjj'Jp- 
(with the first syllable short,) is used, the e. cannot he struck out: I have 

met with only one instance where this was done, which was in the poem 

Chintdmani. 

This case corresponds with our ablative, whether causal or social. First it 

expresses the active, material, and instrumental causes which aresignified 

by the term «0ts5) - as; ^ajai^pnaj^i- u,a pot made by a potter^’&ezr 

<29$2/ruj04-_££!, pot made of earth, a pot made by 

means of a wheel. 

Secondly It expresses the impelling cause, whether extrinsick, as the 

command of an other, or intrinsick, as the final design: these are signified 

Note. The affix os© which generally designates the social is used forthe causal, where 

the cause and effect are co-existent, as jsQujer® smoke from tire ui&yuap0f 
enj-ir, or uccl ^uiar©0^^s cold from dew. 
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by the term &@pptr9 as a tank made by command of 

the king; uuQ ft cgy eHmu @6i7^>, a lank made for the purpose of agriculture* 

Thirdly, it expresses connexion, which is termed &.i—©3?®y£>ey, and it 

then answers to the social ablative. 

4th case, (5. This corresponds with our dative. Examples: 

or i&eJfouQ p,^» 

5th case, ilD^yor Respecting this case, The Nanndl states. 

£8/5 & fTGu&PQ ^t!jl eb^i i/Qeesr jgii 

&j&&Qd>iru Qu€>eMQujjs}uQurr(m.Q<s(t* 

G1 <9=^6^)®)^, Quujir/iu& - tf g_, cejjfBt 

The forms of the ffh case are and Jposr, they import removal, 

similitude, /5m7 or cause. 

As the termination J^eor is also one of theforms of the oblique, we shall 

often find it doubled.; the first gfrssr being the termination of the oblique, 

and the second that of the 5th case: thus, ui©i&i>«*?«>, or lAe&bv&GGr^eiBdiiQ 

or uiH eS esr, This case is used as follows. 

First,* to express«?ao«ei) motion from a place as9 d?*—dP/sd? 0«r, 

He departed from the house, thus, 

g>&®>u£) sS) i£ iB gi&tiSi cr&ftmiUfT unr ,5 

iScJd&uSI sS f /s^ase®^— 
^3«U - 3au)&} -#>, 0"), 

/20/r fallen from the head, 50 are men who have fallen from their 

station to low estate. This force of the 5th case accounts for its use in 

comparison, of which we have spoken in the other grammar; for, 

roGu ft)signifies literally, quitting that, this is to be reckoned great. 

The same with the superlative; for, Q&&9jgu&eiilp signifies 

literally, Rejecting all other blessings, this is to be deemed a blessing ; 

that is, the best blessing. 

Secondly, to express similitude, <y>uij : as L^esreSiQ^ifajiSissrutc^ for 

l£ 637 Gids-uQuirsvQ^jrrl^'iLji£eii!utx> • pleasure vanishes like lightning. Thus, 

the celebrated author of Chintdmani, describing the road which led to a 

certain mountain, says; 



Q& d>eun & esr p>_£ Q0gy SI p£} @ gS)iesncoa is g> irQ is0 Q esr 

G&a <§& l&vgS) ssr [aoJgjQ&Q jfHulttnQ&tr&zrc—O&n p 

G&e3 ®> & G&& o) eu oo^Q 15 /£) O'#"® '-°V Q&nrsjgaasr 

Q «fiojafri s&iau&ia asS), 

In ibis single stanza,, the case ^csr is used no less than fire times, to 

express similitude. Toshewthis more clearly, I will translate it into com¬ 

mon Tamil. tL]i5®{--Q'LurTiTLc>a5r£>63!puQc-j[r.($QiAQ<ti(i£izG‘^/r£). 

pp,«n)ptfrira G is^Qn&u Quirdbu ua>Ji(^sssr l~~pnQ lj Gm^®q/l/ 

Qurr in (A)lj ensnQp’jSssr f}&<?it jg/&G&(t gh uzLJ rr t.aes> u ljG *-* ft Gan~edr) 

uQ<-J<TUjr§&n@Q<3STG ®3h&Lj(j>LJ'T<tiU G'cjiT&ljGUff««0®S>JD &<3u0 tAWtfujrT 

mtte&b&KU&G&thsjBiratr, He approached the mountain by a road soaring 

as the mind of the wealthy, dark at midday as the heart of the indigent* 

level as the petals of a ficmer, winding like a deadly serpent, lessening- 

in progress as thefriendship of the mean.. 

Thirdly,* to express sreSaa), a limit; thus 00ffi«/r«ign-RestGpp^G&r 

cFiaiajrr The river Caviri bounds Tirucamlur to the south. 

Fourthly; to express cause; thus Q^nesr6&u>, a poi made 

of gold, Qun-^dDQesreitiujesr, a man poor in substance «=sy/p pjsi) pQufthu ear,. 

a man of exalted virtue. 

6th case, This corresponds exactly with our genitive. Res¬ 

pecting this case, we find in Nannul, the following remark: 

££®gc^,e^£A/re|py^i£4JerOTto©ffl.3u<Ey(2£(75k-f/r^ > 

Q&rrzi>3>^. QuaiBaicb - »?*«-, (§;&- 

The termination of the 6th case is^j^ or for the singular, and for 

the plural: the meaning of which is, that the singular or plural termination 

is to be affixed to the noun, in the genitive, not accordingas this is singu¬ 

lar or plural, but according as the noun, which governs that genitive, 

is singular or plural. Thus, with the governing noun in the singular;. 

(suir&xtgaj^ u ifiih ; the fruit of a plantain tree iun<sifas\jjcgj ar^t—<-.<*, a 

herd of elephants; the branch of a tree; QiseS or 
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Q/saglm-js, Gerjo boiled rice of paddy •, aarjn, or^©^/, Slesr^i or 

the land of me, or thee, with (he governing noun in (he 

plural; the handsvf me, pAuteomam the elephants of him, 

Qgla&rvjtbuSZaen the hairs of a horse« 

The plural termination is also employed though the governing noun 

be in the singular, provided it be used in a plural sense: thus speaking 

of both hands, I may say, ®my handsi &.&?&>$ ihy hands, Example# 

as- £ p tsp Q ieroj e i— is ^3 Q&Q eD 

Q si> £rj5Bs9<a<B airirQjj /? 

© mp*t..o«x$, QGLb&frlajirfijGdt&Lt&ui - rrefr^ ««S?# 

Weary not thy delicate feel by departing hence, thou who art the inmate 

of my soul. Here, the word being singular, the author writes «r^s<r 

but although in the singular, has a plural sense ; and he there¬ 

fore writes pap.. The metre shews that we should read nuna, not 

nun. Observe, that .^eer^j and £}&r^i may both be put for e.«ras will 

be explained in the proper place. 

The genitive case is however seldom used, the oblique form being em¬ 

ployed inits stead: thus, for tant—uiL.iEsrpapjsDebin the desert; 

for Mm a* the firmness of mind. The word *.au^.uJ9 

which serves fora genitive termination in common Tamil must not be so 

employed here: in fact, it is not a casual termination, but an adjective, 

regularly formed from the substantive e_sa»<_, according to rules which 

will hereafter be given. 

7th. case, «»: &c. This corresponds with the local ablative. «ssr, 

however, appears rather to be a word which forms a compound with 

the noun, than a casual termination; and although the original mea¬ 

ning is eye. it here signifies place. In confirmation of this remark, 

we find it expressly stated in Nan mil rule 45, that we may use, in the 

same way, any word importing place; such as ^©r$, £g)e*<_, 

QP65T, iQesr^ en6?u, ffy., Qu.'6V, £-©T, £.©9, , 
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with many others. (* ) Of these words, such as terminate in ta must be 

used iu the oblique form thus, «sbx, or aituL 

«,tLjp^^i in the desert &c. It follows that, as 

^eo is a word meaning place, or habitation, it, likewise, may be em¬ 

ployed in forming this case; in fact, it is so used in common Tamili 

thus, Lz&itouQti in the mount, in the face: the termination 

g)o>, therefore, serves for two cases, the fifth and the seventh. When ®swp 

is used in forming the 7th case, the <&r must be changed to «—, if the 

following word commence with a rough letter: thus a 

tyger in the mount, qjjJ;2)3£_000 a heron in a paddy field, Quafip 

«z_@6r? a parrot in a grove, Gmirnai~&<iu happiness is with the 

virtuous, c^fr®rr®4._^9_0 wealth is with kings. 

From the foregoing remarks it appears, that, wherever, in common 

Tamil, the expression near, at, is used, we may, in this dialect, 

employ the case ©sac?: thus, j®j®srai—G&6srQp&>r I went to him, sr 

a^-«t30fQ£—eer / saw) A/m near the village &c. Example, 

/5a>65/7frs<_lt-j£__i_eujpi6»La«9'a# <asr (0)6\a 

e>oi)Giirrn&c~‘Ui—^_,©0 

-c9ff 0/5? ; 

Wealth with the ignorant is worse than poverty with the wise. Her?, 

the locality is designated in English by with, 

With respect to the word I take this occasion to remark, that, as 

it is included among those words which designate place, it cannot correct¬ 

ly be used, as it commonly is, with a dative; but requires to be coupled 

with the oblique; thus, cSypp^ea or p.Qj^er, in virtue <1? 

Qar, or si? t—cxu.ray®r9sit in a house jp^jeir, or rSim/D fi v in them. 

(*) The whole of these words are enumerated in the following rule of Nan mil. 

aOT - Sfl-6V> - ©60iL_ - - eutT03 - - <2Jti3®sr- 

Qp&T - &rra- - Gucbia - ^l La - (£ (A <$) - Lg - lj5S)i—. - - 

ifii&sr - i_/jr2) - - G - e.6®^ - eufi - e_ci? - 

e-srr - c- LjJDLA - - ^u.uQutTQy^(T^Qui 

.Quuj&ux 9? -$»© - ©£* 
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8th case, &eSQ*ijD€&jnu>i the vocative. Having enlarged on the 

formation of this case in the other grammar, and the remarks made 

there, being equally applicable here, I shall, without repeating them9 

proceed to notice certain peculiarities of this dialect. 

First. In Nannul, (Rule 46, Chap, on the noun,) we are told, that 

the vocative is either the simple nominative, or is formed in the 

following ways: by ©ear*)®), elision; by augmentation ; by 

jSlexfltvn, the change of the last letter ; by the change 

cf the penultimate; or by some of these ways combined : thus, 

farewel Sir $ where the simple nominative is used ; where 

the letter «r is dropped ; S3 oj(?®ra^, where the nominative is augment¬ 

ed by the letter « $ S3uJ©a/, where the final is changed to G*>; S?oj* 

where the penultimate is changed from a short to a long letter; 

gSoj/r^rrx/, where the last letter is dropped, and the last but one chang¬ 

ed ; (f) and SBturG*, and S3ajrrQ^ir, where, in each word, the last let¬ 

ter, and the last but one, are changed. 

Secondly. Nouns masculine ending in besides the modes ex¬ 

plained in the other grammar, form their vocative, either by 

es>c_, as, Quyunrar king, voc. ©u$ ft) or by changing the 

finals too/, as, Q$iaj<r*r a mountaineer, voc. Sto*#, an 

eater, voc. QbQjwbwsst a man with long arms, voc. ©*© 

mj^sojiruj. To this vocative we may also add « thus, QAtunQiu 0 moun¬ 

taineer, B-wrt-irtJtti O eater. (§) &e. This last mode is used more espe¬ 

cially with appellative nouns, of which hereafter. 

(t) Thus, also, S3 ©uj, where the final ®r is dropped, and the penultimate changed 

to «r. See /sGsrjgj/r6^, OljujSuj- ©tT, 

(P iQetear words ending in esr may also form the vocative by changing the 

final «r to £> thus, Qu®*r«r voc. Qu@a>*Q&r9 O king. See amrj&r*; Q** 

tisbjsl, QuuuSuJei> - ©u", 

(^) Appellatives in «g£«r may also form the vocative by changing the «g of this 

farm into g, thus, e.aee,Qe-a(iaJ, O cater,- m'aGQdaGu, Oporter. 

See I50ST'jgtr&i ©<?«■ QuvfrluJd - @u5 
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Thirdly. Nouns masculine and feminine ending in cw preceded by 

a long syllable, may likewise form their vocative by • thus 

One„ a name of the god of love, voc. Gwea. If the long syllabic pre¬ 

ceding ®r contain the vowel the vocative is formed by dropping the 

«r, thus, voc. ; to which we may add to, If the 

syllable before cw be short, the vocative may be formed by changing the 

short penultimate to its corresponding long letter; and this serves also 

for the vocative neuter: thus, ^a®®? children, voc. ^®®/rsu, isu>n*&t our 

people, moon, ^aosnrar, parrot Sefilsrerr, If the 

vowel in the short syllable be jy, it is sometimes changed to er long; 

but this form will not serve for the neuter: thus, which is 

the same with &Gjrrdd Lord, voc. cgjtjp.Gstn, Examples. 

QeiritfQaiuujp-Gmsn—that is We worship thee, 

O Lord, 

Fourthly. Nouns masculine and feminine, ending in n- preceded by a 

long syllable, may form their vocative by «sy«x©ijwc-, thus, puuQu>n<v 

younger brothers, voc. ^a. If the vowel preceding £ be this 

may be changed to gu thus, a.enairn- villagers, voc. ; to which we 

may add er, —so also from erresrG&Z the learned, scrm fit, 

eir&rfiGcr. If the /? be preceded by «sy, this is changed either into 

or St?, thus. Q^ejai^ enemies, voc. Qwapn kings. GPeus^/r, 

charioteers unSU: or, the original word may remain un¬ 

changed, and as/r be added; thus, e^n- owr wew, rocf su>fir9 iSpyr 

foreigners, voc. If the fr be preceded by the tun is 

dropped, the £g) is changed to gu and & is added : thus K^tShur /arfv, 

voc. (st&dPGir, ptA&ujrr younger brother, voc. p'At<?Qn. Even words 

which do not end in n but have their singular in may form their 

vocative plural by the addition of «=.r or t^Gm thus younger 

brother, voc. ^(£>t£L5V, or puuSluS'Qir; ^/roS? /oryf, voc. or 

enilUkGir, Lastly: certain neuter nouns, when used in token of love 

or joy, assume the masculine or feminine form, as I shall hereafter 

explain : thus, the words v>u£)ebttn those who resemble peacocks, and 

elan those who resemble cocilasy may be used instead of peacocks 
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0«0c&*«jt cocilas under the foregoing- rules, their vocatives will then 

become, u>u30«£?S>Qrry respectively. 

Fifthly. Nouns masculine and feminine, ending in &>, or ta, preceded 

by a long syllable, may form their vocative by ^jeaQussu—: thus, uurrt 

a name of Fishnu, voc. cgyeS; thus, a certain poet has, 

maiAirc3)($ O mighty handed Vishnu : so also, 3^)07 a rooman adorned 

isith jewels, voc. But if egy, which is a short vowel, precede 

eo, the vocative is formed by changing that vowel into thus, Gpirssr 

pcb a son or king., voc. Qpa-esr t&L—QJuei) a woman, voc. ncr/rd). 

The same with nouns neuter; thus,^©^sD, a mountain, ^ae/« so, a# e/e- 

phanl, voc. ««■©), %gsTZj&crei„ 

Sixthly. In Nannul, Rule 56, we are told, that the vocative formed 

by ^on®is used only in calling to persons at a distance, while 

that which is formed by dropping the final letter, as well as that which 

has the same form as the nominative, is used only in addressing those 

who are near; that the vocative formed by adding o, is used only in ex¬ 

clamations of pain or lamentation; and that the remaining forms are 

used indifferently, 

SECTION THE SECOND. 

OF NOUNS APPELLATIVE. 

X. Appellative nouns arecalled in Tamil ugu^u, in contradistinction 

to nouns proper, which are termed upu* signifies a word 

A./0, for l/0w, the future participle from the verb /0 divide or 

to he divisible, signifies divisible, consisting of parts, one composed ofseve- 

ral; u&rr, the negative participle from the same verb, means indivisible 

or simple. The Deity may be called u^Tuidutr^tot a being simple or 

uncompounded 1 and created things, u^QunQ^tot compounded beings» 

Nouns proper are called u&truLj'sui simple words, because they refer 
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to one object only. The word for instance, is u&iruubecause 

it refers to one object, a bow. Nouns appellative are called ui?§upu>9 

compound words, because they refer to two objects thus, if we form au 

appellative from the word d5)a-, as aS)s£®>/rm a bow man, this refers to two 

objects, the bow itself, and the man who holds it. 

To the foregoing definition it may be objected, that the word sSlufr, for 

instance, is what is termed a simple word with more than one 

meaning; and that, from the variety of its significations, as light, coral, 

anemone, a masl,.&c. it cannot properly be termed uGa-uupu*. But this is 

of no eo nseq uence: because it has more than one meaning only when con¬ 

sidered singly, ( hence ) (+) and not when it is regarded in 

conjunction with its appellative, for the word eSleDsD/resr, a bow man, for 

instance, fixes the meaning ofs£l®>, when considered as its proper noun. 

This remark will be found to apply with equaljusticetoany other appel¬ 

lative noun. 

NI. In this dialect, appellatives are formed at pleasure from any noun 

or verb. The primitives from which they are formed, are referred to six 

heads, called common places, Qua-jpeS)^^ In Nann#!^Part the first* 

(J) In Nannulj the definition of QklQ&rrcd is as follows ; 

«5 0Q{j./r 0©70 jB pp'-i&Q&ne&t&nQiLjia 

UcbQt-jfr y£} 

Irl0sw 6orjg}'?/ Q&it®) q> rr^ui 

jslsiritQutufloJsb - iD5) - 0^. 

When,one object is,expressed by many words or one word designates many objectsy 
the object difficult of apprehension, becomes a (d&a 

Hence, it signifies either a synonyme, or a word with several meanings, thus^io®J3i>, 

GoutS)/_/, 3/P, all which signify a mountain, are each a Q in the former 

sense ; and which signifies a monkey, a snake, a mountain, &c. is a 

in the latter. 
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Chap, II, Rule 5.) these are thus enumerated: 

£»j6«Sr/5 r'^Srt cS 6BT JLlA, 

First, Quitqkv, a thing possessed, ns gB■■$'&>«*&a bowman, from o?)^; 

(tpis^'iSm ssr one who wears a crown, fr om Second, place, as 

<o«£i» offer or a mountaineer, from ; <dpgtai«*r aTelinga man, from 

G^JS/ze/^. Third, &n&>u> time, ns ebppnm a man oj the present 

time, Qpn} QdTOssffasr one of former times, ^jn^ajam, (?®i__6au—ujtresr, one 

horn under the constellalion* ljit or ®i— < Fourth, S&ios\ cl component 

par fas Q-pcr^isfa, $sirp<sor a man with a long bored ear, Q&'/Zeu&s&tisa®r 

one whose eyes are long. Fifth, u, a property of mind or body, as 3«.r 

i^ajesr a cruel man, from ©*-r©s»^i a mild man, from^)d? 

6C'io,* ts^ujbo a black man, from ■; ^.©sresr a hunch backed man, 

from ®o.s57« Qwcy-ujGv a long man. from (35®®^; Qsnsirsor a short man, 

from (gar sn,j3. Sixth, Gg/r^' ^ employment or action, as <uneS&esr a mer¬ 

chant, from sutr*3&i&* & <ssr a traveller, from Q& A<&j ♦ eBa^aBssresr 

a quick mans from eSWjBy, To jthe sixth place belong also, £&,©«■«&■- 

f5^<su/T.esr - a reader, from the verb ,• airpp&m f.^n-uu/''ssr a pre¬ 

server, from the verb airps -, and the like; which, as has been staged in 

the other grammar, may be formed at pleasure: as such words, however, 

may betaken either for the third person of the verb, or for appellative 

nouns, we are told, iu Nannul, thata distinction istobemadein pronounc¬ 

ing them. When the word g?^®/ >m, for instance, is an appellative noun, 

thp is to be pronounced mpre opep, than when it is part of the verb. 

jXH. Concerning the formation of appellatives from common places, I 

shall not venture to give any rules as invariable. Pavananti himself, in his 

Nannul says, that this must be learned rather from the practice of anci¬ 

ent writers, than from precepts. So irregular, indeed, is the formation of 

appellatives, that it is impossible to fix it by any certain rules. For in¬ 

stance, from sBq>, a bow, are formed gB&S), eBd&eer, gB^gd^ssr, 6B<$ 

Q^fresr, e&)ctiirear, eBeH&r, all which signify an archer. Yet, from 

r, we .cannot, in the same way, form for a masculine appella¬ 

tive, that word being used only for the feminine: neither from can we 

form tceJcbaQ, for either gender. I observe, however. 
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First. That we learn from Nannul that appellatives are to be distin¬ 

guished into two parts;the primitive from which the appellative is 

formed, and the appellative termination; thus, in the appellative 

eSlsJeS/resr, s£)cii is the i->0©, and cgasr the When appellatives are 

formed from nouns referrible to any of the common places but the fifth, 

the or root, (excepting nouns in of which hereafter,) remains 

unaltered; the ©0@,9, or appellative termination, being simply affixed 

to its nominative or oblique: thus, an ornament, app. 

asrsar; £.©7°r a village. app, t^&irriTisar ; /a <7©7 a day, app, mndHesraer ; ®«jct «« 

eyei app. asssraCTesr ; slsit6ot yooc?, app. e.6fte^eer«r ; in all which instances, 

the is affixed without any change of the 

Butin forming appellatives from the fifth place 0«srin, the primitive 

noun undergoes a change: thus, the appellative from ©«°(2)6®lo cruelty, j> 

©a/Tt^tueo-, not ©«ff©RJ5tc«J6w, Soalsoa0«»^ blackness, app. o^tuecr;©* 

length, app. ©/s^ujwr; novelty, app, LyjSojesr, ©<_/0s»£o 

greatness, app, ©t-j/ftujecr; iseamm goodness, app. tssi&esr • ©&ie5srs®u> 

whiteness, app, ©cuarepesr. 

Secondly. That e5)0^, the appellative termination, is generally, for the 

masculine singular, c^yesr, cSyauar, c^6sr, for the feminine singular, 

c&i’erT, cgeir, £D; for both genders in the plural,cSy/x, =&/?, csysu/r/ for 

the neuter singular, «g/; for the neuter plural, csyepcv, ^«r, ,jy. 

These terminations are affixed to proper nouns under the fifth head 

in the manner already shewn: thus, from ©e/r^ea^c, are formed, for the 

masculine singular, ©a/r^ujeer, ©«/rz^,tuQu«sr? 0^/_r> G&ircq^Qujrr 

«w ; for the feminine singular, Garru^. ujsit, ©e*r^iu«/©7, Q&uu^ajnen: (but 

not ©<*(ri.^_u9, though we say /seJc?), &c.) for the plural of both genders, 

©a/TL^, uj“, ©«flr^,tuo-iT, ©a/ri^uiaaupj* for the neuter singular, ©®/r/^.«j 

©®.t^_^; for the neuter plural, Q&rru^uj<sB><sui Q&rru^uJt 

Such proper nouns belonging to the other five classes, as do not end in 

«=£/“>, form their appellatives, as already stated, by adding the termina¬ 

tions enumerated above, either to their nominative, or to the oblique; 
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(See VII.) thus, from the nominative G>3u®l/ a mountain, are formed, 

Gsu'Di-iair, OmpQui*r, <&c. and from its 

oblique, Q^piGasr,are formed QatpiGlmrar, Q^jpiQesrsu^r, (Pa /Di^sr, 

Gay i<5)(?(E^6ar, &c. 1 hu?,also, W6ft?esr, app.^er^asresr,'&c. <553=$ filthiness, 

app, a.«74_-ojr, &c. or. fro n its oblique or app. 

<—«v, <z*u-ix)-m<asr^ &c. re/r® « region^ app. J5/T._s5r • or, from its 

oblique is/n—®, or app. isat—c—esr, or cq„as>sw : of these, 

the appellative formed from the oblique in 4_#, is more elegant than that 

formed from the oblique in Again, from aum,*y the belly, ^«j 

^cw, or. more elegantly, from its obliques qjojjd jpj, ^ are formed 

euujpfL esr, smug) j£)gzTe$rt 

Thirdly. Nouns ending in form their appellative, either by 

changing the l& into or <sn ; or by changing the cjy -.fi into ]§£>. The latter 

form is generally used for the feminine only, but sometimes for both 

genders; thus, <s0cou> charily, app. maso. p@t*Bsr, fem.^0mw, ^0of; 

lust, app. niasc. aviA-iasr, fem, ffirrjasjr, atfiS, But c^iEj&rrala pride, 

&ndi&-Gei>auiA covetousness [oxm and ^.Q^iuS), for both genders. 

Theforegoing mode cannot, however, be used, when the proper noun 

consists of two short syllables: thus, cs^idla virtue, and /bsstla mind, cannot 

form cjy'r.ssr and /fiesresr for their appellatives. The reason of this is, that, 

in the superior dialect, the greater part of such nouns may themselves 

terminate in ®, as well as in lb, so that,jy®Lfi and ^cdsst, l&bstla and 

Lcij?«5r, are the same. This, however, is not always the case ; we cannot, 

for instance, employ (^enesr instead of In the use of such words, 

we are told in Nanndl that the practice of ancient writers must be our 

guide* 

The mode in which nouns in <jy$A most frequently form their appella¬ 

tives, is, by affixing the appellative terminations to their oblique: thus, 

izesnA, obi. w«5T^or t^mpQstsr • the former of which, taking the several 

terminations, gives, for the singular masculine, app. -i&mpp&r, mmpp 

misery Lueapfitsw^ i&scrpGpaasr y . for the singular feminine,. urns? 
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jipaien, m&rppn&t, i&esrpQ • for the plural of both genders, ickt??*, 

m&rppsua; for the singular neuter, for the plural 

neuter, mscppm, me-app, The second form of the oblique gives ^«rp 

@ ot &? , ic> 65T filter outer, &C. Thus., also, pQUim, app. p®*pp*r9 &C. 

®)u> app. fi.reO^^asrscr, &C, 

Fourthly. A few proper nouns in S3 become appellative by the 

addition of ©fr or air, and tho letter *, which is generally initial, is then 

Written in the middle of the word: thus, QsJdtr a branchy app. 9afor0rr, 

or QaiSfSrr relations by blood; £g>ii/3>r, app. ^j}aj0»r0iT, or g^s&rrBfT youths, 

This method is seldom used. 

Fifthly. Respecting the formation of appellatives from verbs, 

general rules are given in No. 106 of the other grammar. I have here 

only to add, that appellatives, serving both for the masculine and femi¬ 

nine, are often formed from the neuter gender future, by changing the 

into §£: thus, from to devour, app. efi&ajQ; 

eB.6C5T0O>, from ®.6«r*sreD to eat, app. ffi-S; from gear cord) /0 

eat, app. £}s5rst9 ; Qfrom /o /ay, app. From 

some verbs, appellatives cannot be thus formed 5 the rule, therefore, is 

not universal. 

XIII. It has been stated, that thesU)^.©, or appellotivetermination,for 

the neuter plural, may be *sy: thus, Q®nuf-uj, c^<$?cu,u:«srpp, Example, 

Q&OJ jp&flujG'&uJsijtT'KdufrlujnS) flijJr 

Q &uj p ® ft uj Q « aS> ff ,?■ff t 

Things difficult of execution the great perform. 

Low persons are not capable of mighty deeds. 

Now, the word sjtrhu, for instance, may, from its termination, stand, 

either for an adjective, (of which hereafter ;) as in a diffi¬ 

cult thing, or for an appellative noun of the neuter plural; as in ^syrrluj 

Q{FLU<su/f(r. In the latter case, it is used somewhat like the words dfficilia, 



ardua, mulla, &c. in Latin; which may be written either with the word 

negolia, or without it : as, ardua negotia proponis, or simply, ardua 

propoms. This observation must be carefully remembered; for, in this 

dialect, appellatives are formed from any noun, and the termination in 

question frequently occurs”; thus, with good quality, which signifies 

the same as 0<*zrw, we have ^^^aj&eujpn-issr; that is, (5^penp 

vjmi— ujwgmgi &G&ujprreBr he did acts of a good kind: thus, also, 

QiaaJu'du * ; that is, OawuQuff 04ifo/s3‘«n'6OT4_.esrsLffl'9 those 

things becoming realities, and ^^^nijo^urr^Q-Gu^rr^m • that is, 

ei-mur&rruQserQ<sj&r(n)Gsr he said, things occurred before you* 

Instances of this kind are constantly to be found in authors, 

XIV. In this language there is a peculiarity, which, I believe, will not 

be found in any-other. It is this, that, whilst appellatives in general are 

declined through all the cases, like nouns substantive, those which are 

formed either from the fifth head of primitives, or from the oblique of 

any noun whatever, are also conjugated through all the persons, like 

verbs. In this case, they are called sQefoa&gj fluy, the sign of the verb,* 

that is, nouns serving, like a verb, to express some action or passion; 

thus, QzupLQtares- he dwells m a mountain♦ 

The following is an example of an appellative declined through all the 

cases, like a noun substantive: 

«rp0., ; all from 

The following is an appellative declined through all the persons, with 

the verbal terminations proper to this dialect; of which hereafter: rsnssr 

QetSGsGresr, ^sjOT^fR^earesr, egyaygir git^ ^ | 

&(Tljg8ScoP/r, cfyeuir^eddarn, . When thus COn» 

jugated, they have the force of verbs, and form of themselves complete 

sentences. The foregoing examples, therefore, signify: I have a neck- 

lace of gems. Thou hast a necklace of gems, &c. Hence the following are 

complete sentences: (zpsagxsj&arrLQ-Gvuj O king! thou art cruel; «5&rd? 

pprrGiuGai*&a£eSeoM O virgin mother / how dear art thou to me 1 The 

same when we apostrophize inanimate objects: gQvpsxr&srhajj O water!. 
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how cold thou art! ^QcuOwu^^t O fire, how hot thou art! or when 

we simply state the fact i. the water is cold; 

the fire is hot. 

Hence we perceive the etymology of the word ^Lty-Quesr, which is 

so frequently used. It is an appellative from the noun$«**£> servitude, 

and, as its termination implies, has the force of a verb, of the first person 

singular, and signifies, / am a servant. To use this word like a noun, as 

l=gyi-9-Gsaj<5^i3T,. &c. is errone¬ 

ous : for the noun is not. «£yi£u(?iuar,.but ; ordyi^ 

tLurssr, cS>/t-9u«j/rsiT, Custom may sanction this error in the common dialect, 

but it is altogether inadmissible in this* 

EtisZiesr, *£)e2d>, and similar words, being, appellatives, are 

conjugated, in this dialect, like verbs: thus, ttur&sr - m&G&ar, .{psoGMeor,.. 

eSy a)Q ev&r ; or «69®Ounu, OF (^fdGDtraj, cSy,aD©/3i) or 

tu 5 e2d)ssr or ts<&<$tr&r &C. cS/^oi - /srtesBetr or ft ax&nstr ; &C. cSy^ 

OT Besrjp, or ^}«sror cSyssr^; -'$«•££> - /s&Qti> 

io or ®'TD6t>«r^D, &C. n> rift^eft*!t &C> s^P/^irft sDe2,T OF ©cd^D/nr, &.C* c^[6a®'SS5 

sJeer or ©si)625 j^oDeSrar or or cSysJ®), 

In common Tamil, when a person or thing which is produced, is not 

that which we want, we apply the word «jyci3 su indiscriminately to either : 

as, ®ffsar6i)a>, /jfuj62«$, cSy^«®7 62 e2. In this dialect, on the con¬ 

trary, when we make a simple denial as to the essence of any person or 

thing, the word ^must agree in gender with the object to which 

the negation refers : thus, is a m ei>Q et'esr Tam not the person, (^ptasrjgt 

this IS not the thing: SO ^/easuiL/^ea or ^sDeOssr: 

and when we make a negation respecting one person or thing, and an 

affirmation respecting another, the word must agree in gender 

with the object to which the affirmation refers: thus, I see something at 

a distance, but doubt whether it be a man or a horsey on ascertaining 

the point, 1 say, it is not a horse, hut a man ,* which must be rendered, 



pm ; and, if I make the affirmation respecting the 

horse, i&e&p*r*rjp^gja>r. With regard to the number of the 

principle of concordance is the same: thus, to express there are not 

several men, hut one, I say, uc^ircti^Q^n^'^jssr • and viceversa, s?>0ffl/6!5rGD 

f$nua>Z, So likewise, if I deny that there are several things, but affirm 

that there is one, I say, lj ^er><&/xj.cd^Q^sirea-^ there are not several, there 

isone: and, vice versa, ez&r there are several; not one only. 

The mode in which appellatives are conjugated must be carefully 

observed, as it will elucidate many passages, which would, otherwise, be 

extremely obscure. The following quotation contains several examples 

of the rules on this head. The stanza is of the kind called Yiruttam but 

is to be read, as will hereafter be explained, with the same cadence as 

that termed Ycn b^. 

Q Qtr&<3a _a?iu $ Qjssti&ir £^Qp<rc£<&uJ 

(?/■ cUfr S) 6S)Uj(s B aS SU'UJ 2 

(inrQff sbcb if Qiaos LJrrLSpGic8 j£i(d ^lujQuJ p 

cjvQb <$>&> tr QpGX'&SixflLjU&Sitwr pwn &pw Qtar 

The appellatives —ojsst, sjerjhu&v, «ajc?)w«5r, ^a^ojesr, are here used 

as verbs, in the second person singular, £_6B4__ecw, <s>crr7ar>o/, wS)shuj9 
<$g£&>cu. The stanza is rendered, O Lord! thou hast all good within thee. 

Thou, who art exempt from all evil, appearest with splendour. Thou art 

omnipotent and without equal. Thou rejoicest the world. Who can declare 

all thy perfections f If thus it then, wherefore does all the world 

neglect to worship thee t 

XV. There is yet one remark, which, though it belongs more immedi¬ 

ately to the conjugation of verb?, I shall introduce here, in order to 

complete the subject of appellative nouns. 

Appellatives, when conjugated as verbs, are inflected with the regular 

verbal terminations, (of which in the proper place,) except in the third 

person singular of the neuter gender, which takes several forms, and 

terminates in or It iuay be stated as a general 
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:riile, that the third person singular neuter may always take the termina¬ 

tion thus, :te*ii2Dnt#ew.^pj <£-<snm&srjp ; but since this is likewise the 

termination of the sixth case, or genitive,, it is seldom used, except in 

appellatives formed from,the 5th class of primitives by altering or abbre¬ 

viating the proper noun, as explained above : for, it then admits of no 

ambiguity: thus, or Q&iufr.jgi it is cruel, or 

it is black. 

With regard to other appellatives the following rules are to be ob¬ 

served. First. Those derived from nouns ending in S3, «5, form the 

third person neuter singular by adding the termination g^ to those 

nouns: thus, a possession, app, jfec’ao evil, app. 

; fsBst— progress, app. ■nmt—pjp : thus, also, Quturr a name, app. 

QudJ^jp; e.®f/T a village, app, &<safrp£>> • Qucruua lie, app. QurIj?s 

€ha<Zf app, Example: 

i_/ e3'6j(Tfl-LjeoaG'«^®w ^ /D « 

(B si <$ a a G fB j c_irso®a0<— 

a?, 0/D. 

Here is the same as • it is worse. The passage 

is rendered : To lose the friendship of the good is tenfold worse, than l© 
be hated by the many. 

Secondly : those derived from the oblique in Jj£>®r, form the appellative 

by changing the car to 'Djpj:. as, <s&($<§)«?, app. g&<3$ • Gurr/oiQar 

app. GutrjDiQp'gii, ^0ca9esr5 app, thus, in the verse quoted 

in P, 16, we have ct eS«jj3D uS) 0cRp &c. 

Thirdly : those derived from nouns in.«>, form it by changing the e* 

1 thu?3 above:, app. First, app. 

Qe/s&eD heat, app. : thus, a certain poet has 

wnQu>fiQflH*p9 Praise is heaped on those who pour forth their wealth. 
Here, Qu>p Gg.Lf*y? has theforce of Q'^G^n^.. 

Fourthly : those derived from nouns in ©7, form the appellative by 

changing the or to 4_@ • thus, L&crfiisnen winter, app. unrfi).m«c-_($; so 

that is a complete proposition signifying, this is a 
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winter crop, or this kind of cultivation is proper to the rainy season »• so 

also ^uu-jSInQ^<TST>i~^{sirL^Q} that is a summer crop, or that kind of cul¬ 

tivation is proper to the summer season: and, asw is changed to^l, (see 

VI. 4,) a third person neuter singular is formed from acr, the sign of the 

seventh case, by changing the «5- to in this form it becomes a verb, 

and renders the sentence complete. Example. 

u fi^Cs'pp pu.Gj'ioQsnecJi^.u.Q /s/sn^sr^ 

Besrgf82i--ujiT6S&c_Q t—Q ^<si) ey 

- sr? ®;2>. 

He who hath these four qualifications, loyally, wisdom, decision, 
disinterestedness, ®AA A/m f? perspicuity (of counsel) found. Here 

has the force of (Lat, est opud) is with. The meaning is; 

Love towards the king, skill in the law, decision of opinion, and disinter 

restedness, are four qualifications, with the possessor of which the best 

counsel is found. 

This rule shews, that the words and Gt-nr^'—Q which, in 

common Tamil, have come to be used as nouns, are, in fact, appellatives, 

of the third person singular neuter, from aud Quir^en. We have 

stated, in the other grammar,. No. 107, that the third person neuter of 

the preterite serves for a verbal noun: the third person neuter of appel¬ 

latives may be used in the same way, both in the singular and plural, 

thus, in a late example, we had $l©«£;gr(2)Q which is the same with 

poQ i so for the plural 5 usZ/8 ppp>m<&ndju^^Ga flowers variegated 

with many colours, 
I shall conclude this Section by adducing as an example, aWenbd, 

in which the third person neuter singular of the appellative h used 

throughout : 

Qzi p p Qp 'G&idQi-tr 6sr pQpQ aj«ot Qpppia 

Quin p&**** 
&pihlpQp 

Guesefsxr pQ « p j&G-j&Gmv nuQ uir tss 

s 633- S3 tiJpQ P G R 
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Here the appellative QutrtutSp^ib is used for the verbal of the 

preterite, and the others, as verbs, in the third person neuter singular. 

The sense is the same as if the author had written, 

tevLoGutresr &c. The meaning is: Gold is in the mountain, pearls are in 

the sea, and the sweetness of the honey lies in the beauteous flower buds : 

so chastity is the beauty of a woman, durable riches are found in virtue, 

and benevolence is the embellishment of the eye, 

I have dwelt the more at length on appellatives, because in them, 

principally, consist the peculiar character and difficulty of the syntax in 

this dialect. 

SECTION THE THIRD. 

Of NOUNS ADJECTIVE. 

XVI. In the other grammar we stated, that adjectives, as Q&fcw, 

cjt'V many &c. are called But of words expressing mode, 

which are all comprehended by the Tamils under this general term, 

many in this dialect, are joined, not only as adjectives to nouns, but also 

as adverbs to verbs: thus, w <*>..£, all which are terms 

of increment, are joined with nouns; as, kgB g>Q pn«r an austere penU 

tent, e,effectual succour ; or with verbs; as, stti&G&iresr^var he 

spoke tnztchi&ncbaQ*iTeBrt-~tr<Br he received abundantly: thus, in the 

Ilkinayan'am of Camben, we have 

0«uQLje^,g<d?i? stags’ 

where the word ««£ is used adverbially,and signifies sweetly; the meaning 

being : The maid stood, looking so sweetly, that the very herbage and 

rocks would have melted, had they beheld her : so in another poet, the 

word <519-, which has various significations, is used in the same line^both 

as au adjective and an adverb. 

G>LCp ^jtSLfiRTlLJL- &,‘flLb* • - • (5? 

<e>cjp.6S'lt—effiesr i& irw g ^<1 a- 

lie swiftly discharging a shower of sharp pointed arrows, they suddenly 

perished. Here signifies a sharp point, and to 

discharge swiftly. Ail words ol this kind will be found in the dictionary. 
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XVII. Adjectives are frequently formed from substantives. On this 

subject, I shall here add a few remarks to those contained iti the other 

grammar. 

First r the oblique of the noun is often used as an adjective;- thus, 

tf^nut^evSesriAntT^ a breast adorned with a glittering chain. This is 

also done in prose: thus, in the work entitled Silappadigaram, we have 

ia GJ3reurrajpGpxsr g> o) tkefragrant southern breeze^S! pG&rr&idk a shady 

grove : and in the same work Qua-rr&Qg}utG1/I)LJ8t^^■r53i'TtB^>sQ9{r<a>J<tiesr 

C6val^m a native of the city Pacar of perpetual celebrity »* where Outran 

Qpudilesf^ and rs&apjp are used as adjectives. 

Secondly : nouns substantive ending in express quality in the 

abstract: as,, a-0<a>la blackness ,* whitenessdifficulty. 

From such nouns, when the gsia is preceded by e., adjectives are formed 

in the following ways.—By simply dropping &t; so from ^0-ta 

Qua^^a a difficult thing ; from rj<*tc>Lo, cj&suQcS) a green parrot.—By- 

dropping ^ so from Q QjpGun-^sr a small thing.—Or the 

esuA being dropped the a. suffers elision, and- g&tu is substituted: as, ^5? 

a/Qt-/ff0srr, tj&djGicri?) Gf)dj&u*(^07,—Or dropping the the conso¬ 

nant which preceded it, if a rough letter, is doubled : this method is used 

only when the following noun begins with a vowel which causes elision 

of the a. t thus from a green leaf ,* from O/s© ©« 

c—Qi~. Qgp^i a long letteri from^^gu®®^, <&>p® a short letter.— 

©r without doubling the consonant, the first syllable if short is made 

long, but the &- always suffers elision if followed by a- vowef: thus, u& 

caw, (1) unGafft a green leaf; a^eciA^ s>itQaS) a black rat; 

GuQ*a£) a great sound. But if the e. which preceded be annexed 

to one of the final consonants,, the a- is dropped? thus3. from Qu^goia 

and (5(S>ia we form G u /? «-c& ia . 

(1) It appears from Nannul, that the Avord u&gbia may also become an adjective, 

before avords beginning with by dropping changing the second syllable 

to the nasal corresponding to e'ach of those letters, and the cpj of the first syllable to £3: 

thus, eouava£t>} &&ump&>UiaQu<t3X* 
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These methods, however, cannot be indiscriminately used with all 

the nouns of which we are speakings some may become adjectives ki ail 

these ways, others, in some only;, thus, from 9-^mt* we have 

Qjr) pU}-, from U&tU'rQ&'ti, off £<&/&?, UStGJ 

uQcuQefi 5 from ffi06TOie, «r3<rl?, ®0^®i0gr, atfcof all the 

above appellatives the first syllable may be lengthened. But from 

we have cg^^Qo^sjr, i&lffiusGu*'®®*', and not ^•^■ir7n c&; 

from fc^cac/r, we have or doubling the rough 

not from O«O/s(2>^0, : ©f 

all these we cannot lengthen the first syllable. From we hare 

only 0jvbG#0 ; again, cannot double the rough 4-, but 

may -only-be .formed as in ©«v@iE/C?®'T35'>® Gt&RUjpaiy***m. 

On this subject, Pavan’anti himself dells us, in his Nannnl, that no 

rules can be given, but that we must observe the practice of ancient 

writers. I thought it right, however, to say thus much, in order that 

the student may know the etymology as well as the meaning, of such 

words. Information of this kind cannot be obtained frpm the dictionary, 

since these adjectives are never written separately, but are always 

joined to some noun which , they ^qualify. 

Thirdly: nouns ending in «»*d mot preceded by e-, but either,by 

n, ©rib, become adjectives by dropping *»m>, and taking oj : thus, 

from e.6v>u.e$u> possession is formed e-fat—u, from gfye9**u> :sweetness, 

^e^tuyfrom gen* badness, BV; from ^tenderness, GmIiuj. After 

these words, a rough consonant following-is never doubled : thus e.»«- 

05/riujmGiff, Many nouns which 

do not end in ®ic, but in 83 annexed to <some other consonant, add u, 

as before, but undergo no elision: thus, from mcjai) Jiill comes faecal; 

from bracelet, *>*faraj •; from a*®® bud, rseUfaujjj from 69$ handy 

Thus, in the poem Chintaman'i we have,: 

^e/3waj § 

/5 GLfSznuJ/5 k&qj*ejQ’& n isiQQ-fiPitt j£l&z>Jrr& 

QaIdciUjGl&&zru®l&(3Gy&JSS)&(s.U-iirQt— rp jpjLf 

tiLu.u&uu - ®iT 



Presenting the JVtlam from the water springs, and the Snlli and the 

Ndgam overspread with Jlower buds, the Congam, the Shenbagam whose 

branches are covered with scented flowers, and Ike Vcngei, he sang ail 

(he praises of the chief of deities. 

The poet here enumerates various kinds of flowers which Sivagan 

offers to his goi, whilst repeating his praises. The word means 

a spring in the mountains;^ being added it becomes an adjective, 

qualifying the noun arid implying, that this flower grows in the 

water : iseadn is a flower w ot yet blown; and u being added, the sentence 

imports that the tree called Nagam was covered with buds : $gbt* 

signifies a flower, a branch; and uj being added to the latter, the 

meaning of ^crjrn^9sj?wajQff^ is, theflowery branched Shenbagam* 

Here $)«**£ is used in the oblique, and consequently, doubles the 

following rough consonant; it is employed as an adjective, flowery, in 

the manner already explained: signifies an agreeable scent, 

and becomes an .adjective in jStszxa a fragrant flower, according to a 

late rule. 

Fourthly : words ending in «»eo preceded by any vowel except e. 

may drop the and be joined without any other change to the noun 

which they qualify : after these words, however, a following rough 

letter is doubled: thus, from unconnectedness, we have p*5i*G9*& 

an unconnected word ; from properly, *M*Q**& a word of 

property, i. e. adjective ; from possession, 

things possessed. Words, however, in which the vowel before is 

become adjectives by dropping 83 only: thus, from youth, 

J§.an»u&n young corns from antiquity, uyn*u— inveterate 

hatred. 

Sometimes the m too is dropped, as §)*»*>u.jj? youth; and sometime 

the x&i which remains, is changed to 83u/, as in f)aAru;««u,0?» u»puJutQ.• 

Fifthly: nouns ending in enta preceded by a consonant become 

adjectives by simply dropping the to>^: thus, from ©«*»*»* whiteness^ 



wehave(7j0 white heron, awhile stone \ from q\3zrG&ia 

splendour, ® *szQ uvgj&i a splendid thing ; from Qau^ecim heat, Qeut&u 

eas fiery hatred, G^^aux a fiery-arrow ; from Q&uxmux which among 

other significations, means perfection in any thing, come G^/sQ/sco, 

ripe paddy ; Q&npLSthe perfect or pure Tamil language, Q&uxQu<? 

m pure gold. We have already said that words which have uj before 

become adjectives by dropping the ea>^ and taking another uj : thus, from 

Q&disnm redness, is formed red bloody such words 

may, however, follow the present rule; and we may say Gd>a00^ &c, 

It has been stated, that the neuter singular of all appellatives may end 

in If this termination be dropped, the remainder serves as 

an adjective in every gender: thus, from the appellative we 

have a strong hands from <£<sairsQar^% sQmesSiaerQgiff a 

swift chariot» 

Certain adjectives, of the formation of which we have already spoken, 

may come also under this rule : thus, Qsirup.*/ may be referred to 

G&a'-y-uJjpjy&fluJ to afluJ'g'QS&juJJJ to QeuuJaj^g/y tos-sat—uu^j &c. 

Lastly t the nominative form is frequently employed, in this dialect, as 

an adjective, in every case except the vocative: thus, tgpseruxnnu&r for 

L^eJfruTjjedihis ^uxanussr, act) a?® for eiitr at it uj -d? (£<> &rT&pter ^<ss>r for -rn 

0ir«av, eS) for tzmfiduQerd?t£0.e>S), ux&i&er&fiv & for tA&fobuQ&r jp) 

&air&), ^&0D®0«ss for 

This style of expression will appear, at first,, somewhat difficult anti 

obscure; but when practice and observation shail have rendered it 

familiar, it will not only be understood from the context, but its 

conciseness will be found elegant and pleasing* 
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SECTION THE FOURTH. 

OF PRONOUNS, 

XVIII. As pronouns in Latin Grammar are divided into primitives, 

derivatives, demonstratives, relatives and possessive?,' 1 shall treat of 

them according to this arrangement. 

First: The primitive pronouns in this dialect are, /screcr, vjrresr I; § 

thoui isau*) cunt*., isama&i*Jn&aM we; £*, itM'ye; all 

ye. They are inflected with the terminations common to other nouns. 

(See Chap. II. Sec. 1.) In order, therefoie, to decline any one of them, 

it is sufficient to know its oblique, or the intermediate change which 

takes place in passing from the nominative to the other cases. The 

oblique of tstrasr and is srrcir; which, with the addition of the casual 

terminations, gives <st est oratr-^ er®r^cD, w;90, or srasr«0, aecr<z8m 

eresratzzr. The oblique forms of if, are, e_W, /Sesr, jzj&t : it is, therefore, 

declined, a/&3T, or or '^wra/aw * or £lesr(^)or 

j^esr £.6780 or jpmeb@ ; Sp^j (1) or • &c. The 

oblique forms of the first person plural are, erm, ®i£, fseuaai. 

These give STLdeasu>, !5!£><ssl& • ersEJSelcbrty &i&Gz-:drr$ ermiAltcd^ ©ioksa-o) 5 67ao® 

(1) This form is disallowed in the Grammars and even bj Beschi himself in his 

Tonnul V ilacam, for though it be a rule that 

eeruoStresrp£0<srr(®?;&r& stj(ry£l p ^ 

- i_y®sr - ffi_« - mp. 

In the fourth case esr9 (the termination of the oblique) is changed to p. 

Yet by another special rule, the application of the foregoing to /Sot is expressly 

forbidden : thus in Nannul 

eiaxQmQezr&TLJGjp fif p jjn 

d p Q£.Qot ePp]iu eduaQpp Qsj 

rsssr - Oca a/ - iD0 - 

The final an of the words pesr and eresr, are changed into the rough letter p 5 but 

the final of /Best is retained. 

Nevertheless, examples of £prs) are found in Chintaman'i and other poems; and there¬ 

fore it has been admitted in the present Grammar by Beschi, who following the old 

poets, has used this form in his Tembavan'i. 
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cffrre5. js^aciT^reD; ; erE/«£—0, 0 ? or 

&c. The oblique forms of the second person plural are, a-*, 

/5lc, e-ffijffisir. These give saito, e-£j®afrr. 

Observe that the double consonant in the middle of the foregoing and 

following pronouns may be written single: thus, for ^esresJdar, w^ecm, 

/sme^Lc, -gssraiasT, piagsca &c. we may write era/dar, erg^, ra6o>^,;sa/3a'', 

Observe, also, that the distinction which is made in common Tamil 

between ism* and is not preserved in this dialect. In fact, G/r^sor, 

with their cases, are hardly ever used. 

It has been stated, that the oblique of a noun may be substituted for 

any of its cases. It is the same with pronouns: thus, in Chintaman'i, 

We have erssrssrE^-'r rQ&LJtt(-JtrajnQtr for & gk UJ sb si) rr , who. except 

me, would forgive ? So, in the same work, sr pan<ssar<sjmj£a for eresreJdms 

s.tko'sjs^ you came to see me. Such instances, however, are rare. 

XIX. Secondly: Derivative pronouns answering to the Latin nostras 

(belonging to our sect or country), veslras, (belonging to your sect or 

country), are formed, in this dialect, from the oblique plural of the 

primitive: thus, from are formed glosst, gudgst, mi&ev, eim&r, 

mc&lr, er^rr, nostras, nostrates, a person, or persons, belonging to our 

sect or country ; from are formed suasw, «^/u>®sr, e-usi;, <-5^07, 

e-u>fr5 'giu*rr, veslras, vestrates, a person, or persons, belonging to your 

sect or country: from the oblique of the pronoun (in like 

manner,) are derived ^scr, ^ta©r, All these are inflected by 

simply adding the casual terminations: thus, /5ZA&/ctor, rsuxtiar, glq&ut, elo 

(®ja), GtAOT/reJ, glamt®)) &c. and so of the rest. These pronouns are 

seldom inflected, except in the plural, when they frequently mean my, 

^owr, /ns, Aer, relations, &c. Thus, in the poem Negizhdam by king 

Adiviraw, we read : 

eLirttj&Z&BQXjnt-.&Qpp'AirgSd p 

LLeamu9 tieril pps^nanQuir ©or 

0 G&hu LA JT^ 53) La llQ s3 QJ /EJ0 U!T 65T ZA tUff 

* Bmmf^T'gjQ&esr'Du^®)u> -e.iDs. -«s$h 
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Since the well earned riches which we bountifully distribute in this 

world girt with the blue ocean, have the power of acquiring for us reward 

in the life on which we shall hereafter enterh the poor should be dearer 

to us than our own relations. Here relations is expressed by <sta.T. So, in 

Chintamani we have- Q^rraer g)^n,the king's relations. 

XX. Thirdly: The demonstrative pronouns in this dialect, are, 

get this man; this woman; or <^pesr this thing; 

these men, or women ; these things ; esya/ssr that man ; 

that woman; «gy^, or that thing; ^s>t^ those men, or women; 

cg^saau those things; and e-aueor, e-sucw, e-^/, e-su£, e-s»a/, which point 

to intermediate objects: thus, ^Jsuasr, is he who is near; ^ cr, he who 

is distant; w/io is between both.. 

Of these pronouns, those which are masculine and feminine are 

declined like the derivatives: thus, Jpca/aJaar, e-aua/far, &c. as 

are also the neuters, csypesr. These last scarcely ever take 

«^s/©0, for their datives, which are almost always j£fy&p(g9 
^^,©0 ; although (pausar &c. take and Dju/pq&c, indif« 

ferently. The neuters f)«^, *9/^, are declined thus: or 

<§}ppt&9 or p,0®v, or ; 

^^arseaa-; so also e-«£/. Their plurals ^8a«»r «eywa/, e-«®cu form 

the oblique by changing S3 into ^tp^j : as, ^eup^, es.Qj 

p^. These, again, may take the termination ^Issr; as J^a*p t£tmy &c. 

and by adding the casual terminations to either form, we have gfr&ptanp, 

or f)ai/D jD^r ^-3UP(P^; or p $ p^ ^ P p)esr, 

or {gpcup &5T) ipaup/8<3stjp • <g)mp flesras&r. So likewise with the 

other two. 

There is one more demonstrative pronoun, pirssr himself herself 

itself; plural or Each of these forms its oblique by 

changing ^ into^, as pm, ; to which, as with the primi¬ 

tives, the signs of the cases are added: thus, peivafo9 &c. 

XXI. Fourthly: In Tamil, there is no relative pronoun answering to 

who, which ; but it’s place is supplied in the manner explained in the 
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other grammar, No. 124. There are, however, the corresponding inter- 

rogatives, who ? what? viz. for the singular masculine, unwar ; 

for the singular feminine, (urr^err • for both genders and numbers, 

^T, Uifl-ir, cuirsaiT* for both genders in the plural only, sW, iu/roi£. 

These are all declined like (poyav, ^}^or, &c. For the neuter 

singular «• tu*^, ajnsv^J ; for the neuter plural erasa/, .tmreo^j, These 

are declined like £§>^, &c. Hence come the words e7au0^, «ur 

0lo, tu/7a/0^} a// persons; ajtT&n&JiLjLt) all things. 

The word ©tgurst-, besides being used for the masculine of the interro¬ 

gative who? serves also for the neuter of both numbers: as, eraiser^j 
b 

what is that ? we/Gcr*®)®/ what are those, &c. 

$s»p«ff«0£;srLJ©iJ a; «»■©<?uJ-tfj Lz&$t?rr 

jSs^p&fr&^iE.i&rr-iGu^ eiGS 

£j0 a/ - <?", - 57, 0P* 

What avails the caution of imprisonment; the chief security of woman 

is her virtue. Here, what avails it, is rendered by era/esr -a. The 

word €742sr is used in the same way ; whence the expression what 

will happen? what will ensue? Thus, again, Tiruvall aver: 

§) Q 6? CB7 A? , 

What though the Sea roar? i. e. it will not, on that account, pass its 

bounds. In the same senseis also used sr«*recr, or more commonly in this 

dialect This may likewise be rendered wherefore? as, wesra/for 

QwrQ^eS if you ask, wherefore. 

Observe, finally, that for what, we may, by apocope, write 

tun; and that this is joined, not only with nouns, as, tuiruQue^37, 

(in the same way as we say eruQurr 0©?, of 

which I shall presently speak); but also to verbs, as, ujir&Q&iU.paui what 

hast thou done ? Example : 

ujrr&[r$u7n a u3 j±pjrsasarrsu/r<sarr i& 

Q & IT & IT LJLJ HQUUi— Q 
^0du - a c., - er, 0/D. 

Though you guard nothing else, guard your tongue; for ruin will ensue 

from licentious speech. 
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XXII. Fifthly: The Tamils have no possessive pronoun; for, although 

crar^ri &c. are aptly rendered by the possessive pronouns 

my, mine; thy, thine', they are, in fact, either the genitive cases of W«r-5 

&c. as we have already seen; or they are compounds of the 

obliques wcwysta, &c. with and have the force of, this belongs to 

me, tons, &c. considered in either way, they maybe used by themselves 

without a governing noun ; and thus, to the question,~wta? is this? may 

be answereds-ercor^ it is mine. 

Besides the pronouns already specified, the Tamils have others, which 

may be termed pronouns adjective, and of which we have spoken in 

Nor 48 of the other grammar. These are or simplythis, 

cgfftp' tSyserssr Of eSj that, si ,13.7sx ssr or si which ? 

They differ from the pronouns of which we have hitherto 

treated, for they have neither case, gender, nor number; but are used 

as adjectives,-which, in this language, must always be joined to substan¬ 

tives : as, gfrvpssa«, yesresffi, Respecting these pronouns, I 

have one remark to add to what I have said in the other grammar. The 

adjective letters £t>, may be joined not only with all nouns, but 

also with participles : for, these, although they are formed from verbs, 

are termed defective nouns thus,.. §fy*&&fiesr-as’4f«isa%G® 

this instruction which is imparted: ; tsjsQu * 0 a? that thing which 

is given', er&Q&ajpaQrjtALn what work that is performed ? Nouns appel¬ 

lative, formed from substantives, even when conjugated as verbs, as 

already explained, may also take these letters : thus, jFpQ&uQuu 

rr-p^i what is the name of this< science f gfyu*t*irn> ^ these 

bullocks are of that mountain; tsn&S&ety&QasrGsr Jam of this village. 

XXIM. Finally, observe that, in this dialect, no use is made, either 

in the pronouns or the verbs, of that mode of expression according to 

which, in common Tamil, we employ Sir and £ as honorifics for 

ihou and he ; for, even in commentaries, I have rarely seen 

Qfftreer^r, &c. as honorifics for e-®r0,®r, Q^neer^^r, &c.; and in the 

poets themselves, this figure is hardly ever found. The only instance 

which I have met with, is in the poem Chiutamani, where it is used to 

express an overflow of love and joy ; the story connected with it, is as 
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follows: The queen Vijeiyei, whilst pregnant of her first child, was 

forced to flee from an insurrection in which the king was assassinated by 

his prime minister: in her flight she was delivered of her son Sivagan, 

in a place appropriated to the burning of the dead, a spot considered 

particularly ill-omened and unclean. Here-the child was found by 

merchant, who, being ignorant of his. parentage, took him away, with 

the design of bringing him up as his own. In the mean time, the queen 

retired to the desert, and spent her days in penance. At length the 

boy,, arrived at manhood,-havinglearned the particulars of his birth, and 

the place of his mother’s abode, goes thither? the mother is delighted on 

again beholding her son, whom.she now finds of ripened, years, and 

renowned for his military exploits; and in a transport of joy and affection, 

immediately accosts him thus, I shall give the whole 

stanza, as it exemplifies many of the foregoing remarks: 

©J ft L~uppp)(g) 0 Q rr, aiupS£5 

&iTi—i—■&i'5jrjLCi'o5n£ $ 6zzr<su 15 js a 

Q&i—.Upes:LSI-Ju±(Tni!j]p(S 3(u£Ul? Qrt 

pnuy^T^LjpQrBtTisitQajesr (TysrT, 

The mother, addressing her son, uses the words ty/ru^GV, cLtcapto, 

in all which, the plural is put honorifically for the singular.—gjit 

t—upppesra^rr, here, means king, and 9p<^> bravery 

is used adjectively, by rule XVII. 2d. signifies brave $ hu/tsit means 

sword, but, by rule XVII is taken as an adjective, and the sense 

is the same as ajcraTnti)aajglpa> • by rule VI. 5, en is changed into p 

into and into p9 ^ni—Lq~pp&eziQw ; and by the same rule, since 

<S09eO is the accusative, the ea is changed to *>, and the following g, to 

p 5 and one of these being dropped, we have @0$peer a/crarsuff&uarrt6& jp 

Here, as before, su/rew has the force of fKrr<san<&{r Hitman* 

signifies battle; is the seventh case, «ssr, in treating of which, 

IX. 7. we stated, that for other nouns may be used which denote 

place; is a noun of this kind, and, since it ends in to, its oblique 

is formed in according to the rules on that head ; by quitting. 

here «<rthe genus being put for the species. 
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signifies the same as 'fl place for burning the dead, erre—Q is 

it’s oblique, by rule VII. 4. and is the seventh case, as 

above; §p<s, a participle preterite.—-saJ^^Qiug&irc^rsuiB^lT, «tupQ is an 

appellative feminine, from aojla, by rule XII. 3. and signifies ill- 

omened ; ergjanetxrtsuisjin, for wssrafts&&rrssBT<2umf$r, eresr being used for e/csr 

©/3zjt, by rule XVJ1I. and changed to er/n, by rule VI. 4.—QiPi—up,^ 

u*u(§£ltMhQ-j!>@ai9* G&G) means beauty, and, by rule XVII, its oblique 

Q&t-.®., is ■.used as an adjective, beautiful; j§£>srr^, an adjective, from 

by rule XVII. 4. $ the sun newly risen, which 

shines without scorching, to which the poet wishing to compare the 

youth’s breast, instead of saying u0fi«$iuuOuir|/iflir^, uses the word 

adjectively, by rule XVII, and writes u^jSamfr^. This mode of expres¬ 

sion may be referred to the metaphor, which is termed by the Tamils 

e.0dusLr5and is very common in this language,* u»nnQp is put for i^rrildjl 

on account of the following see rule VI. 4. and is the oblique 

of isirnu, by rule VIII 1st; it has here the force of the fourth case, by 

VIII 4,—a&<rt£:uGn', the vocative plural, by rule IX. 8.—e_OTi—£_ 

Qznoj is put for Qvna, as will be ex¬ 

plained hereafter,* ^rr^ec'.'rajL^.is a metaphor, as before, and is the same 

with pirizmn9>jjud'-‘ngjir>Lqm. the poet praises the flower ptriznit for its 

colour, saying, that it has obtained the red hue which is infused into it, 

by drinking ^.Tag.; in expressing this, he uses the word which 

is put for &-errz— ©^, the participle future of the verb to 

infuse; and this, again, is used instead of the participle preterite, 

all which is accountedfor in the rule which follows: lastly, 

which, on account of the following p, becomes Qen>, is an adjective, 

from the noun by rule XVII. 5. The meaning of the stanza is: 

You are come, O Lord Siva gen, whose breast (beams with mild 

splendor) like the rising sun, to visit me ill-omened, ('wretch), who quilted 

in the field of battle the king (thy father,) valiant in war, and aban- 
dnned you in the burning place of the dead, (you are come) paining 

your feet, which are as the red Tamarei imbued with the (rich) colour 

of the lac that it has sucked up, 

I was induced to parse this stanza thus minutely, because it affords' 

no less than four and twenty examples of the foregoing rules. 



APPENDIX. 

XXIV. I shall here offer some observations.,.to-complete the chapter on 

nouns* 

It was stated, (XII. 3d,) that many nouns of two short syllables, 

and ending in may also terminate in esr; as ^pm, iaewesr, ^ssrar : 

but that the rule is not general, and; that we ought to follow the practice 

of ancient writers. I have now to observe: 

First: Many nouns ending in ic, and consisting of two*syllables, of 

which the first is long, frequently change the final into e,; as, for 

G<iuraiar Qut'r^ : but I have never seen an instance of this, except when 

there followed a word beginning with a vowel, by which the e_ was cat 

off: thus, in a verse of which I shall speak hereafter we find the word 

encappei) ; where er(tp is used for encic custody, and the su is cut off 

by the following ^ of the verb ^ppe>> to do. Hence, arm appti> is 

rendered to guard'. A certain author uses for ^a^eesr^^and, in 

the same way, sir^p^ is putfor v jp. Some polysyllables, even 

though short, follow this rule, either with, or without the elision of the 

final Thus, Tiruvalluven has asQ^pparru^Qtuaun^ for- mQasiap 

petTL^Qiusun the man of knowledge is without wavering: thus, also, 

for ®.65>«us. But here, also, we must be guided bv the practice of 
the ancients. 

Second: It has been stated, that* may become ^jsesr «gy 

I have here to add that verbals in ,j*/ follow the same rule; thus, eu0s? 

<ssrp jgi or <5u0®}(Scrpy>ev • or •; suor eu^sjpssj • also 

or and for tuvra/«p,. uj n <su pear ^and for <uir'^iT o/ff.Ster.. 

All these words are declined like ; so-that we frequently see 

^sjpprsjj sj06jppQr euiBpppQ, &c. used as datives. 

Third : We stated, in the other grammar, that nouns of number are 

declined through all the cases, and that all numerals below a thousand end 

in these may also end tn-cS^eart thus «rp sot, {gptr«5r? py.escpesr^ bitsst 

&ssr$ 83/5 ^sser, !TyerL£&r9 g?©tu^gst^ Q^uupeay &cf 
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I hare not, however, seen (*) and s*varied in this wayi 

these words, when they terminate in ®sr, are inflected like ^a/ssr, and 

may then be used as adjectives (ordinals) ; so that er^eer^ &c, 

mean either six, seven, &c. or the sixths the seventh, &c. Thus, in 

Nannul, we have <^^^04s Tor c^0(3&0^, 

■■ rrrJ=>illilflI}QBlMcr,i 

CHAPTER 1II» 

OF THE VERB, 

XXV, Yerbs, which are termed dJla/for, are not denoted in this, as In 

the common dialect, by the verbalin but by the verbal in ^; as, 

doing or to do, reading or to read: under this form, 

they are given in the dictionary. Those which, in common Tamil, end 

in &p^?, in this dialect terminate generally in and those which 

end in aSp^, in thus, to worship; to know; 

to understand; to heal; to read, learn; u&a— 

to create. Some ending in 9p^? terminate in o', without the p % 

as to do; ©4_fcuiud> to rain; ^ecStaj<3 to adorn; to 

submit. Those, however, which have e- before 9^ #-, usually change 

the a- into and add «i>; as, to stroke or rub ; s-^aua) to assist 5 

Gfl*/T6i)t^©> to say^ Qa/rstT&red to fo/y. Nevertheless, they may terminate 

according to the general rule: as, ^z^—ey^e£>, e-say Ges'tiSi 

XXVI. We stated, in the other grammar, that many verbs which, pro¬ 

perly, end in •si^Qp^J, are made, by syncope, to terminate in iQp& % 

when, according to the general rule there laid down, they form their pre- 

{*) It is singular that Beschi should not recollect having met with these words used 

with the termination ^rv, since, though not common, they occur in works on grammar, 

With Which he must have been acquainted i for instance. 

cj scr jj), (tpp>Q u(i<5& jgj 'Qqp&x f 

i&i ar pt—ijs sutriupu* 

Qj£{1 Si*» 0^2) ^?a/^iS'7U^65T(9uJ®>=,^^5- 

JZJT (7f) uQ {/(Tfii&tfSJ06.^3 ^ ©£$ 

^3-pCiSalp s®<* 
«> „ Qp $ SET <7?4J cO - ST, 
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terite in sS Gesreer : of (hi? kind are, .rrjjp to refrain; (LpG)*Q 

to urge, But since these verbs ought properly to end in ®@3.©«£?,■ in this 

dialect, according to the rule just laid down, they drop Q/d^* change 

the e. into and take o>„, so that they become 

are also *£>this removes all doubt respecting the 

formation of the preterite; if, for example, the verb be #***> t® 

renounce* the preterite must be /? &@jsser; if #«««* to,avoid, $ a© (?«rar, 

XXVII. The verbal of which we have been speaking is constantly and 

elegantly used in this dialect. 

First : It is used as a noun, and inflected with all the cases : thus, 

Guir he prevented the going; I 

apprehended through the medium of.speech; Qmea*i&i*fcp.®eSl giving 

is more delightful than receiving; knowledge is the 

object cf praise\ 

Secondly: It is sometimes used absolutely: as, c&j flps jo Gcjitq 

for the sake of knowing; (?u/r^ suffrar uj/ra. on account of going. For 

instance, a person observes something moving, and doubts whether it 

be an ox or a man ; at length, he perceives some signs by which he 

knows that it is a man. I say of him ^«©<«cgy6KSe^05r he ascertained 

it to be a man, that is, ($*Q (tyQ**** purser. 

Third: It is often used for the infinitive : as, G^aJuu^Q^KsrQLc, it is 

necessary to do ; GuvpsdsS)&>&^(^ar he prevented going; una e 

gam he learned to sing. 

SECTION THE FIRST. 

OF THE INDICATIVE. 

XXVIII. Of the five moods, this language wants the optative and 

subjunctive; and of the five tenses, the imperfect and the preter- 

pluperfect. These deficiencies are supplied in the manner described in 

the grammar of the common dialect. I proceed-to treat of the indicative. 

XXIX. In conjugating the verbs, the same terminations serve for 

the present, the preterite, and* with certain exceptions, for the future; 

this last tense having, in this dialect, some that are peculiar to itself, of 

which 1 shall speak in the proper place. 
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The terminations common to all are ; 

For the first person singular, o&r, sresr : as, tSi^isQpa*, 

I walked. 

For the second person singular, cgyu, $ i as, «£—s^/ru/, 

«_©, Mom walkedsl. 

For the third person singular masculine, c^ew: as rse-mpa-w ; #u 

e^sdjcji 5 feminine, <=s£r.’, *=^©7: as is t—is sit, /?<:— /r^©sr sit 5 neuter as «*__ 

it walked; or in the preterite, it has when preceded by g$)'. as, 

Q*m>£)9B-jP4x'QGir'&&-pK£i\ (?u4<r 

*5?in the future, the termination of the third person neuter singular 

is as, ®<— 

For the first person plural, .guv, «rut, er^, ^: as, ist—KptrL& 

Bt—tsp&snz^ KL-.sQfSLn, I5C-.I5 0Q&SUD, isisQpvt*, we walked. 

For the second person plural, bs*, ^>/r: as /5t—i5$tr, Gi—i5$tr, rl-.s 

^sr#/r, ^om walked. 

For the third person masculine, and feminine, «=££*■, «^/<r: as, isc—ispir 

s, KL-tsffcsjir they walked; for the neuter, ^ : as, or simply 

thus, in the poem Negizhdam at the close of a stanza, the 

author, speaking of the clouds, says, ©ti5 «*»■*-- having acquired 

a form and relumed, for ; and in another stanza: Qu* sereS 

esr reiser qstQ L&zbajGtfQ&ftLa^ejiri^t is^ the clouds in lihe~ 

ralily like him (the king) poured down (rain abundantly), for Quirfsp 

mc fn like manner for (*) G#rB^eer(?urrei) we find G0/rSh*Quir&, for 

Qe‘uipZrw'rp§>&, Q*ujpwp£)ai'for%%) t&a9w*9, t£***nrQ. Some¬ 

times, though rarely, ss* is added in the plural; not only in the second 

and third persons, as is*—isfsn&en, isL—is^nn&arr they walked; but also in 

the first, as ai—n>Gpei*&r9 Bi~E?a>rBiG®r, mt~uQuei*Wi mL-uu*rmi9W. 

XXX. First: The present tense, called S&lpa*saw, is formed either, 

as in the common dialect, in QGp**, which mode is hardly ever used ; 

(*) Q&irB && to pour, 

(t) © £ a> to abound. 
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or in QwGpw i or by adding £lasrGp<xr to the negative form, (f) The 

sense of the compound is, however, positive; and this is accounted for by 

the use of the negative form for the positive gerund : as, for » 

.1hoj/r, for ItGeuJ^:; which will be explained in the proper place. 

The present tense, then, may have any of the following forms: 

Qpssr, Si—33fT&soi Qpast, «£-~«8«r n)0«sr®r,. at— tutrffi&r/D 

&c. To conjugate these form?, it is only necessary to add the 

abovementioned terminations, for the several persons^ 

XXXI. Secondly: With respect to the preterite, I have nothing to add 

to what is contained in the other grammar; so that, to the following 

preterites, isi_itQ^esr^ rsor, ©isstuG^asr, &c. we have 

only to affix the terminations abovementioned, I have, however, seen, 

in old authors of repute,.several preterites for which I can find no rule. 

Such are the followings $ for & pJst'Kjxr Ae caused to siop% 

(v. a.) for lie embraced^ for «(T£sS)^er 

he washed, dsl-tf §$(&$<[&■ for G&Qgv purer he fell, ©aiP^Qar for Qsn^aiD 

(s^jKsr he feared, il^p^esr for J^'s-sffosr Ae was* * for ar(gs 

firm he arose. From these instances, I think we may deduce this genera! 

rule: all verbs, of which the preterites end in &.sS}Qssr^r or E./5(?/««r1 

may drop this termination, and, taking a?, have, by cssor’^tjot—, rajD 

GevRjr: thus, «(^e£](2ajr«(r, &t£(gjQ<sar<a5r, , J^^G’eszssr, &c. 

From these words, you will often find &c. for the gerund ; 

and for the participle preterite, by adding «j to the gerund, 

&c. I have also met with Gs'T’©?^) and for 

(+) According to the Tamil grammarians the termination is Qpes ; so that 

it does not appear necessary to account for this formation, .by supposing, with Besclii, 

that $ as Qp<ss is added to the negative form, 

eg, % ear jyi S e®r ^ S jju gp e$ i— p g) 

«L03itr>LJ rr&S&ifi Qug’qg pg$> p d/)a&£ a^s®4_ J?©$> „ 

'j^^hxr jrtj «■ Se»r ,_gy, & <3cijJ are fAe char act eristicJc syllables of the present tense- 

*fihe verb m the three places (persons) 4‘Jk!e -Pd/ds (2 numbers and 3 genders.) 

XW-U/l §$iU §5 «£)'#■ 
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; ojj.01r(p for ; G<y$ for Q&nisjgj, Q^S for Qpm^ and 

that for Example : 

fiQurrfTjGrrQ&ujQjSLbir v) rjciusruscl. ' 

&s&pjpzxrcjGuujj3li? ^)0J p jrif 

P0a> - &<£)*■*, - tD, 0/D . 

Here, QuJjgltf@)uupgrj is put for C?uii/00;ippjpj* The meaning 

is: To guard with anxiety ill-gotten wealth, is like trying to keep water 

in an unbaked earthen rressel. Another author has: 

G><sijtr.g^uJu]/ * &) Quo Q£ eO'gpsQuie&Gsr 

<$T/ie flock cf birds frightened rose up and screamed, 
_r 

XXXII. ^Thirdly: The future is formed according to the rules laid 

down in the other grammar. Those verbs, however, which I have there 

stated to have their future in may, in this dialect, form it also 

in 0G?a;issr, thus, Gspjjr^Qmm' from G&lLipto do, <=3f0 (? gj ear from 

egygxf^sSi to adorn. Besides the common terminations for the first person, 

CT «JPT, 6T6ST 5 as, G&djQcU ^, ; t5i—<-jQuJ5Gr, tf,t—L.>uQsZW, 

this tense has likewise /si> and ^esr: as •s^uuco, isl—uu®z ; ,sns<s!rl-/a>, 

esffwkru&r; &c. It also terminates in a-: as, ®j* G^ffs^^, 

ei0 j, for m* tpQ&eer, &b..jrjGsum, Q*um, wn^Qgjm; and e.Arg, 

©5*uJ0, for slg’-t3u®sr^ Q&*jGqu®t, Q&sloj®st, By adding 

d> to these, we get the first person plural : as, ojrig^JiA, s-«a“ 

0^, Thus, in the opening stanza of Chintaman i, we have 

Q ^<sun susst Q&m ls£~G&it jg) g>, use will approach the rosy feet 

of the God of gods, for The other persons take only the 

common terminations.^ being that of the third person neuter plural, we 

have ; QsuJsuicr, or Q&uj^esr • lA&H&esr; 

The second person of the imperative, with the addition of u or m/r,T, 

serves for the third person masculine plural of the future : thus, 

pasrir/TT ; Z51—uu, 15 -—ldita , G&uiu, Qu>'rfui Q^fizan : 

accordingly we find erwuu&Gir, for etmua^ Qu>trf) 

sun tr, * 

Sometimes m©? is used with the same force as : as, 

foraar-n;, for ©anyOaurJ. The ancient and celebrated. 
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author Tolcappianar, in his grammatical writings, frequently uses this 

form : as Qu±[rflLA(zyTLj&®Jn. Sometimes, too, the short 

syllable can- is put for : as, &esn&^ QtExample: 

Q£<ajQGsrtL&&r eHesrQ^^^esring)Q2>mLD(Vjui 

UfnsooiGajQ isa rr> rjj esr eiruir fi/dsna rr>Q pm LbQU* 

Qt3pm£>ezfi) - &m-SLan®foi>uJ'trfi)6i)LbLjaLQ - nr^ £)&. - t 

Some said, that king is a deity and no man; other said, a (meritorious) 

penance hath his wife performed in the world. 

Here, e7esr^0^ stands for ermurr^i^. So Pavananti, in his Nannul, 

often has there are some who say, fyc. 

XXXJII, To the remarks on the indicative of the negative yerb, con¬ 

tained in No. 14 of the other grammar, I have here to add: 

First: That the third person neuter singular may reject ^: as, ®L.eu/r9 

Gedjujtr, egymir. By adding aaeor to these, we have the plural: as, 

eussr, rst—QjffsiJter, Q&luujrrmter, f&iRl cutrsamr, 

Secondly: In forming the negative, it is common tousethe appellatives 

jg£>a>5D«jr, ^y«jso«BT,- of which we have spoken in rule XIV. The compound, 

which is conjugated through all the persons, is obtained, by affixing those 

appellatives, either to the imperative of the positive, or to the participle 

preterite: as, tsrrmQu&eZQ a>®r: or more frequently with a single ©>, Qu 

&Qnbosr* ,'^Si/aissr Gu&sbeci 5 c^f<3jerrQLj'3sd:'Gii 5 bit 

l&Qcj&Q65ia, or Qu&d>u>; $nGt-J&eiPnl tJgjeun-Qu&sZni rSyGBsuQljor 

cSjQS)suQu&&G5rl thus, G-azrLy^.Q^ssr, g-SCTZ3 f- em /<j ., 

GilGtT, &c. 

SECTION THE SECOND. 

OF TIIE IMPERATIVE. 

XXXhV. In addition to my remarks on the imperative, called 

which are given in No. 68 of the other grammar, I shall here notice 

certain peculiarities of that mood in this dialect. 

First: e. is scarcely ever affixed to the imperative, except it be joined 

to a rough letter: as, suiikj 0,s5)$, where the ©-remains. Hence; 
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while, in common Tamil, we write j/, j^r^ Q&rreb^j, &c. in 

this dialect, we use e.s®r, £J«r, 0<?/r®), &c. 

Secondly: By adding Quut to the above, we have another form for 

the second person singular: thus, elcAt becomes sl«xrQma • e±<snir, ej5®<r 

Q&n®), OfFmmQLnir. In the two last instances, 

err and sD, being followed by are changed to mr and «r, respectively. 

Thirdly: By adding 9 to the same abbreviated imperative, we get a 

third form for the second person singular ; and by adding jsrr, one for 

the plural: thus, from cS^0sir, ; and from (?o/r, QucrQ, However, 

I have never seen Qa&rQ. formed from ©aew; the word becoming G&lI 

on account of the meeting of &r and p : so, for the plural G®'_^1?, 

Gun^f &c. In the Ramayanam of Camben, a devotee named Gauda- 

men, discovering that his wife Agaligei bad yielded to the impure 

embraces of the god Devendren, curses her with this imprecation; 

become stone. The passage is, 

Q l& sdi&ljj 6i> irvfdrr Q isfr <55 QsS)s>J3i)ioffisn &/2ot ,jj $ aj m 

&k>/§)uj®)fr££l3uJG6r(7!) @sr 

- t-gij&Si eu*&uLji-~q)oj- tDsr, &gQ’, 

Looking on the slender formed (Agaligei) he said, oh thou who art 

like to a mercenary strumpet, be thou transformed to a stone ! Where 

is the imperative of the verb to become. Observe, that 

we must not add the terminations 9 and to «uir and but to 

©/0 and' ^0, which would be the regular imperative, according to the 

general rule. 

The last mentioned form is also used for the second person singular 

of the preterite: thus, a certain poet has, s£) if you have 

dismissed ^him,)yow have ruined (yourself.) Another author has, Qtstt 

© •stjpQu * QGuj thou wentest without seeing. This must not be condemn¬ 

ed, as being either obscure or absurd : in Latin, veni is both the second 

person singular of the imperative, and the first, person singular of the 

preterite; sequere is the second person singular, both of the imperative, 

and of the present; and amare is, at the same time, the second person? 

singular of the imperative passive, the second person singular ol the 
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present passive, and the infinitive active. Many other instances might 

be adduced. This double use of the same word is not productiv e of any 

ambiguity. 

Fourthly: It is still more common to use the second persons singular 

and plural of the negative verb, for the second persons singular and 

plural of the imperative positive : as, Gscnuu hear thou ; Q&Sa hear 

ye. It is of consequence to attend to this use of the word ; for 1 can 

state from experience, that, until I became acquainted with it, it gave 

me no small trouble. 

XXXV, The second person plural, besides the forms already specified, 

as Q&l— eS)@^jT, Qw&m, ^rriPn, &c• has the following : 

First: The following terminations, correspond, in 

the plural, with the singular termination Quur; (see XXXIll.) thus, 

BJ-ssruCfior., e_6torufd^/7, ^©mi?(?(*£}, (JaeoVuPecr, QQ 

J'cor, e?#, e£}(g)uvC?^, GutruQetsr, Qurrcji. d?/r, Q<* 

©r-cTssr, OflSoaraf6^/t, GeerG 

Secondly: The same person may also be formed by affixing these 

terminations to the common imperative in a.: as, G^eiiSf^®r, 

uSesf) SLiiTQpiSecr. But from ex/a and pir are formed auuuSay, 

Thus much of the imperative positive. 

XXXVI. The prohibitive of the common dialect, as G&luujitQ 

tuifQp, is rarely used ; but this mood is formed: 

First: By adding to the imperative positive, O^o/, <4?$, ©*.T®>, &c. 

the terminations for the singular, and cSjp&n for the plural. 

Example : 

e&aJ&j ®©a;00/rc5rt^;,? 

EUJ ^<S/565r 

,©0SU -<s»uK, cSjf9- *-,0 05, 

Thtnlc not highly of thyself at any time, neither delight thou in deeds 

which bring not forth good fruit. 

Secondly : By adding to the same word the termination for the 
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singular: as, GsajOuti, (*) Q&rr$Qsi)&) (-f-) ^cau—GiueD. 

Thus, in the poem entitled Baradam, we have: 

\=g£ <5 3 GGT(lp KSV G tn Q eD a/ScTrtU IT^ 6® yj (TOT SJ Q 3? <t£ GS? Q JJ CO 

f^gauG’ssrQj^GStQiuS^^Ji^lS)(^LjuwG@sr(tp ®SQtt/si) 

u>(T (t^sS GuJsd La @Q<siJiLi3G6r®) it entail Q ear (tfiG&G1 tu si) 

S’p'SjGesrQ^GtStGcusDij^GSl Q uJ Q esnBesr^p uezd is pest Qir 

G(77jt._Lg^est&r jnrr jpi&Q&SLn - /K./tT® u)^ -<s s5h 

O Mon, who art the sun, &e no/ nngry / l%on, zMo to/ me /or My 

servant, 6e no/ angry ! Thou whose penance is rewarded, £e no/ Angry / 

Thou who dwellest in my hearty he not angry l O thou husband of Latchi* 

mi, 6e no/ angry \ Thou fire of intense heat, 6e no/ Angry / 27/on 

righteous one, 6e no/ angry, be not angry! So saying, they stood and 

worshipped him. 

Thirdly. By adding to the negative in for the plural: a?, 

^rrm&GJ, Q&uituni&esr. 

Fourthly. It is also very common to form the plural of the prohibitive 

by affixing uP<*r to the verbal in ©>; (see No. XXV.) this letter being 

changed to m, on account of the ta which follows : thus, from uirt— & /o 

sing, comes urt^ aruShZr ; from eSh-d) to leave, eBt-anJesri from 

/O say, <i*.pe*i£ar; from Qe=ff^e3d>, Q&trtS>&arjS'*r, Hence, Q&nmuSat or 

Q&iT&gj'J'ssr, means soy ye; while Qeirdet&rJ'esr means soy ye no/. 

Thus, from /o depart, ^&£rt£&r is formed from the imperative 

and has a positive sense, depart ye; but ^iowuSar is formed 

from the verbal cSysd&, and has a prohibitive sense, depart ye not. 

Example2 

^irgesoscr^j^^-©ST (®5 

g^irn - <3\p,&(TuJ - U- s»«r,«e£). 

The first Lord of the VUas checked them, s«<W, be not ye angry 

against him who is a messenger. ______ 

(*) & to be separated. 

(+) gOye&i—geito obtain. 
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Here, from the verbal <sct3wjsi to be angry, we -have «r6^tu«rafccr be 

ye not angry. 

Fifthly, and lastly. As Q is the termination of the singular positive^ 

so QiAir, added to the verbal in rf>, as in the last rule, is the termination 

of the singular negative: thus, Q&ujjjmQmiri sa-. 

—• S'» © [ | © ® « s __ 

SECTION THE THIRD. 

OF THE INFINITIVE. 

XXXVII, Of the infinitive mood we have treated in No. 70 and 13$ 

of the other grammar : I shall here add a few remarks. 

First. In this dialect, the same verb has, in the infinitive, sererdl 

terminations: as, /si—.as, is^uu ; egy ££-<$«, cOjcs^-uu* 

%g]€n$(g)u ; G<3=0/01, Q&uJ&9 Qe-uu&jU ; «/r®ar, aTa-rs, strezHoj • 

cl rrfu^ Q/5ir&9 Qn (nsui Q/sit^lj 5 cgsa, cgagsj Guess, G'/s/raQ*, 

When an infinitive, differing from the usual form, terminates in 

single «; as, Q&ujs, it does not double afoliowing rough 

letter, as it would in other cases. Example : 

. a<^^&^ec£}&G(72ta8^pe&i)mjsiG) 

QfiBrfzr^/eLiQi£>68ru$Qg& 

•& LL] &-*3f Q ^ CT -(2>£Cffl7* 

Consider before you resolve on a weighty action. 

To resolve and say, we will consider hereafter, 2*5 ^3?z error* 

Another poet has 

& p^OSs p'JJJt & 0 s 

(?cj^«j0oJ^'sn©<gla5l©)Qdi;0QffG/-/^«0 <s 

G/5/r®06i/c^,'®7©(Si3^e50/rtt!j G/5/tsq ® 

’S!T&(9)&J£]6r7Q<5e$ 6toa£)rrpEJSiiT&& Q&J 

If there be aught worthy to be done—do char ity . 

If there be aught that should be avoided—avoid anger. 

If there be aught that should be regarded—regard virtue. 

If there be aught that should be observed—observe rites„ 
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Secondly. We stated, in the other grammar, that the infinitive may be 

used for the imperative, but that it expresses entreaty, rather than com¬ 

mand. Pavan'anti in hisNanniil, after making the same remark, adds, that, 

in the higher dialect, when the infinitive is used in this way for any person, 

gender or number of the imperative, it denotes wish rather than command, 

being the form which we employ to express any desire of the mind. 

Hence, it answers to the present of the optative, a mood which does not 

exist;n Tamil. Thus, Qua^^siSsxujisirm- may I bear the evil! 

& mayestthou obtain! ntTGneunmay 1 live! /gWt^&mayest thou live! 

&■ <s&jt, rsGnpsL’fr lc,{e may thy father live! Qjv&&i'§65rc-i®QLg may thy praise 

be celebrated ! isnQu.e&h'ssm® may we be manifest! §QaQ uit£)uj approach 

ye! ^suQir "guttle, may they be daring! may that come! ^eoay 

may those things become customary ! Here, the infinitive has 

been used for every person number and gender of the imperative. Thus, 

also, isnmwrrfijj may Ilive! iseuirfaj mayest thou live! psuesrou/r 

fiu may the king live! is may our people live! 

To the infinitive, thus used, n is sometimes added, as, isiresroucrfiua^ 

is tsuirf uJ/t . 

Thirdly, The infinitive is also used for the gerund, as shall be explain¬ 

ed in the proper place. 

XXXVIII. I shall here notice particularly the infinitive arssrfzsr, or erssr, 

from the verb erereti to say; the word being very frequently used in 

this dialect. 

First. It is used for erasr^: as, KprrGuj&sr&Q&rr®5r(&>)G5r he said that 

thou earnest; ^GetTrieZiruj say thou who he is. This use, as I 

shall hereafter explain, it has in common with other verbs. 

Secondly. Affixed to certain words, which cannot be used alone, it 

gives them an adverbial signification: as, Q&Geesr-Gun-L-Q^-eer - Q®j 

fuGjg&sr swftly. 

Thirdly. It denotes comparison: as, he 

s]ione so, that he might be called the red sun: i. e. he shone like the red 

sun. Thus, t&oQt£<3Sif2i<8nn.t5?irGta he grew like a tree. In this sense, it 

may be joined to the gerund of the preterite: as, Q & . 
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she jell as a creeper falls (unsupported) 

«r®4pai#^ir«r he came furious as a bounding lyger. Thus, instead of 

(*) (+) v&mp? irpQurrei, we may say either 

ismepGp&r, as above ; or a40-££ff6tf«rs iseatpp-irQdar. 

Fourthly. The word er®r, or also is used for the conjunction 

and: thus,/iPQiussraj^©®!®): with a verb; as S Quits euenQssrmtf^j'9 

B<rQ*r<gpfiffQ«r(SuQ<->ir(?<iMi* : thus, @&u>Q&rar&?a'£fiQ&resruQu* 

L>i&Qssr6erQfiGj0t!siB?>nn. In this way we may also use stgst^j and eresr09 

gerunds of the same verb : as, g&at*r^.£t*uiQMwj8@*i<$&&uiru£arr 

jg, di u» Q ®r ear 0Q a ma a* ©ssresr 0 qj a ear 0 rr. 

Lastly. Observe, that the infinitive is frequently contracted by 

syncope to thus, a certain author has, ujuQirr 

a esrt_/rsv 3 literally^ He look benevolence as a body, wWim? as 

the soul, 

-^IllillOflllK^M 

SECTION THE FOURTH. 

OF PARTICIPLES. 

XXXIX. Concerning the participles, QuivGn^^La^ I have some 

rules to add to those which are given in No. 72 and 73 of the other 

grammar. 

First. As there are three forms for the present tense of the verb, so are 

there three corresponding forms for the present participle: as, ist—G&p, 

/Si—ffiSssrp, ist—eu a$ ssr p, 

Secondly. When the preterite of a verb terminates in §)Qm&r^ the 

preterite participle generally ends in : as, (J) <=^<— aSoJ, (§) Qmsxr 

Thirdly. The participle of the future is expressed, as was mentioned in 

the other grammar, by the third person neuter singular of the future 

(*) to bite. 

(f) to laugh* 

(|) <=gyz~«S6i) to restrain. 

(%) to intreat. 
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tense, which person always ends in ©.lo: thus, GuPajujiH, (*) 

15£—®0ii, &irrQgil,. In the superior dialect, when this word is used as the 

participle, it may always drop the ii: as, G&jjaj, In this case, if 

the following word begins by a vowel, a. also is cutoff: as, aQfiutrutSl* 

eS) the beam-spreading sun, for s>^aurruufLGnsS), unless the participle 

consist of two short syllables, like (f) ®j@, (J) ^0, (§) Qutt^ from 

6U0^, ^0^, OurrQ^Lr>% 

The may also be dropped though the following word do not begin 

by a vowel, provided the consonant to which it is joined, be among the 

finals : thus, SuS'nQG*<su This syncope cannot, however 

take place, if the ®_ be preceded by one syllable only, short by nature, 

and not containing a double consonant: thus, for Qj0iowe may use eu0, 

but not suit, although n- is a final; but for «bjix0lo, from the verbal euirn^^^> 

to pour, we may use wnfr, since the©- is preceded by a long syllable. 

Accordingly, we constantly find the word ^j,n used, not for the pronoun 

who, but for the participle «=fg0<o, from the verb to be filled, 

whence it is aptly rendered by the adjective full. 

Eutif the consonant to which e_ is joined, be a final, and be doubled, 

the e. is dropped, together with its consonant, although it be preceded by 

one syllable only, and that short by nature: thus, from ([]) OausD^/^, 

©suei) ; from (^f) e^<oGe&1La, 0V5 from Qeujujt*) ©«?tu;from (**) 

(rjhj, jgi®7; from (ft) &tA(yu69 jptZ, 

Finally. If the consonant joined w ith e. be cj, preceded by more than 

one syllable, it may be dropped, together with the a, even though it be not 

doubled: thus, from ^e^/a'ssossr -^eraJs^ssr; from ^rs/s^ui - ^ID^ssuj; 

from ^urges- <2>ij&Qu*(5aBut (Jif) and (§§) eauftA 

from a^iL/, and cannot drop the Hi also, ana become <sw, because, 

(*) B<.£lnpci> to stand erect or straight. 

(+) eu0;3®> to come. 

(t) fits?**to »ive* 

($) ©LJfl-0^to fight. 

(|J) ©eycCeilQ) to conquer. 

(1) ^,€csT6ssrci> to eat. 

(**) 'gyerrsn e& to leap. 

(tt) to sneeze. 

(|fl) to decline. 

(§§) amup&) to become dry. 
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although the preceding'syllable be long, there is one only. Observe, that 

and s/rd/, with similar words, are also nouns; and that, when prefixed 

adjectively to other nouns, they double a following rough letter; which 

is not the case when they are used as participles: thus, eSyesSsssOesr means 

a beautiful necklace, cgi&Sia&Gsr a necklace which adorns: «/rd/s©s/rio^ 

is, a bough having fruit; a withering bough. 

Fourthly. The participle of the negative verb terminates in «g or <$, 

as stated in the other grammar : thus, G&auuir or G&ojujit^, 

XL. It was stated, in the other grammar, that the participle future 

is used likewise for the participle present. I have here to add, that it 

inay also be put for the participle preterite. Thus, in Nannul (Part II. 

Chap. 3, Rule 13) the author remarks, that Qua^ikia&n^ for instance, 

may, according to the context, signify, either QLjn-^Qesrpssnm the 

plain where they fight; Gurr^^a^u^ the plain where they fought; or Q<~//r 

(fifkj&GtrLc the plain where they will fight. In that stanza of Chintaman'i, 

which was so fully explained in No. XXIII, we met with used 

for ejsiTi-i(2)/*, and contracted by syncope in o-«0, on account 

of the following vowel. This word is the participle future,* but as it 

was followed in the sentence by e.6dr*_, a participle preterite, it, 

likewise, had the force of a participle preterite; being put for eu&re—LjQ-asr, 

XLI. From any participle we may form verbals in as was stated 

in the other grammar, No. 107. I have here to add: 

First. That these verbals terminate, in the plural, in cs>sy (*) or «r • 

thus, Q^uu^esr or GewSssr/Deir ; GflU/^caa/, or G&uJgfksi ; Q&Jjqu 

easy, or G<?ix/5U65t. So also the negatives, G&ujujrrp&>a>j, or GffLUujapssr • 

as also G&ujajn-6u6sr» They may also terminate in simple csy, as was 

stated in No. XIII. of this grammar : G&ujQbst/d, Q&iup, Q&iueu. 

Secondly, That the future verbal, in particular, is much used, in 

conjunction with the verb to become, in forming compound verbs. 

Such are rseGledtypir^esr he said, for issQbst {W)esr9 G&LU<supnQ<ssrecir for G&tu 

Gpssr I did, G&aJ'&^irsijnm for G&UJeunrasr he will do. 

(*) f termination is not assy, but S3 ; the on being inserted by the rules of orthoe 

gtaphj; thus GeFiuQasrjs - S3, jsecswt 
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SECTION THE FIFTH. 

OF GERUNDS. 

XLII. Of gerunds, we have treated in the grammar 

of the common Tamil, No. 71. There are several remarks to be added, 

which relate to this dialect. 

The is not exclusively a gerund, being applied to any 

part of the verb which is not conjugated by persons, except the parti¬ 

ciples; and although I have thought fit to include all these words under 

the term gerund, yet, as they are of every tense, they cannot all be 

rendered by the gerunds of the Latins. Concerning gerunds, the author 

of Nannul says; (Rule 24, on the verb.) 

Q&ujjpQ&ajL)Q &aJujrT&(o>&UJt!£&Q&iXjO@6sr& 

Q&oj&G&uS vQ'JjG&ujiiQuJncjirtssTurietf 

ua,&(^6£)®fimG>(juG:'3:Lzi£l ff)<3n<sjr5Qpa<ser(7r)jgj 

(Of the following) gerunds (the first) five (the following) one (and 

the remaining) six belong to the three tenses in the order of succession : 

that is, according to the order in Tamil grammars, the first five 

QeuJLj-Q&iuujiT-Q&ujgir-Q&ujQpfiBr appertain to the past; the sixth Q&uj 

to the present; and the remainder Q&u£ m - m-Q^uSijun -eu'J&r -uiresr- 

u/r®0- to the future. 

The following remarks will explain this rule : 

XL1IL First. Of the twelve words here enumerated, the first five are gerunds 

of the preterite. 

1st, Q&qjThis is the form used in common Tamil: thus, G^uu^ 

ffi9;«7 6cirsKi?. 

2d, This is obtained by adding l) to the common form of the 

imperative: thus, from (*) isformed fr°sn e-65’r» from 

(*f~) auirLp^^, <cuaLppjpu); from «sYi—s0, a0t/*, which words have 

(*) 5 to be severed as a chain, rope, &c. (+) to praise. 
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the same force as GW.gr, &c, The verbs ®»©^«5>9 

however, do not form this gerund from their imperatives «*ff, pa, but 

from «>0 and ,5®, which would regularly be their imperatives according 

to the general rule: thus, eu0iy, ^04.5 f°r <3®^* 

3d, G&vuvtr. This is the negative, (see No, XXX.) and is.used for the 

positive gerund, in the same way as we stated er^ to be used for er^r^l 

thus, (*) «tgff for erQgisj&l e.esar^) for eB.®sr(2)‘5 .3»_© for Qn-jj}), Example: 

£7®tG? psS)m^iB u\ir 

eu ssr 0 ©J161 u & & esfij 6® ® a© <S ff $ au*7 <wr 

Quit<esv(&) L9S TL&muQ&iTtyQS} 

£$<55T0£$ e®LnQdJ<7 ff.dS(p 6BCrSff7/5;gSS?<TJT©) 

gj^vir- sgyQ&'r - <susn>£uLJi^.*- 

Permission being thus given to him, he made obeisance ; and arising, 

/?£? grasped his well-strung adamantine bow, clothing himself in his 

coat of golden mail, stood in semblance as a (threatening) c/owah—The 

never-slumbering (gods) trembled. 

The poet is relating, that Adicayen, having obtained permission from 

Ravan'en, his father, rises up, seizes his arms, and prepares for battle. 

In this passage, erep/r is used for <sr©*^, and (i~) for 4/©®^?. 

&c. may be used in the same sense. 

4th, This is used for Oe=jJ^: thus, er^, e-cA-jp^r, #c, but 

this is inelegant, 

5th, Q&ajQpssr. This is obtained by affixing the word eSr to the 

common form of the preterite gerund ; as, a»«.Q^«r., which 

have the same force as gj®^, We stated in No. XXXIII. 

that the word sresr is used to denote comparison : hence, the foregoing 

examples may also be rendered by epjpQuz.ed^ uL$~£p<gjQuir&* 

The verbal in ©>, with the addition of 1s.1l, is not unfrequently used 

for the preterite gerund : thus, for QaiJLQ, • for 6><^rd>S) 

G&ir&eb&La-- for Q&ujjpJ, Q&uJdJ&JiL', for &c. 

Respecting the use of the preterite gerund, I have to remark : first, 

(*) «r©>(<ss) to arise. (+) isS to enter. 
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that, when it end^ in ®-vas G&lu 0, G&jJlj, wsw0, qu^l] it is usual to 

affix the words e.or? or which signify place: thus, Offiu^sD, 

WJP& QPdj^cn, «»*^o9, (Sc. These compounds have the same force as 

the expressions used in common Tamil, Q&ujpQurr0, ^pQuv0, &c. 

which, referring to time, are rendered when I did, /ta rf/rf* 

and, referring to cause, whereas l did, &c. Secondly, that the particle 

which is the same as Gljh&>, is frequently added to this gerund; 

thus, ^ispap^, <sui5pprj)j, for ^Lq-esr&iQunmp'gj, mispjpQijtr-KFp 

^>, Example; 

(sajmouG&uJfinnG&GpGtsi LppesrGifyt 

G?LUirpLfy-Uj<S&p Vpp jrn . 

j©0«u- a?, c3/0 -=sy, 0/D/ 

Here, &-G&pvappjp is used for &.os>p /& 3jpQurr&. 

The meaning is; Destruction follows evil doers even as the shadow 

unceasing presses on the steps of ids (su bstance.) 

Finally. Besides the forms used in common Tamil, such as Gnsdu 

G&jjjjiTLa& $ in this dialect, we may also employ, for the negative 

gerund, words similar to G^aJiua-etsim ; which I stated in the other gram¬ 

mar, No. 177, to be properly a kind of negative verbal, and to be used 

as a noun. Thus, a poet, describing the streets of a certain city, says; 

^irQdiesrsui^irstfix.Gujru^..running, as a string, without curve. 

XL1V. Secondly. The gerund of the present has only one form, Q&Jj, 

written also G&dru, which is the infinitive already treated cf. It is 

aptly rendered by the ablative absolute of the Latins, as I observed in 

No. 120 of the other grammar: thus, isir&rQai-lei&G&rr&r^m me audi- 

enle dixit, -he said it in my hearing ; gan&zr&Q#uj le vide ate fecit, 

he did it in thy sight. Thus Tiruvalluven, speaking of hospitality, says; 

0/5/r&s,s0 a^«ytie6)0/3T 0* 

',©031/- «Jy.© - G, 02? s 

is the name of a flower remarkable for it’s delicacy; on 

which account, the poet says ; 
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The Anicham flower languishes when iPs fragrance is inhaled, the 

feast languishes when the countenance (of the host) is averted. 

In this passage, the words and G/scsa, are used as gerunds 

of the present. 

Further, we learn from Nannul, that this infinitive may also be used 

for the future gerund ; it then answers to the future participle in rus, of 

the Latins, as w as explained in the other grammar, No. 123: thus, 

venite poslea hoc visuri,- come ye after, to see 
this. 

XLV. Thirdly. Besides the infinitive, which, as I have just said, may 

serve for the future gerund, the author of Nannul assigns to this gerund 

six other forms: 

1st. that is, the several forms of the conditional / as, 67e?06S>, 

*TGGre&&, wed?©'’, ereSesr, Q ^iL^/re?, G &uju9 etf, G&t&h&r ; respecting the 

formation of which mood, see No. 115 of the other grammar. In this 

dialect, the forms in or ^.©sr« as ©d)? G#luuI}6bt, are those most 

in use. There is another form of the conditional, which is obtained by 

adding ^S) or to- any person of any tense of the verb, or to verbals 

in ^ • thus, GetuSexQ.® or QeujQ*rGiD&m#9 

G&vjQ^GuQesr ei>, QeuigoPQir^ &c. Thus, likewise, ©<9* 

uj^esrg)(?£©>, G&ujpQp&f G&uj<sjQp<s>. We may also, drop the ^ 

and write G*iu8arrD*nr eD, ©*tU£«nr«&, G+«j*jmire) • or Q&uQmrp 

®7GJ/T6ii G^co^asrsuffei) &c. The conditional is termed a 

future gerund, because, from the nature of a condition, it imports an 

action which has not taken place, nor is actually in progress, and which, 

consequently, is hereafter to happen : as, If I shall salt it, it will be 

purified. i hus a certain poet has, pa the 

benevolent wilt give, if necessary, even their own selves. 

2d. Q+uAu. This is formed by affixing the termination to the 

imperative: thus, from airesBaj ; from Q&dj, Q&ujuG)uj ; (*) from 

QetijQ*<s>£>uj ; &c. This also answers to the participle in rus, of the 

(*) The uj being doubled, according to the rules of orthography. 
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Latins: ^uui^js&i^fsae^ju^iAu0«r5 senile visuri, Aoc portenlum^-come 

to behold this wonder, &c. 

3d. GeoJititun, This form is obtained by affixing the consonant a to 

the second form just mentioned : thus, *treS<jj^ wtr^aj^ Q&cuuQojZ, &c. 

and the force of both is the same. These two varieties of the future 

gerund do not,, however, suit all verbs, as practice will more clearly 

evince. 

4th surresr ,1 

5th ljfreer,$ The forms represented by the two foregoing terminations^ 

are the same as the third person masculine singular of the future,©^ 

ajcy/rer, cgy^eu/recr, ist—uuaesr^ u^ui^rrecr. But when they serve as future 

gerunds, they are used in every person, number, and gender $ and, like 

the other forms, may be rendered by the Latin participle in rus: thus, 

e_6a>/rui_i/rs5T, ojrsQpesr^ Quispnuj^ eu/s^/rser, etu/s^ffd, &c, thus, 

eurr^ssr^reSfJiJ^Q^esr T called thee to do this. This form is not 

unusual in this dialect, and is common to all verbs. 

6th. Ljir$rz$' This termination, added to the imperative, gives the last 

form of the future gerund : as &.msrun~<20, : thus, 

G^<a)6u/»r(@0Uj/7«05: Q&srr 0©r venit daturas felicitatem.—he came to- 

bestow happiness. I have very rarely, however, met with this form, 

SECTION THE SIXTH. 

APPENDIX. 

XLVI, The preceding part of this work is a brief selection from 

the precepts which, in the copious treatise of Pavananti, occupy no less 

than 456 rules. This will, I trust, suffice to pave the way for the Student, 

to enable him to comprehend the greater part of what he will read, and 

to facilitate his further enquiries. 

The remarks on syntax, contained in the other grammar, are equally 

applicable here. The chief peculiarities of the superior dialect, iu this 

respect, were noticed, in treating of the noun and the verb* 
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The nature of that is, propriety and beauty of style, is thus 

defined by Pavananti: 

/) & &t gu it jgJUjiTiiQpnrT 

G&utOes'.n-ULq+Q&ULjp&u&v 3u» 

I5GGT- Q<?/r 60- Quiteg) - m er, 0 9. 

To speak of similar matter, with like expression, and in the same 

style, as sages have spoken, this is propriety of speech. 

It will, therefore, be worth while for those who study this dialect, to 

attend diligently to the practice of ancient authors. I propose, in this 

appendix, to specify some instances in which these writers vary from 

the rules laid down in this grammar. 

First. The is sometimes struck out, by syncope, from the dative 

case of a noun ending in ur; so that for we find : thus, 

in Chintamani, 1 have seen, soj-sq put for «oj;sc^«0. The passage is s 

rs prr^&szfiki'i£?‘t5pd?U]M± 

GL6sirQa'T <jjpL£G>) tD. 

u jg]Q$LAaJ!T fte&LZLjQii& - 6r&h, 

Flowers brought from the cool tanks,flowers gatheredfrom the pendant 

branches, and flowers plucked from the graceful creepers. 

Secondly. Besides the regular forms, already noticed, the word jjf pu% 

sometimes has for it’s appellative ^pO^on, and for it’s adjective^*? 

cfi/cu, (*) In Chintamani we have, ^]p<Su.jiaoi ppiwSi, &c„ 

Thirdly. Instead of the usual termination of the future, Gtessr is 

sometimes used: thus, Q^ioGteesr for Q&ujQsuesr, f0r 

'gjCoc—uQuesr : so in Chintamani ^«r 

what shall 1 say, what shall I do ! Another poet has : 

OpseaG&Q^Qsj^^uujnQuffQ^issGsGi^) shall I say that the roaring 
sea, or my grief is the greater. 

Fourthly. We have stated, that the infinitive, which always terminates 

in e©f, serves for every person of either number of the imperative. come- 

(*) G£)&uJLniTGfls£)*untfijpff)(aj-£ughQi-ft6Qt 
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time?, however, the infinitive, thus used, is made to terminate in e_, 

instead ofc^j thus, in Ghintatnani, we find, Grr56®<su$fr%a(3isrTQgQsssr(wyssr 

he said (a his parents, arise! Here, er^0 is put for er^s, which is used 

in the same sense as sTQgd9&ra 

Fifthly. We have stated that Q&ujt<9sr, I7a/am«ii’cSr, &c. may be used 

for i8eJdsippiTe&^ &c.; and Q&ujuS) jgsni, &Ci for 

In ancient writers, we find Q&ujciQfzr, 

&aBaui9ar9 which are formed from the future, used in the same sense* 

thus, in Chintamani, we have, ^®J3wcjdi7 

Sixthly. In ancient writers, I have frequently seen the verbal in gv>," 

with the addition of used for the negative gerund, or participle: thus, 

the author of Silappadicaram, writes ajirsu^S^sr^^ir, for 

which means without considering; thus, Tiruva'llurer, - * 

0p.) Q&u tr pat, where Q&htB&irpn^ is used for 

^/rrr. In Chintamani,,(*) we even find rssS) jD^r^nn^ for /ssSevffgfljf, from 

the verb aQ^a>ei>, to 

Seventhly. Instead of «=g®r, the termination of the third person, mas« 

®uline singular, you will sometimes meet with thus, Camben, in 

Ms Ramayanam, in the chapter intitled ^®jtw«i«/«,^> .has5- 

6'5<xr‘--a®5r cSirTfrusQa? tgrii£jSGrtt i&m 

ejKar£__ffi^_iuQ<u)^/^siTsg2r(^)0a; lj 

yedsrc— ^ 

$a&k,Ti-.(TLfym<55rB5r<3ur5fiQs5i pfsjgjQebassr 

&-u)sr9 soQ. 

The furious hero (Adicayen; advancing, viewed the battle-field where 

Mamen, like a raging elephant, had sported in destruction—and with ach- 

mg heart, began the fight, to be yet more oppressed. 

In the same work, a few stanzas further on: 

*76sr 0®r®^/7/raj€ST^j<aQa,,3j.r uja- 

COT 0SS^©i5«BrC?00,5'fjLf 

Thus spoke the younger brother of Ravanen. It is well, replied the chief 

(*) Q®A&ffluinfi}&u>u$Lsi - @^r, «d5). 
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In these passages, we must read canddna (*) enrdna, for canddn 

enran. There are many instances like these, which, as they are merely 

anomalies, I thought it better to advert to here, than to specify them 

under the heads to which they severally belong. 

XLVII. In this dialect, there are a variety of particles, or interjections. 

First. Of these particles, some have a meaning, and will be found ia 

their proper places in the dictionary. One of them, 15 na< I shall here 

notice. This particle is explained, in Nannul, (•f) to signify some good 

quality. It is prefixed to substantives only. If the following letter be a 

consonant,.itis doubled, of what class soever it may be; and if it be a 

rowel, double must be interposed: thus, - muGutr^ea - sa* 

CJwS.® » ibGJZtf - !S eo a* l&) ii . 

Secondly. Others have no meaning,.and are termed, on this account, 

c$y&Q&rr&>, or o.«r-rrcusi^; under which head, they will be found in the 

dictionary. For instance, which we have stated, in No. XLV. to be 

used for is sometimes a mere expletive: as, ^’su^Q^nQ 

eu0iDffOci-/r©^©^^t; as also Gadi-q-vJ/rti ; which are put for c£]<auQ<&j)Q<sj 

e^si),s/0C?m<r©«ira?6?, '(?«<—*-£-,or G&m. In like .manner, the .word gugux 

is without meaning, and is used only to complete the verse. Example; 

U^lQ^Cl (TFjU* GUST 

The fear of deceitful lusts is virtue. 

In this passage, £D0d occurs twice, and. in both-cases-is a mere exple¬ 

tive. In the same way, the following words are added, to complete the 

harmony of the verse, occasionally in the middle, but more frequently at 

the end, of a line : ©, .-gyC?^, ^esrC?^, uztQpiL^ 

l&gstQ&i all which are without meaning. In the. verge Q^ensfij/r, however, 

these are introduced only inlhe middle of a line, and never at the end. 

(*) It accords better with the genius of the.language, to suppose i—ne® to be the 

verb in its usual form, and the following word to be <^eS) j/TLcesri compounded of the 

proper name ^nrru^&s!^ and the demonstrative pronoun the ej, which, accord, 

ing to the usual orthbgrapby, should be doubled, being written 6ingle, according to a 

rule contained in No. V of this grammar. 

(+) Jgi -et, 0pjGmG. 
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PART THE SECOND. 

OF TAMIL POETRY. 

XLVIII, A religious recluse, named Amirtasacaren, as I observed in 

the introduction, wrote a work called Caricei (s/rifts®*) 'which, without 

treating of the art of poetry, merely contains the rules of Tamil versifi¬ 

cation. The word has three significations; a woman, embellish- 

men/, and a kind of verse, commonly called aS). The work is 

dedicated to a woman, to whom all his precepts are addressed ; it treats 

of verse, which may be termed the embellishment of language; and is 

composed throughout in the metre called p, On this threefold 

account, the author gave to his book the iitle abovementioned. In his 

introduction, he divides his subject into eight parts: viz. 

5?ir ukpLZLfy* Qjsitgol— u/reGl&ult First, @rletters. Second, 

syllables, considered with reference to feet. Third, $/t, feet. Fourth, 

ue<sd>, termed also the connecting of feet with each other. Fifth, 

lines, of which a stanza is composed. Sixth, the conso¬ 

nance of the lines in a stanza. Seventh, utr, the different kinds of stanza. 

Eighth, j|?)<asrd>, the subdivision of each kind. 

Of letters, enough has already been said: my first chapter, therefore, 

shall relate to feet, and the other requisites of verse.; the second, to the 

different kinds of stanza ; and the third, to the subdivisions of each kind. 

I shall add a fourth chapter, which shall contain a few remarks concern¬ 

ing the art of Tamil poetry. 

CHAP. I. 

SECTION THE FIRST. 

XL1X. The word has various meanings; but is here used to sig¬ 

nify syllables, considered with reference to metrical feet. Of there 

are two kinds, Q/sceve, and &anfuJ9s>e. Qfsii, among other significations, 

means that which is single ; several things disposed in order. 



Hence, a Qx is one syllable only; and this must either be long 

by nature, or position ; or, if short, must be the only syllable remaining, 

after the other cS/ew,. contained in the word to which it belongs, have 

been scanned. For example, in the word «swr is a ($sits; 

because, although the syllable-a is short by nature, yet, it is followed 

by two consonants: <&%) is a because it is long by nature ; and 

which is both short by nature, and without following consonants, 

is nevertheless, considered as a Gxasa&s because it is the only remaining 

syllable* 

A Senir.iuars=, always consists of two syllables, of which the first must 

be short, both by nature and by prosody, and the second may be either 

short or long. For instance, the word is a £e®tnu®D&, of two short 

syllables; ^eerds is a S/mtruJsa?, of which the first syllable is short, and 

the second is long by prosody; and d/bx/r is a £ma^GB>&y having the 

first syllable short, and the second by nature long. In this kind of .^so^, 

then, the first syllable only is considered. If that be shorth and be fol¬ 

lowed by another syllable, in the same word, the two unite, to form a 

/BeQfruJGiT&: thus, in the word eQsntki is a (StEwas,?, and 

which is a single and detached syllable, is a Qi5tT6a>&t But in the word 

c5)6P^/9(sr)Rsr, since © is not now a detached syllable, but is followed by 

another, in the same word, Q^ssr is a £<ontrujG£&, although it’s last sylla¬ 

ble is long. These observations respecting ^se5=, since they differ from 

our ideas, and are essential to a knowledge of the Tamil prosody, demand 

particular attention, 

SECTION THE SECOND, 

3L, Metrical feet are termed ?rr, The Tamils do not, like us, give 

to each kind of foot an arbitrary appellation ; but, in order to have, in 

one word,, both the designation and the example, they apply to each 

kind of foot filename of some tree, in which its quantity is exhibited. 

For instance, a foot consisting of two <?*tr«aavis termed Opus", which is 

the name of a tree, and consists itself of two Gx<7&s&: and so of the rest, 

3s will hereafter appear. 
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*1 ncr6 are thirty kinds of feet, which are divided into five classes. (^) 

The first class contains those feet which consist of a single egysc.y, and 

which are, therefore, termed g.cr&s>&&§it. These are distinguished into 

Qiso'63'&i which are called /sn&;y and iS«t/rtuss^, which are called ^cO/r. 

We can seldom make use of this class, except at the close of the stan¬ 

za called Gwmrua, To these feet we may add abbreviated e., (<$») jB- 

iu&avu*) and they are then termed, respectively,. «/r<* and <S?rr>uHt 

Sometimes, though rarely, without abbreviation jdjzu&itld') is added \ 

but this can take place only when e* follows a soft or mediate letter, and 

not when it is joined to a rough one; as in the following 

67 <oJGJ - rr)<3U - 

SOGJ- ^GOfD'SU- ^ csj.. 

,©03U - (Sa/Jt , cSy p - .0^ , 

It is wise to live in the world as the world lives. 

The word ^ at the close of the stanza, consists of ^ which is 

a Setand of «y, in which the is joined to the mediate 

letter w. 

LI. The second class contains those feet which consist of two 

and which are comprised under the term They are of four 

kinds. First, Qpmir, composed of two <?«ir. Second, composed of 

on@ Sna and one (?*rr.. Third, 4@«g£Wu>9 composed of twoFourth, 

ch_eS)si7ia, composed of one Gist* and one Bernr, 

LII. The third class contains those feet which consist of three of 

which the last is a Osceas*. They are included under the general appel¬ 

lation These also are of four kinds, which are formed by add- 

ing, to the several feet of the second class, a (?fcirec>& expressed by the word 

«*<!/: First, Q^won^tnu^ composed of three Qistr, Second 

(*) la the native grammars, there are only four grand divisions, depending on the 

number of c=^aj5<?; viz, egywDtfxF^/r, feet of one syansVgfytu feet of two 

feet of three Qutr^&Qrr) feet of four g&jooi&i so that Qeiav@ rr and 

are comprehended in the class &Jr)&3at 
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composed of one £i@i>tT End two G?®/r. Thirds ®^eS)strEiBiru^ composed of 

two /Sea/r.and one Gn>h Fourth, ^pQsr/^atrm, composed of a Qia^ a 

Smtf, and a Qisa» 

LIII. The fourth class contains those feet which consist of three 

of which the last is a and these are comprised under the gene¬ 

ral term They, likewise, are of four kinds, which are formed 

hy adding to the several feet of the second class, a Seoiruj^, expressed 

by the word First, composed of two Qisf and a iSivir, 

Second, composed of a i?-savr, a and a Third, 

«0€^)6T7yE/a^, composed of three (fi&ir. Fourth, ^e$OT2Li«a2?, composed 

of one Q®n and two £}&?, 

LIV. The fifth class contains those feet which consist of four 

and which are comprised under the general term These 

are of sixteen kinds, which are formed : First, by adding to the several 

feet of the second class, two expressed by the word ps^stL^: as, 

QpLbrrnipszTLj^ Ljefi)L/ur®; Secondly, by adding a fo^tr- and a (J's/r, 

termed as, Gp^ms^u^y,. Thirdly, by adding a Qm and a $e©zr, 

termed p&xrecS)Lg®); as, Qpustri5p«cr&$Lg6p»- Fourthly, by adding two $6d^, 

termed as <3pu^njs^S} 

These sixteen kinds of feet are but little used, 

LV. In the use of the Tamil feet, there is a peculiarity which I think 

it proper to notice, Iu Latin, a verse would be considered loose, and 

devoid of harmony, if each word in it were a distinct foot: the feet of a 

verse, therefore, are so disposed, that, in scanning, the words are run into 

each other, and concatenated like the links of a chain. The cadence of 

the Tamil verse, on the contrary, requires, that, not only in singing, but 

even in reading, the eloseef each foot should be marked by a slight pause: 

so that, to read a verse, and to scon,(cgjsb*3are one and the same thing. 

Hence, although a Tamil foot may consist of several whole words, yet no 

word can be divided, as among the Latins, so as to belong, partly to one 

foot, and partly to. another. This is the reason, why a short syllable, 

which remains alone at the end of a word, after scanning-the csya? which 
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precede it, cannot be joined with one of the syllables of the next word, 

and form a but, from it9s being a detached syllable, must, as 

already stated, be considered a QiHowever, the remaining syl¬ 

lable of one word may be united with the following word, provided that 

this be preserved entire, and, in conjunction with the first, constitute 

exactly one foot. For example, in the word pr3pQurrr£<5*», is a G/so-so^ 

which being a final syllable, might be reckoned alone as a <?aow, 

may here be joined with ©u.t, and form a Satruoa; and 0w is aQitimei 

the two words, therefore, constitute one foot, of the kind termed &^gS)sst 

KJairuj' In the verse ©&i«Brzjff,this deviation from the general rule rarely 

takes place. If the example had been ptBpQurrQuuesr, we could not 

then have divided the word Quir^uutsr, taking ptspQu ^0 u for a ah_6$ 

and reserving ueer to form part of another foot ; but must 

have been considered a (?^.^, and ©v*0uzjasr a 

There is, however, one species of verse, very rarely used, in which, as 

I shall hereafter explain, the words may be divided. 

The terminations of cases, persons, and appellatives, are considered as 

distinct from the radical word, and may therefore, form part of a follow¬ 

ing foot: for instance, S3 may be detached from moisaeaiu, cr<xr from ps 

Gpssr, and ew from u**&ujtr*rt 

SECTION THE THIRD. 

j£-6)Jdrr 

LVI. ptibr or uisp*, is the term used to express the manner in which 

feet are connected to form a line. urspui, among other significations, 

means affinity I and p<zfcr means fellers. This connexion affects only the 

last of one foot, and the first of that which immediately follows. 

The first mode of connexion iso termed, because, as we 

shall presently perceive, it is peculiar to the verse called ^Q.Qiuuu*. 

Jt is used, with the feet of the second class, @>ajD®ir; which must be so 

united, that a foot ending in a Q»a-a>e>9 shall be followed by one begin¬ 

ning with a ; or, that a foot ending in a Swiu^ shall be followed 
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by one beginning with a iS&htojThus, a or a must be 

followed by a Q^cor, or a £ and a G^eSienusy, or a cr^G&stuAy by a 

^ec7tfl/r, or a a 00$ err us. 

LVII. The second mode of connexioa is termed Q^ewri-eAr, from it’s 

being proper to the verse Qoj^rua, It applies to the feet of the second 

and third classes, @$uuf)3n9 and which are united according to 

the following rule. L^rr^esreSloXirnjLndilGnQpastQnsr (^/SJ^crm oyisarG1 esr0us. 

The word (jtesr means before, but, according to our ideas of the positi- 

on of words, it must be here translated after. The Tamils assert that, as 

the verse flow’s on, the reader leaves behind him the portion which he has 

read, and has before him the portion which remains : consequently, any 

word or foot is said to be before (& <£&) any other which is not so far on in 

the line; and vice versa. Thus, of the two words c&j'^ujrrw^^.^ajajir i> 

said to be behind, and <su0rQ to be before. I now proceed to explain the 

rule above quoted which must be understood in reference to the forego¬ 

ing remark, First, u-]ic^ that is, a foot ending in iarr9 of 

which there are two kinds, (?;3^/r, and must be followed by one 

beginning with a ifoa/r ; that is, by one of these four feet, it, cy©)? 

Utamj&truJ, «0d5)«rcr, aQeSlsniEj&rruJ, Secondly, ^IsrrQ^esrQesr^i^^ that is* 

a foot ending with a o?sir^, of which there are two kinds,.a^aSarza,. 

and «*.oS?eiri*, must be followed by one beginning with a Qibithat is* 

by one of these four feet; Gpustr, Q s^a^J^iruu, e^.sQsnia^ cn_6£)<snEj&raJ* 

Thirdly, and lastly, strajQ^esrGesr^LP^ that is, any of the four feet ending 

in «/!•«.-, must be followed by one of these beginning with a (?*/?* which 

have just been mentioned. 

LV1II. The third mode of connexion, aD^t/ar, is proper to the vers® 

termed e£)uu/r • and is exactly the converse of that last mentioned: so 

that, where a £c7fr follows in O^oOTi—e/^, a Qvn follows here; and where 

a(3«ff follows in that, we shall have a Smr in this. 

LIX. The fourth mode of connexion, belongs to the verse 

called gj^Quu^t. Besides the feet peculiar to it, which are those termed 

r, itadmits also those eight which belong to the second and third 
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classes. This connexion requires, that all these feet should be united as 

in that is, that a Qislr should follow a Q/sir, and a iSesr a 

£xearr. 

I shall here remark, what I shall hare occasion to repeat, that the 

rules for connexion are strictly adhered to in the &su*zru/r alone, which 

must be composed in exact conformity to the rule of connexion Qsjsss* 

t—efot. The remaining modes of connexion, which occur in other kinds 

of rerse, are by no means rigidly observed. 

SECTION THE FOURTH. 

- -7^ 

LX. The word ^u^ expresses the individual lines which compose a 

stanza. The term urr, or urrt—(g)^ is not properly applied to a single verse, 

but signifies a stanza or a distich; since it always consists of more than 

one line, generally of four, but sometimes of two or three; as will here¬ 

after appear. 

There are five kinds of .jyigL, distinguished by the number of feet 

which they contain. 1st. Aline consisting of two feet, callpd q r r?. * 

2d. Of three, 3d. Of four, 4th, Of five, 

5th. One containing more than five feet, whether six, seven, or more, is 

termed 

LXI. In treating of the it is usual to consider it individually, 

and without reference to the stanza. Tiie letter which begins a line, 

must begin one at least of the succeeding feet. Hence, this species of 

consonance is termed Gta/ro/fcr ; that is, commencement. This is distin¬ 

guished into several kinds, each of which has it’s appropriate name. 

Thus, in the verse cgjarauLg., consisting of four feet, which is in frequent 

use and much esteemed, if this consonance fall on the second foot only, 

it is termed if on the third only, Gur-^LJu/Quursiidw ; if 

on the fourth only, ; if on the third and fourth, Qu>p*^ 

&jn GGkofrGJdsj • if on the second and fourth, Q 5 if 0n 

the second and third, ; if on all the four feet, ^p^Gt&tr 
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«J3s5r. These distinctions are of little importance; but it is necessary to 

bear in mind, that the consonance must occur once at least in every 

If it comes in the middle of the line, or where there would naturally be 

a pause in reading, a better effect will be produced than if it falls 

elsewhere. 

We stated, that the t is the repetition of some letter. It is 

not, however, necessary, that the letters should be absolutely the same; 

it is sufficient if they be such as are considered to be consonous. The 

vowels which correspond in this respect, are &?. 9®*—jg), **,«-, er, 

and £-or, f?, eg. This property in the foregoing rowels is not affected 

by their junction with consonants ; so that, s corresponds to <$/r, er-e, and 

©asit ; @, to g, 0«, and (?«, &c. Of the consonants, <s corresponds to o', 

0 to «, and uq to ®/, Thus, in an beginning with the conso¬ 

nance will be just, if, in the course of it, there occur a foot beginning 

with py pff, sa,®, or ©^sir; or even with <?, ffa, or Q&®r : and con¬ 

versely, in an beginning with &c. It was stated, (in No. II. 

fourth) that to words beginning with <i/, £g) may be prefixed ; and there¬ 

fore, although be not prefixed, the initial uj is still considered to be 

eonsonous with any of the following letters; tu, sr, <*r. 

SECTION THE FIFTH. 

O jsrronL-z 

LXI1, Optrsat-. is a word used to express things which are in any 

way connected regularly together; so that, a chain, which consists of 

united links; a garland, which is wreathed with flowers; a necklace, 

which is strung with pearls, may all be designated by the term Gpa^i__, 

Hence, the word is also applied to that connexion, or consonance, which 

one cS/^9-. has with another in the same stanza. This is of various kinds; 

but that which is most in use, and which, indeed-, can never be dispens¬ 

ed with, is named «It requires, that the first foot of every line 

throughout a stanza should be consonous; and this consonance is consider¬ 

ed to take place if, preserving uniformity in the quantity only of the 
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first syllable throughout the stanza, the'second letter of‘ea£h luve be of 

the same class of letters, and of the same quantity : (for the repetition of 

the first letter is considered inelegant) but if the second letter, instead of 

being merely of the same class, be identically the same, in each line, it is, 

esteemed a beauty. Thus, if the first line begin with the word I 

must not commence another line in the same stanza with *; but, since & is, 

a short syllable, the other lines also must begin with a short syllable. 

Again, since the second syllable is 0, it will bh a beauty if 0 begin the 

second syllable in the other lines. This, however, is not absolutely neces¬ 

sary; it is enough if the second syllable be short, and begin with v; so 

that, the words &c. contain an to the word ®0s£?. 

If, not only the second syllable of each line in the stanza, but the whole 

of the first foot, with the exception of the first letter, be the same, the 

re(se is esteemed, in proportion to the difficulty of the performance. 

Thus, if, where «0sfi) occurs in the first line, cf)0s^) <s-0d5), &c« 

come in the other lines, the verse will be particularly admired. 

Example of a stanza beginning with a short syllable i 

pezycjGbirin&sr EjQetTGt-^etirQLJLUUJ L£&&cr esrcgLiauiTLfyM pt 

^e^uasnrQ fa? fissuuj t-^a3a/2CT<2iss^(^(^<gw la u 

t£le^lLj^iri2lmT>^s^,r5nQLCiaQun^ 3 a <&n f L&eeru rr da 

If the beauteous flowers, budding like gems, expanding with the bril¬ 

liancy of the stars of heaven, and shedding scented honey in drops like the 

whitest pearls, if these fade in a dayf, and falling torn to the earth crum¬ 

ble into dust, can our bodies, blemishedmth the disease of birth, live for 

ever t 

Example of a stanza beginning with a long syllable : 

ejriAa/HjjsJdciuJ$ © ^*£3(29 

G&rru*irpjslGSfft&l £)&<-- uuOptra 

esj5)®ri£oflbc)aJ»sn®a'@3//raw 

eS) euS)&u>ff$jQe&c£ «*r 

^art&trujexrui - utrsda* xa-<~^ - er£s- add, 

Black as the stormy cloud, she sent forth from her hands, a shower - 



of stones such as might Jill up the ocean, in the time of the utterance of 

a word. This he opposed by a shower from his bow. 

LXIII. First. The consonance was stated to require, that, 

in each line, the second letter should be of the same class and quantity : 

I said letter, and not syllable ; because, in the word spy, for instance, 

the second syllable is u], and if I merely retain it, and write or 

the second letter, gi, is then changed, and the consonance is, there¬ 

fore, faulty. -It would be better to put some word like but best 

of all to use Gurrpu^ #c. 

Secondly. If the second letter be il/, and be followed by another conso¬ 

nant, in the same syllable, as in the word GusGuGuitqsir, no notice is 

then taken of the <h; but the u only is considered : so that, the will 

be perfect, if we have, in the other lines, auGurr^^, cSyuG,^(r@&ri &c, 

But if the ia be not followed by another consonant, in the same syllable, 

the 67-will not be thought good, unless <h, or at all events, SS occur 

in the following lines \ thus, ©i^uveuGo®, Quil/au*®®, eosaueo®, romoja5i«,<&c. 

agree well in consonance ; not so the words su/ruj&jsa)®, ia/reysc®, &c. 

Thirdly. Instances are to be found, in which the consonants ©>, 

when they happen to occur in the first syllable, are not taken into account; 

but it is, nevertheless, improper to overlook them. Thus, &<rpp is made 

consonous with uunp?) with y, and tz/ris^ with sjitl* 

15^:, The following stanza, therefore, from an ancient poet, is objection* 

able. 

jS'§!®TG<3aUJmkj<3®*L]pikjQ5>GUJR Us 

tSyr5£Q-Qt&GuiT£l}j lA&PRt'Sjn' Lg&scngi - ^rspiirp 

eu(r l^QsstQ g)Qmetsr m 

Qua-Steerp uipl^r QojGuibesr jpj 

As the palm of the hand may readily be turned outwards in the open 

air, so quickly mutable is domestic life.— Say not we shall live for a 

term.—The days of our life are as the flowers of the Pulei.* 

* Illecebrum Javanicum^of which th# soft and downy flowers are scattered by the 

wind. 
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i 

The objection to this stanza is, that Qt-JirQdsr po has been used as aii 

97^1 sctg to «iifrs*rjq . 

Fourthly, and lastly. In the Osue^uir alone, and in that but seldom,' 

instead of repeating the same letter for the one of the same clasg 

only, is used ; that is, a rough letter is made to correspond to a rough 

letter, and a mediate, to a mediate. Example: 

*£> <$ &/r it - - ©,T 05TLJ - ^62JiTSl 

Qn&SPpfiCt Jq-GITGuru- uQ La 

^0ou-£e_, *gyj0->5’ ^ 

The worth or dement (of parents) is conspicuous in the offspring. 

Here, «r£*^s/r& is used as an ®-,£?«»« to ^«®r/r; that is, £ is made to 

correspond to £: but this is inelegant. 

LXiV. It was stated, that the quantity of the first syllable must be 

preserved. Remark, however, that though 83 and are long, yet, 

since they are diphthongs, the first corresponds to ^ before the mute 

consonant a/, and the second to ^ before the mute consonant <h; 

accordingly, if the first line begin with one of those diphthongs, we must 

not, in the other lines, use a long letter, but a short one before h or <L, 

as the case may require. Hence, the following words are consonous: 

ess^cas, Qi*ujwb»<s9 &c. as also cteijsShuus, BsaisS)Uju>i &c. 

RXV. It was also stated, that each of (he lines in a stanza ought to 

commence with a different letter. Nevertheless, as some words have 

various significations, it is esteemed elegant to begin ail the lines with the 

same word, provided it have a different meaning in each line. Example i 

Genr^Zf - - GQgpirnis-/ki 

«©x5T^e)- ttS? eO - asir<!5cO/r-i_/Qi£/r Q) 

Gmsrg*) - a^QuJtfffb - ©SOfircun^ u^QtsQjk/ 

G&jnzg) _ 2^.65 - suJLaa - Lsp^esrcnir si) 

The long-eyed damsel, having chosen a spot where the swarms of hum¬ 

ming wasps sought honey, sported with the peacocks on the beautiful 

banks of the watery mirror (that reflected their) outspread tails, and 

then bathed in the sparkling waters of the flowery tank. 
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Here, *sbV<sw)L9- occurs four times: in the first line, it i-s *®n*rru£. ; in 

the second, it has the force of ; in the third, it is ; 

9,nd in the fourth., «6«r(§w}©/rQal?,. Another Example t 

/5rra - G® jo. •’■ QuJtTBBt.—Quit 

(jars - Qisjof)**® - <as[&TiA&3-ujvjpiun lU 

rit^b - G'rsjpfluQ - e5r&nj>&n&- a.aaLiu uit 

(G^a- G®^ j£lu9 - esTofunJgi- G^.rrssrj£) g}Q£D 

G? uyLJ,ff3U(Z&l - GOUpW$ tt'UU.d>LC>- 

(They had now passed) the grove of ’Sagas, watered by the stream 

which flows bearing gems from the mountain top, //Are the jewel-spangled 

frontlet that hangs on the forehead of the elephant ; wear the waning 

moon appeared on the verge of the heavens. 

In this s5/0^^, ®rra^Q occurs four times, with different significations* 

In the first line, it means an elephant; in the second, a mountain ; in the 

third, a tree—the calophyllum inophyllum ; in the fourth, heaven. 

LXVI. Besides of which we have hitherto been speaking, 

there is another kind of consonance, which the lines in a stanza may have 

one with another. It is termed and is the rhyme at the close of 

lines, which is used in the poetry of the languages of Europe. This kind 

of consonance, however, being despised as wanting in dignity, is hardly 

to be met with in any species of poetry. There are still other sorts of 

rhyme, which, as they are very seldom used, I think it unnecessary to 

explain ; but refer the reader, who may wish for information respecting 

them, to the work intitled s/rAJas®, 

CHAPTER II, 

urr 

LXVII. A stanza of two, three, or more commonly of four lines, is 

distinguished in Tamil by the several names of ui, urr^*d$, unuy, 

Qvujjjm. Of these, *£51, is the proper name; the rest being tropical 

designations, The- stanza is termed ua (warp), from its regularity ; uer 
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t—(& (song), from its being sung; ujnucy (link)) from (he connexion of its 

parts; and Qeujujmj from its measured cadence. The uir is divided into 

five kinds, QsjsecrutT) c^QFflajuua-, aStluu/T) sj06)uucr, Of the 

first kind, which is the commonest, the most difficult in its construction, 

and the most esteemed, 1 shall treat at large j contenting myself with a 

brief notice of the rest. 

SECTION THE FIRST. 

G QJ6&ST UPF 
LXVIII. In this kind of verse are used the feet termed and 

Qajswre ct) namely, those of the second and third classes, which have been 

already described. The stanza, however, must always end with a foot of the 

first class; nor is it allowable to affix sr at its close, as is sometimes done in 

other kinds of verse. The rules contained in No. LVII, for the connexion 

termed Gwexsu—©/^, must Be strictly observed. In order to explain the 

number of or lines required to form one Oeudsrrj/7, and the 

number of feet of which each must consist, it is necessary to 

premise, that there are six kinds of ©syearorr, namely, 0 /rjmQejs^sruir^ 

QrsQaJ®)3^6c>jrUtr.) ©0 ffiiao>&Q<3utsc’sJLJ(i, *<?sj®l3£©due5Sri_/ff, 0=©GjJoVri_//r^ 

ljoo £ 0o>4_G«u65=ruir. Of these I shall treat separately. 

LX1X. First (^peoGeueztuir, This resembles the distich, since it 

consists of two lines. Of these, the first must contain four feet, and the 

second three. Example: 

® vzr- Gamusun- 3poQ (rg*- <305p>j£ Few (£) 

T - 331 (T 

They may he said to have eyes, who acquire knowledge,—They who 

learn not) have (as it were) only two ulcers in their face,. 

Here the order of the feet is er^en^&iraj,. ^.eaQsir^, ©^ir/r, s^fSea 

jsjsrruj) >tn_Giii6n£j&(Tdj) ©piu.IT), lqe5n, This kind-of ©cucot4_//t is sometimes 

without either of the rhymes and Gi^ireubm^ thus ; 

* This measure is also termed ua» 
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$ffiesr- fDShtAuMT- 'g}&G'GG£l£sr •aJanuuuns^i^ 

®yffs^6cr-^gaajiufl'-0 

$0®/ - e-j <jy.©- £, 0.2? J 

If worldly prosperity be not attainable unless the rain falls, so neither 

can its continuance be insured unless the heavens be (propitious.) 

Neither the one northe other occurs in this stanza. Sometimes, though 

rarely, you will find three feet only in the first line, and four in the 

second : as, 

esr^S^assc’r - i&irQ a) - 0) p 

*5>afteippp ’-0)0*5 -&rs- di! #) 

P0<aj-<9/, 0*3? 

To have the mind pure from spot, is the standard of virtue—all 

besides is (empty) sound. 

lAeerppirt™)-t&irr5pfr&- gear^ © 

isrpfbir(®s)- nfcsr^j- ©esr«r^zj(2)0«Oa!ffe> 

G)(7J}<311- fflDcftr, © - /E., 0 CD . 

The understanding of a man hath its source in his own mind—his 

character among men is determined by his fellowships. 

LXX. Secondly. Passing over ®is@uj®>QwGnrurr, of which I shall 

speak last, I proceed to consider Qvfim&Qm«BTur. This is the kind of 

Qsue&rurr most in use, so that, by way of eminence, it has been termed 

Qmtxrua^ simply. It consists of two ^ps^eusOTu/r, with one detached 

foot interposed, which is termed, on that account, p®?r&Q&.T&. This 

must have the same er^sa® as the two first lines. It is followed by two 

ether lines, either with the same or, what is more general, with 

another. If the re^, be a foot containingonly one kind of 

for example, a Qpuur, which consists of two ©/Err, a QpiAirnDanaJ, 

which consists of three (?«/r, or a which consists of two <£®><r9 

then the stanza is termed gtve&s^L^QmSm^Qmno-uai but if it be a foot 

containing both kinds of dysa>, like the fire remaining feet of the second 

and third classes, the stanza is then termed nnraQseiu^Gis S^^Qeuearufr : 

Example. 
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QsuuJdJ-0ir/£>(?06?jr j£)- Qai^Q&rQw- jgu-.G&rrdi) jsg»& 

Quuj v-j - c&®SL£(ZfiQeJddu - Qu - eaoutl/ p 
cjtr fi] ajtzi - (gjpp^ ~ u & Q <sj <©SL/ta - tU/rn'SQ La 

(duaQ^'aaQuafil'ajan - Qt&pQp - ug 

As the clouds which send forth a fearful sound, and are big with the 

angry thunder-bolt, are yet cherished for the rain they pour down ; so in 

the world, he who liberally distributes his wealth is praised, though his 

many crimes spread darkness around him. 

Here, since is a pB&x&G&nGS consisting of two (?©*, 

the stanza is called ^rTnQ&c—.QxfdGe&Gufttrun. 

er(GjQ(GS)-$6i)3i0D - irit - uQ ear jepaS nQ Sir esor 

rr^&rrjp - Qumu&sjS - jp zb 

Quart* pauva&p-p&sr^iu - & pnQp^pid p> 

&!TtTtTQ<3l}*iBr - SS)&uSi p - &T La 

0/ //tose s?/zo oppose me, none shall retain much-loved life. All wh@ 

fear may withdraw securely. T/ze arrows of my hand pierce the hearts 

of those who firmly withstand my valour—they enter not the backs of 

my enemies. 

Here, ©a/^s8^g,^ is the foot called ^.€£)sntnJsctuJ ; hence the ©ascsruff 

is termed GiiirrrQas/t— Gigffl&igrtdmGiwufr, 

LXXI. Thirdly. &&&!$) QouGmurr. This consists of four lines, without 

the pg£)&Q&h®>. The first line contains four feet; the second, three ; 

the third, four; and the fourth, three; all under one The only 

specimen of this kind of stanza is in the work called on which 

account, it has, by some, been termed Qp^^Qsue^rut*. The stanza is 

_t—njgiiiCi - u(Teim'sstsuniSp - 0«sr0 - ^sswcusi) d> 

/r L_. L_Rig}) LQ - ffiCSSTLJ 6J> 60 ff/T - © 655T <56 

©az— L~<rS>L& - Qi£.(zrt&&&m> - Q^eernms -Q s*r&£j(g) 
&(—L~,vi£pUi - ©sj«5reJ>z& - p>(g) tu 

er - ur. 
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Though milk be boiled, it loseth not it's flavor. Though one void of 

affection be immeasurably loved, no love is (returned). The illustrious, 

though ruined, are still great*-the conch l ho' burned, gives forth whiteness• 

LXXII, Fourthly, (gllzBr s$ea&G‘&j<z® u r. This usually consists of four 

lines, of which, the first three contain each four feet; and the fourth, 

three feet. They may all come under one excess.; or, by couples, unde^ 

two 0-«ga6O)«, Example: 

g^asrjpG&iT - &0BTJZMQ&IT - G eS esTjru O&tr - 

&&5T <5®pQuJ - 3<35Tp Jgl - &n-p pGu^ZT - Q p 8?3T €tc9 

Goja 06^'uTwr - ^ uj^cj -QuJir&^ui -eusmsaiir dr 

££0©/.-£r6BT - LLiirGZfe—n - ITp ^ 

rsntiu^izir aratSla]ucr. 

Say not to-day, or that day, or om/ <%; re/fec* <Aa/ death is ever 

standing behind you. Eschew evil, and with unceasing endeavours adhere 

to virtue, ordained by sages. 

Sometimes it consists of lines of the same measure as the above, but 

without an repeating, at the end of each line, the word with 

which that line commenced. This variety is termed 

Example: 
LhSTlavQfw ft - u-ir$e)£2iTn&- -mas^ay® 

^saj^SiTiT - - uQebeilddp - Qp 

u>tT&s>ur - eateiisjf - uDsie&Z - ujo& 
n -<sdi eisiif--31 

&rrG5TLbGral&SLO- KJ'ffi - U/r. 

If rain fail the inhabitants of the earth suffer: w/im? 720 penitents are 

found, the rain falls not § penitence is not performed where there is no 

king, and kings reign not where civil society does not exist. 

It may also, like the second kind of ©®»ru<r, consist of one line of 

four feet, one of three, and a ; all having one ^soa 

a line of four feet, and one of three, without any thus: 

GuQansB - G^^iq-p -Qun^'snQuirpa - dl <*r p &<r&G & 

Gsfitlj - 0u/T0w(?.fiimuq-p - fiOffirfle; - uirgcftGi* ®r 

mzsadiiioBruLa - Q<&&zruq+ssrpU* - 

Ga-sarto-sar - Ggj^ciS - «5)«— 63 

then 
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If thou cove lest fame, disirilule riches. If thou desiresl the riches 

which follow a man into f uture existence, flee from sin in this world. If 

thou wishest the highest and most permanent delight, practise virtue. If 

thou wouldest be free frcm sorrowrepress anger. 

Lastly. It may have the first line of four feet, the second of three) 

the third of four, then a peH&Gy&irs; after which, follows the fourth line* 

of three feet; all comprised under two Example : 

- ifr'sJdai^^dreisr - $ftes>LQ - 

- pfiiQeei eer'(^La - rst—LQeixsbnrr - qjx 

- ©L-j/r<sor (TTj - i^exDG'm^ Giila^ - lc.(t La&r 

B(tlagoc-. isp - Q’n&Q&'sbf&tr - /5£— 

As the nymphcea inhabits the water-springs, so dwells philanthropy 

in (the heart of) the benevolent. If they who are devoid of love should 

give the whole earth, what avails itf As sweet odours grace the flower, 

as the spark of brilliancy glitters in the splendid jewels and never-fading 

gems, so is love the grace of all our virtues. 

Of these four varieties of 5$sai&QwGzrurr, you. wilt sometimes meet 

with the first, but hardly ever with the others. 

LXXIII. Fifthly. u^O ^asiu-Qms&ruiT. This contains more than four 

lines, having five, six, or even a greater number. Of these, the 

last must always have three feet, and the rest four; the whole under one, 

two, or more k>«. Scarcely a single example of this kind of 

u<rf is to be found. 

G<S 

Uk 

Gqy 

H 

LXXIV. Sixthly. $:5 QiU&Qsu'&zrLJiT. This consists of three lines. It may 

either, like Qatri&B&Q’Sj&zrLj''1) have under one the first line of 

four feet, the second of three, and a p<s£f&(d&n<5i> \ these being followed 

by a line of three feet, under another er^sws, in which case, it is called 

Q is u<r 1 Or, like ^esreSleyi^^suecuutT, it may have 

two lines of four feet and one of three, without a pnsfi&Q&ir®); and coming 

either under onesr^as®, or under twor or, instead of this, each line may 

have the u><_ already described. In either case, it is termed 

The QaJ&niebQsueaTUir) like the u«a00 
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^sL-.Qsuevs,uiri is very little used. I shall, therefore, content myself with 

giving an example of the variety termed 

eg;s3? g> l&Qqj - 0aQ- £A/s,i?- oiiri-Siuis fg> 

LJirsSl rr)L£iQ®i - - LJ<sZ{3j&)p(s^sr (T 

/SfreSexid^i£]<ssr 

Q wG> jr,sai - Q&uJ uj jd Q (vj - (s> j^} 

Tho* the colour of cows be various, yet the milk they yield differs not 

in colour: tho’ nations be many and of various habits, is the virtue 

they practice essentially various t 

LXXV. Thus much of the Qsjearuir» a kind of verse which the natives 

consider so difficult, that they have named it the tiger of poets. At the 

present day, very few can be found sufficiently skilled in the rules relating 

to it, even to scan a ©a/sssrun- * much less to compose one : although, by 

us, the difficulty may be overcome by the study of a single hour. 

It is to be remarked that, in the G^essru/r^ not only are all the rules 

which have been laid down respecting it’s metre to be strictly observed ; 

but a more than ordinary attention must be paid to elegance and con¬ 

ciseness in the diction. The thoughts should, in the style of the epigram, 

be pointed ; and ought to be so artfully involved, that, although the 

meaning of the individual words be known, there should still remain 

something to be discovered. I shall give an example ; not perhaps, the 

best that might be adduced, but the first which presents itself: it is a 0/d 

gitQgusxrutr, from the poet ^Q^wsrr^sv^, 

«r - Gi-^<snsnrrs^La - (pojsotQ - 0)0qtQU0 

&&3sIT£f$ - iUGST (W) - JXJ 

ehtbsT - dS/.0 - *>7-, 0 p . 

Which may be literally translated thus: Despise not a man on account 

of his appearance ,* for there are some who may be compared to the linch 

pm in the axletree of a mighty car ; i. e. there are persons who, though 

mean in their appearance, are yet useful and necessary to the state ; just 

as the linch pin of the axletree, though rudely formed, is yet highly 

useful, and a necessary appendage to the carriage. If this pointed turn 

be wanting, the Qsuezrua should, at least, have soiiiething striking in 
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the sentiment: like the following instance, taken also from Tiruvalluver : 

tefDpip&l - £PJT£-isjQ GderfSia - G« © 

<P, cSy^-ffi-, 0,2?. 

There is no profit greater than virtue, cne? no /css greater than is 

sustained by forsaking it. 

SECTION THE SECOND. 

-fff'fiPuuuutr* 

LXXVI. This kind of verse, which is also called d^sa/cS, admits, 

properly, the feet of the second class, termed fo^n; and the connexion 

called ^QrrlajppEJbT, Besides the feet peculiar to it, it admits those of 

the third class, Q&iemQn ; and, occasionally, of the fourth class, the two 

kinds, GpiAtnEJssiSI and Ljetiu-miua'dii • and besides the connexion proper 

to it, it admits those termed Gmjexrc— and ppd&r. The number 

of lines, or in each stanza, is not defined ; nor is there any settled 

rule for the number of feet requisite to each line. Observe, however: 

First. That if, while the other consist of four feet, the last but 

one consists of three only, the stanza is called Q(sftes&<jjrQftuJuLjat 

Secondly. That if the first and last consist of four feet, and the 

intermediate lines consist, by pairs, of two or of three feet, the stanza is 

termed (^tufov&^gmuiQ/riuj uurr. 

Thirdly. That if all the lines consist of four feet, the stanza is called 

£&u>ev3-L!}-<$GJtTQi9uJ ilturr. 

Fourthly. That if, not only all the lines agree in the number of their 

feet, but the matter be so arranged, that they may be transposed at 

pleasure, and still preserve the metre and the sense entire ; the stanza is 

then called ^ /Q^^jL^daaun^anuuucr. I subjoin an example of the 

last mentioned kind: 

(torrid - uiaiQoj- &) jrueiT&r - tunQp 

0cnr -ij-iriTessnsi-Qosr Qir 
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gjitct- vu/rasr (6$ - 

&(Tij-(5Z)i-<2?out - eitr Gp 

Oh thou who dwellest on the mountain's side, come not by the road 

tsohere the tangled rattan skirts the silvan stream, and where the nymphs 

(who derise) mischief and inflict evil abound. I dread thy journeying on 

that road. 

Finally. The author of Carigei remarks, that, in this kind of verse, 

€t may be added, with excellent effect, at the close of the stanza. 

SECTION THE THIRD. 

ljutt. 

LXXV1I. This kind of verse admits two feet of the class *t 

namely, ; all the feet of the class Q.*u«Ez£rr, especially 

those which begin with a $&>tr; and, of the class r, the feet 

termed Q'pu>*m&s3 and LjcBc* *&&&%, Besides the connexion 

Which is proper to it, it admits also those called ;gjS#itituppifa and Qu 

It consists of four lines, of four feet each. Example i 

- Q&uQnpQpfhsp- Q&i<3u<r f) 

QpedsilcZp-piVn - lapi^esresrlr- Guir 

©iuS)ai»^ff- e£)(UsorQeiT6sr(yt- <&<&L-cgn®L$uj - i^Quji^Glj^ &r 

u> ed®iQ<5vtT/5J - Q&fl sdiitrGiftm - m 0 ca munUJis - Q^itsitJG& 

The keen Chacram furiously thrown by the angry eyed warrior after 

severing the crowned heads of heroic kings decked with jasmin wreaths, 

sunk and disappeared in theforehead of the powerful and mighty elephant, 

like the moon entering a dense immeasurable cloud. 

The work intitled Carigei describes many varieties of this metre; which, 

as they are now almost obsolete, I do not think it necessary to mention^ 

but refer the reader to that treatise, for information on the subject. 
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SECTION THE FOURTH. 

jurr, 

LXXVIII. This metre, besides the feet which are proper to it, viz. 

thosie of the class admits all the other classes; and though the 

mode of connexion proper to it, is that termed , it admits 

also all the other modes already described. The stanza may contain any 

number of lines, not less than three ; and these must be either 

lines of two feet, or lines of three feet. As this kind of verse is 

now hardly known, even by name, it is unnecessary to say more 

respecting it. 

SECTION THE FIFTH. 

Ln^L-Lurr. 

LXXI'X. The term ldqlIu* is derived from the word signifying 

confusion, because, in this kind of verse, the Q&wuir and the -gQfla/ 

u^j(f are intermixed. The stanza begins with two lines of the measure 

Qvjgso-'uit, and the remainder is of the measure of which 

the number of lines is not limited. This metre is very little used, and, 

unlike the other kinds, has not those subdivisions of which.I proceed to 

treat. 

.^lBBlQPOBCSg"* »■ 

CHAPTER III. 
Tg> ®-3C-® - 

^637 La. 

LXXX. The word means consanguinity, and is used to express 

those kinds of verse which, being subdivisions of the foregoing, may, 

therefore, be said to bear a sort of relationship to them. These sub¬ 

divisions are three, &‘T f s»<y, which, according to their 

application to the several kinds of verse, are termed as follows. 
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Oaror;_irf.G$3: - Gsjsssr^&wzj - us 
^Qftujppn-ifiGee1- ^9 fit fD - <^9filujsS)0ppiJs 

&S) pppySeGiS3-aS) p j$jG®g)-aSteffl^/sps us 

Gu(MjQ ij)ftRt£.8!i& - GJtJSrfipjg]92>fD - &I0§?6u> 

I propose to treat of these subdivisions in the present chapter. 

SECTION THE FIRST. 

^tTLjP6&&. 

LXXXI. A succession of three stanzas, of any kind, each of which 

has its several lines ending with the same word (*) as the corresponding 

lines of the others, is usually termed 

First. A succession of three similar stanzas, each of which contains 

three lines, equal in the number of their feet, and terminating, respec¬ 

tively, with the same word as the corresponding lines of the other stanzas, 

is called ^QSidjppaftiesi^, Examples 

UPtiu-j - «i£t 0« - ®^5 - u>jri&rraj 

Wr>BJ0®us - ustrjgpj-w - GtQ}j(§us - GDajgjrai'/ri'JJ? 

*g£i&uei)i5 - - G?asnff - Qiak-Q^it 

G- &11T rr) - 00f5©;$/r©^g - USfft&ffUlGf 

GTGlI&illSU) ■- US IT J&U-ISl - GUQ^Qus - SsJ SST QJ fT c9 &T 

(tmcOeJch)as!5 - Js/e/0L5(^ - (Jssn/r - ij* 

gsGT- 06Kwd?/r«5 - - usiri&fraj &r 

£3^ssr jgsrs us - lufr - sy0(5^ - & gjsgt gj rr u.Q p) 

G&rr earns pm® - iE/QLp'rf) - (Jaswff - QuaQ gir tf 
&6i>uu^sinTus - ^)sf&<r6£){p - &nzop - tUn^vwGJ' 

If the mighty Mayen (Vishnu) tsAo churned the ocean, using the 

snake as his churning rope, should come hither amidst our herds, sM/ 

we not hear the sweet umbel pipe sounded by his mouth, O w?/ friend f 

(*) This correspondence in the terminations of the lines is not indispensable. No 

mention is made of it in Carigei; and Beschi himself, in his Tonnul Vilacam states it 

to be optional. See the fifth line in each of the examples quoted in No. LVI. and 

No. LVIL 

rf 
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Jf the mighty Mayen who tore down the (false) Curundu tree in the 

field near our garden, should come among our herds, while the sun 

is up, shall we not hear the sweet mullet pipe sounded by his mouth, 0 

my friend t 

If the great Mayen who whirling the young calves as sticks, knocked 

down with them the fruits (from the trees) should this day come hither 

amidst our herds, shall we not hear the sweet condei pipe sounded by his 

mouth, O my friend t. 

LXXXII. Secondly. A succession of three similar stanzas, each of 

two lines, of which the second contains a greater number of feet than 

the first, and having the several lines of each stanza ending with the 

same word as the corresponding lines of the others, is termed 

®&e=. Example r 

Qunajpg) - @ eutra&sr - entuoJ/5 Gu&Qsu&sa-CB^Gsr 

tinP'g)- lbqgS) - ** 

i&aruj$rr)-Q ^0'-^-.®) - a/ff.T'd?-maJdJi5&>u,G^Gzr t-ty- ®>r 

Qu.eer^eidara- -at&LfiG&rr 

0S3-p- & jpi&up.ti - -ecDivuJiseimQweixr^. ®r 

We watch the reaping of the Tinei near the verdant hill. Jf you would 

Ibe happy with us, come not, O Sir, to our crowded cottage. 

We watch the winnowing of the Tinei, near the vernal hill. If yOW 

would be happy with us, come not, O Sir, to our sheltered cottage. 

JTe match the tender Tinei on the hills where the groves abound with 

scented flowers. If you would be happy with us, come not, O Sir, to our; 

thumble'collage* 

LXXXI1I. Thirdly. A succession of three similar stanzas, each wifK 

four lines of two feet, and having the several lines of each stanza ending- 

with the same word as the corresponding lines of the others, is called 

Example* 
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^5L_ffiS»«LLfTcO-Qgju&&TIAG&J&&Q!) La 

gfy<8B>L~&&a:-l&rDt5pnn$i (?« 

Bta&r - LCiSssQ<s5imir §&r 

Qu<3&c—G®uJ ~ uSlQiaQuBpSI P> 

Op n-&s&ujrT&- QwaS G6TIA&JD&& &J 
GirL-a-ii? nympane Q& 
GtuQQiAesr - LtGsrG’esrsr ©sir 

1^(Vjia£llJ}~G®UJ- uQG&QotLg ik 

Qu(7t)i5J8&&ujir<ti-Q®ju2M'iatt/D®(&j& 

*3K3&&a'- ^pLSpirnB (?® 

^D^iat^Q laser - miser Qesr&ir easr 

My thoughts go along with him who is journeying through the fiery desert9 
where the male elephant with his long proboscis shades the gentle females 

from the burning sun. 

My thoughts seek him who is journeying in the wilderness, where 
the peacock with his outspread tail shades the pea-hen from the burning 

sun. 

My thoughts long for him who is journeying through the burning 
desert, where the mighty male elephant with his great proboscis shades 
the gentle females from the burning sun. 

LXXXIV, Fourthly. The p/rfls?# which is formed from the Qtmezruir, 

and which is termed Geussa-^n-f or G^mGcnn-ppirflssia1^ is a single 

stanza. Like the Qis^m^Geuearuir^ it has the two first lines of four feet, 

and the third of three. It ends like the Qajuaruir, but does not conform to 

the connexion Qq»®s5T4_s/3»-. Example: 

messrtli}-Qpczr jjp - - Q&.r ®}<£>trr 

OJxSSTLj - SI GST jrj - (Zf - Q&uJuUir it 
*g)®>VLj-Qouessr® - u&i ir 

They who desire affection will speak no ill, nor stand in angry 
opposition : this they will consider real friendship. 

Besides these varieties of prnfime, others, for each kind of verse, are 
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Enumerated in tlie work called Carigei, but as they are all very little 

employed, it would be loading the subject with useless matter, to describe 

them, at the present day. The name and cadence of the are 

sometimes applied to a kind of metre, of which the proper appellation 

is and of which I shall presently treat. 

SECTION THE SECOND. 

LXXXV. Of this kind of metre, the variety termed mSi^np Is 

the only one which is much used and esteemed ; to it, therefore, I shall 

confine my remarks. This kind of stanza consists of four lines, under 

one sr jpj&n&i ; and always takes ®r at it’s close. Each line has five feet, of 

which the first four must be among these six, Lj*Sunr9 agaftaru, 

en..sS)sffto, C& Lj&ftlLG(Tfij&nuj. The fifth foot should invariably be 

cither a or a &n^c£)<sniEjf&fnjj• On this foot, the consonance 

ought to fall; and this is indispensable to the beauty of the line, 

even though there be a 0‘u^irQJdan or some other foot. The connexion of 

the feet can only be that termed Q^ererc-stirr; which, however, does not 

here, as it invariably must with the QsjsostiJff, affect the commencement 

of one line with reference to the ending of that which precedes it; but 

only regards each, individually considered : thence, although the lines 

in this metre must end in a ®fnu, they need not therefore commence with 

a Q&IT60&, 

This metre is distinguished into two varieties, depending on the number 

of syllables in the line. If the stanza begin with a syllable, long either 

by nature or by prosody, each will contain sixteen syllables; and 

the stanza is termed If the stanza begin with a 

short syllable, each will contain seventeen syllables, and the stanza 

is then termed These two varieties are commonly 

termed and V the line contain only the 

feet abovementioned, and the 0a/«rs/a-r be observed, it will necessarily 
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Consist of one or other of these two numbers of syllables. The ««§) p 

then, like the Qaismuir, admits of no deviation from the rules prescribed 

for it’s construction : both these kinds of metre are, therefore, difficult i 

but they are held in proportionate esteem. I subjoin, by way of example, 

a that is, one of seven teen syllables, in which X 
have comprised all the foregoing rules; 

^sai-QuuQmnr- Qwemi? . SujsvQy(y^p - * 

—Qxi - aSesitSeaiT - G^jexr^irauj^ Qewsxn—b/9w6$ - ae p 

oj - SKo^_iu/rora - aaDC—GiAtr^ifdTn - mireeraux- - QojnQirea® 

Qiu- aSjp^aup -uj/tQlorjt®- «pG0/T- «eS)«w fDscr Qir 

sierra - aja uuQaao la - &.(n&.u)s, (&gp^ 

In the treatise entitled Carigei, the term a^tp^jsap is also applied to 
a stanza consisting of four lines, which are under one and are 

similarly constructed that is, lines of five feet. It is now 
confounded with the eSt^ppLA. Example; 

C'«/re5T0)lT- Q&LTcd^LA- UfT&jGOr- &IT&--&■-£—.* Qi&VUJLl'LJ 

i£ser<us)v- la ssrearn-Gai*Q<tiir&i]-tilddjfluuitlj 
&GBT(GG)rr - Q&L~-fioti-&TTefi)eril - QweGr jfyujjTtTdJir it 

Qp!AU<rm&3-(y;u^(^i—@uut~tiiA-eriZ®c) 

Who is ignorant that death fears not the strong bow dreaded by 

enemies,—nor the works in verse or prose of such as have made 

all learning their own,—nor the splendour of the kingrs sceptre, 

sparkling with innumerable refulgent rays,—nor the beauty of such as 

resemble the unexpanded flower t 

For the sake of distinction, this kind of stanza is called aaucShjjaaB p 

^S3w£>; while that of which we first spoke, is termed 
‘G/sp, or simply &S) p p. 

SECTION THE THIRD. 

XXXXVI. The 000ppiA is the metre in which all the great poetical 
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narrations are composed ; and it is, therefore, more extensirely used than 

any other. It is distinguished into several kinds, all which contain four 

or lines, under one er^eaa. If each line is'of three feet, the stanza 

is termed ; if of four, «c?!)e5)0 ; if of four, with a 

ptsSi&Q&ncv after each line, © a- ; if of more than fire feet, as 

six, seven, or a greater number, These terms are not 

now in use, but the several species of stanza are named from the length 

of the (see No. LX.) which compose them. Thus, if the lines consist 

of two feet, the stanza is superscribed 0 rocnLs^eSJcsppLA • if of three, 

Qis£LQ-gP(jt>i<5• if of four, cPiQppiJo; if of five, 

; if of more than fiye, 

LXXXVIL Thes$0£^Ma admits all kinds of feet; but those of the 

fifth class, Gurr^&Qir, (see No. LIV.) are very seldom used. The 

l, ©^•'Kzr£i?, and ej0^<3=^/r, and, of the last mentioned class, those 

especially which end in are the feet most commonly employed; 

This kind of verse has no ^a/&r, or connexion of feet, appropriated to it: 

we are merely told, that the stanza should always contain four lines, 

equal both in the number of their feet, and in metre. In what this equa¬ 

lity of metre consists, I have not been able to ascertain from any author; 

nor were any of the learned whom I consulted, able to inform me: for 

they themselves do not read their verses, but repeat them in a kind of 

recitative; so that, according to their account, they perceived this equa¬ 

lity of the metre by their ear, a mode which appeared to me difficult 

for foreigners, and too unscientific for so elegant an art as poetry. Thus 

much, however, I remarked, that, in the a$)Qppto9 none of the rules for 

connexion were regularly observed: for instance, a foot ending in a 

Qisa was followed, indiscriminately, either by a Qtsn or a £ja>ir; so also 

with a iflecrr: and, in the same stanza, one line would have a rBearraj£&&9 
where another had a and contrariwise; notwithstanding which, 

the lines corresponded in cadence. Yet, if I myself connected the differ¬ 

ent feet together as I chose, only preserving the proper number, the 

line was lame, and out of time. I remarked further, not only that stanzas 

which were exactly equal in the number of their feet, were different in 

their cadence, but that the change was marked in their books by the 
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word Qaj.gp, different: the words or a:©£rsar&', which signify 

cadence, being understood. The different kinds of e&Qppu*. which may 

be obtained by diversifying the cadence, are so numerous, that the poet 

tellur has introduced, in his Ramayanam, no less than eighty-seven 

varieties; although, in the construction of bis stanzas, he has, for the 

most part, confined himself to lines of four, five, or six feet. After consi¬ 

derable pains and study, 1 at length succeeded in discovering the cause 

©f this diversity, 

LXXXVIH. The varieties of cadence do not depend exclusively, 

cither on the number of feet in the line, or on their connexion (p<a/3rr) ; 

but on the diversity of the feet themselves. In order to explain this, it 

becomes necessary to class the feet in a different order from that observed 

in chapter I. Omitting, then, the sixteen feet termed Quir^eg^ since 

they are rarely used, the rest may be arranged as follows : 

The first class consists of the feet which end in u>rry 

The second, of those which end in s$eir^; 

. The third, of those which end in s/rcu; &c. 

The fourth, of those ending in Q?t&iru3b<s$, ujdrt&atEiG^, 

The fifth, of those ending in a&wwaaJ?; *Qd)enju9«&9 £:<snmj&z3. 

From the various ways in which these five kinds of feet are connected, 

arise the several varieties of cadence, and as the mode of connexion may 

be constantly altered, the changes of cadence, or will be propor¬ 

tionally numerous. For instance, in the each line of 

which contains four feet, if you use only the two kinds of and of eti) 

you may connect them in fourteen different ways ; thereby produc¬ 

ing an equal number of cadences: some of them, however, will not he 

very pleasing to the ear. Again, in the the lines of 

which contain each five feet, these two kinds of feet may be arranged in 

thirty different ways; and so on, according to the number of feet em¬ 

ployed. On this principle, it is so easy to invent new that, whilst 

those who are unacquainted w ith it, applaud the poet Camben, because, 

in his Ramayanam, which contains 12,016 stanzas, he has introduced 
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87 varieties of cadence, T, in my poem Tembavani, which contains only 

3,615 stanzas, have, without any difficulty,made90 variations. It would, 

indeed, have been easy to give a different cadence to every stanza; but 

this could not have been done with propriety, as the same cadence is 

usually preserved through ten, fifteen, or more stanzas. 

LXXXIX. With these introductory remarks* I proceed to lay down 
the followi ns rules i 

Kule 1st. After the first line of the stanza is composed, the same class 

of feet, and the same arrangement of them must be preserved in the other 

three; so that, if, in the first line, we have urn, in the corresponding 

place, in the other lines, we cannot use dfWas, nor *nujy nor but 

only uxr : and so of any other foot. To this rule there is no exception. 

XC. Rule 2d. Feet of the same class may, in general, be interchang¬ 

ed, without affecting the cadence; so that, if, in one line, we have 

we may use dtcir in the corresponding place in any other line of (he 

same cadence, even though it be in the same stanza. In like manner, 

6)?sit to may be used to correspond to &c. This rule applies 

invariably to the four feet of the third class, In the other classes, 

there are exceptions, as I shall hereafter explain. In the mean time, the 

following example will serve to illustrate the two rules already laid down. 

Qpfihsiesr- rfj Ith^uuj - G&&£)ear c«r 

Ipsojzu'si - tyLQ-tl£ &5T£rr~ Q LJJLnQGUJ - gajesr 

85> rr, lj £) © ? esT easr - ew eoi - u>6& gfsu tr 

^iSStrpLJ Q- prerUmtST - $ £ <asr - O’tf) 0^0) mr 

QfBLzUtrsueccJ. Q&irjr&isBrQsuZD n$uui—<3lc, - nrv JV, GsS), 

On Hint day (Adoni-Zedec) the lord of the winged chariot, the warrior 

whose bow scattered fire, the crescent crowned monarch, the renowned 

conqueror decked with garlands of everlasting perfume, at whose feel 

hewed innumerable tributary kings, was sore vexed, and brought low. 

The first line of this contains four feet, in the following 

order: e^sirw, eSistnc, cait, (sj5?sit^ ; and this order i* exactly adhered to¬ 

rn the remaining lines. For, passing over the first foot, which, on ac- 



count of the er^ssss, cannot be changed, we find, that the second foot in 

the first and fourth lines is ^.eSt'eana ; and in the second and third, «0®i) 

©7^; and that the third foot in the first and fourth lines is Q^intr, and 

in the second and third ^eflirsrr, As the corresponding feet, throughout, 

though not exactly the same, are of the same class, the cadence remains 

unaltered. I subjoin an example,in which feet ending in sir It are used: 

(j suQ'esTn' - £)- Qaj&iflQrsrr * - JsSsifar- i&'J-Qn&Gy&sffhucr 

'ggirQm‘QnffQgQu- iSaiffsguwtj-wpr—« rt ^yto- Qu Lgojrrujnasr 

atrQesra- ©;S0(EjS^ - - © je£i$en- Qows^ - ? a (^)&r 

(vrjQesr- fil&Lca- 0ffir0@sSi;)aT^jJ/5 - prr raj^ikt - 

Q p u trail sea) -@^2/ <s/0ui/5 ^^lju t sr, «s0, 

Like a spear erect stood the ape-faced (demon) with hair-filled ears 

broad as those of an ass, with open mouth fetid from the lumps of carrion 

that dropped from his lips, with a long and red heard close-tangled 

like the forest underwood, and stiff as the leaves of the coco-palm, 

himself a matchless mass of impurity. 

This QS)Q5ppit& contains six feet, in the following order; io/r, to/r, ©*th, 

tfirr, tnrrs aatu. The second foot in each line is i^eBmtr ; the third foot in 

the first and third lines is in the second, ul&i)ljitrtzj&,toj • and 

in the fourth, s^eSiaiisj&rruj; the fourth foot in the fourth line is Gpuar; 

in the other lines, tyo9^<r; the fifth foot in the second line is Q^u^a'i and 

in the rest, tyeStair: lastly, the sixth foot in the first and fourth lines is 

©0s3)®WiE2S/uu, in the second line, Q&L&trmjs.tra/; and in the third line ©s_ 

cSleniKj&tnu, Here, according to the foregoing rules, four varieties of feet 

ending in air Hi have been used promiscuously, without affecting the 

cadence of the stanza. 

XCI. Observe, First. In this kind of verse, a certain license is allowed 

in the measure of the feet: a syllable short by nature, which, coming 

before a double consonant, is, therefore, long by prosody, may still be 

joined with another syllable, to form a Jiajwu/soe1. Thus, in the first a0^ 

pptA of the two just quoted, instead of we might substitute 

QsspOanmxL— or&ea^uyp/p, without altering the cadence. But a syllable 

longer by nature, can never be considered as short; so that, we cannot 
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substitute a &truj for a eS)stna^ as puLurarz & for Qos<pu# It may b6 

observed, that, if this were done, the two feet would not be of the same 

class; and the cadence wouldj consequently be destroyed. 

XCIl. Secondly. In rule the 2d (XC.) it was stated, that, although the 

corresponding feet in the different lines of a need not, in 

general, be exactly the same, it was, nevertheless, requisite that they 

should be of the same class. There is, however, a variety of this metre, 

called harmonic, in which, the species of feet is altogether disregarded, 

and a certain musical flow, termed 0^?^, is alone considered. The 

following is an example; 

- aiihijc— p - GanlQ-vuquPiljQp /r 

u>ec£hyt—esrpptjsy-(sijpey,c_ esrp ata/fovr-as tdtonujc_asrp -assspczS)pa ill 

dDscalujt GTpeJto - uist^i «rp «y£ p - tnjuQ aiSl fit p<T u 

p(5jtu'- ey<ur@L—&'pjUta&£L-cUc—eijt^eisrp - tr.anp 

Qpu>LJiTau&£) - (]> & it & an ssrGcjp f)ut-K—di io, iDs-sa?)'. 

The horses chafed on their bits—The elephants were rendered impe¬ 

tuous by the horses—The cars decked‘ with fags were violently propel¬ 

led by the elephants—The bows tinkled with their bells—The arrows were 

shot forth from the bows—The blood gushed from the arrow wounds—The 

battle fiercely raged—The bodies were sore-smitten in the battle,—The 

souls separated and fled from the bodies—thus the pious chief (Joshua) 

high raised on his jewel-decked chariot; vanquished the opposing hosts, 

Here, no regard has been paid to the species of feet employed, but 

only to the ; of which, the variety used in this stanza, is exhibit'’ 

ed in the following formule : (*)' 

peerpser isppesr -pairp<ssnsppar mp ssr p'tsrpis$pgsr-pscr p(®y,' 

In this kind of metre, care must be taken, that the corresponding letters 

in each line be of the same class; for if, where in one line there is a soft 

consonant, we were to employ, in another either a mediate or a rough 

letter, or a syllable long by nature, although the prosody might not be 

(*) The several varieties of Qsyfllu-Lj are, like the different kinds of feet, expressed 

by certain formule, in which the metre of each is exhibited. 
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affected, the harmony would evidently he destroyed. There is no 

defined limit to the number of these (jfjfiuuj* that may be interspersed 

through a poem ; but every one must use his own judgment in intro¬ 

ducing them only where they will have a good effect. In the poem 

Baradam, they abound even to a disgusting degree. The author appears 

to have exhausted his labor in the search for words adapted to the 

harmony, and to have paid no regard to the selection of his thoughts 

and expressions. Indeed, a person w ho makes frequent use of harmonic 

verses, must necessarily sacrifice the sense to the sound. It is best, 

therefore, to introduce them sparingly, and merely for the purpose of 

embellishing a subject which seems to require a musical versification, 

Camben, we see, has done this in his Ramayanam, and in Chintamani 

this kind of verse does not occur on more than one or two occasions, 

XCIII. Thirdly. There is another kind of termed semi* 

harmonic, in which it is enough, if, where a long syllable occurs in the 

first line, the corresponding syllables in the other lines be also long, 

either by nature or position-; nor is it material to what classes the 

corresponding consonants belong. Moreover, the first foot may begin 

either with a Ghso-eae* or .a £«2,7UJ€a><5=. Example s 

jpcB - cjitg&Isghjj® - &r 

(§<7ffi.wjr.yz.ii- Si muMl - a/rs^r^-/ Quit 

_rsjgicB * LbnsSl o-rir-io'&uJ iu ® (0 
_is -Qpn.Q - i&n££> jry<p[r rr 

LJLJ_L—6Zu>) 

Shall the bird that frequents the replenished pool, he found on it's 

banks when the water is gone f Man assailed by adversity will exchange 

for sin the virtues which he practised in prosperity. 

In this stanza, it appears, that the succession of long and short syllables 

is alone observed, and that the corresponding letters are of different 

classes. The cadence too, would have been the same, if the lines had 

commenced with a /^/ss/uneas1, as &c. This is the metre 

in which, as was stated in No. LV, the words may be divided, in order 

to form feet; as is shewn in the foregoing instance. 
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X€IV. Fourthly. There is another kind of ia which a 

smaller degree of harmony is required. In this, itisonly necessary, 

that the harmony should fall on particular feet: thus, in the 

already quoted (*) (QsBjr)u}& &c.) the third foot in each line is a 

and, as we there explained, might foe either a or a Gpuxrz fout 

as the final syllable of that foot, in the first line, is long by position, it 

cannot, consistently with the harmony, be long by nature in any of the 

other lines. Again, the fourth foot is a * and we cannot, there¬ 

fore, so long as we would preserve this harmony, employ a in 

the fourth foot of any of the other lines ; although, as in the stanza 

referred to, we may use it in other feet. Thus, also, in the 

cited in No. LXII: 

(uiStzi)Leaser -its-cjrr^ir n is jp ~G S-;5sr-$t./6&/r&c.) 

the harmony falls on the third and sixth feet, which are <?**>*; and for 

which, therefore, uatluiir cannot be substituted: but in the second and 

fifth feet l/gW and G-s^/r will equally suit the cadence. I think it 

unnecessary to dwell longer on this subject, as a little practice will ren¬ 

der it familiar. 

XCV. Fifthly. In the celebrated poem Chintamani, I met with a 

singular kind of of which several persons, well skilled in verse, 

endeavoured to discover the proper cadence, but without success: for 

the lines, or ^' 9 -, were not similarly constructed; and (contrary to a 

rule lately given,) (f) where, in one line, there was a ^/r, for instance, in 

another there would be & Ferres, or a ®ituj ; and vice versa. At length 

I perceived that the was composed in strict conformity to the 

connexion I proposed, therefore, that it should be recited 

as a Gvwun, and we found this to be the proper cadence. I subjoin an 

example taken from Chintamani. 

eSiwrrj&JpuiLjUi -yunSIwny- p 

QjS&QG/rp- - G flw - 

<*) In No. XC, 

<i> See No. LXXXIX. 
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Qj£) 

ib-ugS)- oars® roqp^ira - e&iJiQtiis - f5G03r(&} Q<r 

Qsu>&fi)tLiti$etihusiA - @iD«sfr, as£). 

They who fail to strew mellifluous flowers before the chief of gods, whose' 

hue is of the swelling ocean, who rests beneath the triple canopy under 

the odorous blossoming Pindi, they who praise not with their tongue the 

chief of gods, will ne'er attain the seat of bliss. 

Here the first foot in the first and" second lines is a Gpustrikrarai, and 

in the third and fourth lines a Gpn&ir; the second foot in the first line is 

a Qpuur, and in the other lines a <*ituj ; the third foot in the first and 

fourth lines is a «/ro/, and in the second and third lines a G&i&rr; lastly, 

the fourth foot in each line is a It will also be seen that the Gsue£r 

<~a/2>r, or connexion, proper to the verse Q^oisrun has been here employed. 

In this stanza, the two first lines come under one 67 ; after which, 

the last half of the second line is repeated in the beginning of the third ; 

and this, with the fourth, comes under another ericas. This mode is also 

used, though rarely, in other kinds of as has been done in the 

one quoted in No. XC. beginning _®)jus5sr«zr, &c. (*). The singular 

kind of eQqyppta of which we are now speaking, ought to be very spar¬ 

ingly employed. I have never met with it but in the Chintamani, the 

author of which uses it but three times, and then only when he introduces 

some one singing the praises of the Deity : on no one of these occasions 

has he exceeded the number of three s9(rypp,u^, 

XCVT. Iu the poem Baradam, I have met with another kind of etfivj 

in which the occurring in the beginning of each of the four 

(*) This stanza is not to be found in No. XC,.nor in any other part of this work. It 

occurs in Tembavani. 

cgjc—6i)aj6Sir oier^g - mGan®r$n - Lbtin ® - £osi9 3uJ(7£ bu 

ffi;—si aaS? 0 9 - Q p nj rr> p 0®7 -&n SicO Qesr 

Gp>pog)pqykt - - Q&ZispdbirpsBr - p<t 

Qsnjbp/&0(15- &155Q<211101 - - rs&srtvs) Qr 

6.0©;'3t«d/). 
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lines' is repeated in the middle, where we should otherwise have the 

G^a(Ufa • so that, instead of four «t^7cb«£ the stanza contains eight. 

Example: 

G ©S3 T - SLJGZrt-.lAJgJU - CZT 

L—- Gp>n?- S6J(77j - to mi6B»a^0®P>- (sfiR &3ST 

6$ 0-Q&EJ& i&tdiEj-Q&iTdjQpGsrd? 

/r^;sa-(55 3uj/r(2)- «®xrto-to-e£5 - /5ie/s®«u.'0s - QesrjDssr Gsa 

Two eyes bloom in woman's face like two JYtlams budding in a lotus 

that absorbs the burning sun beams. The woman wept, and wiping her 

eyes with her hands, it seemed as though two red lotus flowers were 

plucking two lender Nilams. 

..ffldWlfflOBBIOag-1 

SECTION THE FOURTH. 

APPENDIX. 

XCVII. In treating of Tamil metre, I have hitherto considered lines 

with regard, as well to their internal structure, as to the mode in which 

they are combined in stanzas; and have explained the connexion and 

the consonance which they require. I shall now say something regarding 

the consonance of one stanza with another. 

A stanza, or Qeajuj®t, when it is detached, like our epigram, is term¬ 

ed (ipppa&O&jLiisjeii. But if several stanzas are connected in a series5 

either from their treating of one subject, or from their being the work 

of one author, like the epigrams of Martial with us, and the Cural of 

Tiruvalluvan in Tamil,, the poem is termed Qpir&t&Stilfo&Q&uJUj&i. If 

several stanzas, or distichs, describe one entireaction, the poem is called 

Lastly, if, as in the epic poem, &c, they describe 

several actions, connected by unity of subject, the poem is termed G1#® 

XCVIII. Of the last mentioned kind, there is a subdivision called 

O^irpG^i—nS^^Q&uJii-isa. It consists of stanzas so connected with 

each other, that the following one commences with the same syllable^ 
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word, or words, with which the preceding ended. Hence, this hind of 

consonance is termed ^ispur which means from the end the beginning; 

and it is not unfrequently employed, in the several varieties of 

e&c., to assist the memory. Example, from the 

work called Venbapattiyel. 

ic QOffiffsrvrt ai/rtcesr - pir . 

G jgjQiscrr6FjF5- Qpirqgjp/ - jzi&Q&fr&xr o— 

Usd&'QvQa/ - ^scisrffiSOTQiU- >J3?« - Q&MTi-JUGvr 

G>(ff)edJbj€bS &r - Qp(r(Gjp 

Ever worshipping and praising the flowery feel of Vamen, seated 

under his moon-like triple canopy, I will declare to the worlds fully but 

concisely, oh damsel whose eyes are like sharp radiant spears^ th$ 

poetic art, 

Gpir^p^c£AE/,s^0 - G^fredQed^p^jp - pveeua 

sssr - 6U06!HrLQ - CJQpi^fStT 

c—i^un&-&J&/$^Quie&-f)®Titri5js£iesr~rQG5r9ai£uSl®Jfoi & 

G&LJlJ QU^S/T - Qj\ get (c* U) IT tfl uG) 65T 

is a rule that in the first word the ten following characteristicks 

should be found united—good omen—precision of meaning—an unequal 

number of syllables—an initial cf the proper order—of the proper gender 

—of the right nutritious quality—of the proper caste—of the right star 

*—of the proper animal class—of the right order of feet. 

QQaQgp^u - G u ir&sr^p - 

sn-iTc/0 Q-vjntJtei-- QpniAeildd lact 

®e.'6d® - SlebtAih) rr>e>j/Ej - Girsasu 60<5UJ - Qp.serQumttp/« 0 

tO <EL/S SD JLftfT (%h — G1# IT sD Gi ®T (gjj (ft) 
6jesa^6rS?- Q&irp®) :&c. 

T/*e following words and their synonymes are of good omen to appear 

as first words—?ir- Qurr&r - L/- ^0- toera?- £,? J^aerr- Gened- 

&an - /-/0 Q “ uuirQJoisi - a@> - e*et>sto - Gpn~ - i&eudd - tc/r - «*£/£©« - Sed lq - 22 rr$ 

e^ta. 

The work consists of a hundred Gojecsruir, which are all connected in 

ibis manner. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

OF THE ART OF TAMIL POETRY. 

SECTION THE FIRST. 

OF POETICAL DICTION. 

XCIX. The Tamils apply the general term to those works 

which contain the theory of any science, and to the models 

of their ancient writers in the several kinds of composition. Of the 

former, there is none which treats of the theory of poetry ; my remarks, 

therefore, are deduced from its practice, as exhibited in the latter. 

One branch of the art of poetry is the diction, for if this be not appro¬ 

priate, we shall have mere metrical prose, not poetry. The Tamil 

poets, as I proceed to shew, use the genuine language of poetry; for, 

C. First; they very rarely mention any object to which they do not couple 

pome ornamental epithet: Thus, when they speak of a tree, they describe 

it either as green, or loaded with dowers, or shady, or majestically large, 

or as having all these qualities. Again, they never name a mountain, 

without representing it as rising among woods, or watered by fountains, 

or decked with flowers. Sometimes indeed, they employ this kind of 

embellishment to such an excess as to render the meaning obscure. 

Cl. Secondly. They are exceedingly fond of metaphorical expres¬ 

sions, such as e,OTecrcjK5/0/i(5^cj/rfeu, a szcord glutted with blood. Thus, in 

Chintamani, describing an amusement, where a number of chiefs are 

discharging their arrows at a wild hoar brought from the mountains, 

the author says of a particular arrow. 

t-js&SficuQuirQ&R'Q&$i—i—pas!Qp. 

stuiuaui - cg>} tc (/3't 

Scenting the thick bristles (as it glanced along them9) it pursued its 

fight. 

If I should hereafter have sufficient leisure, it is my intention to make 

a collection of these expressions from their best authors, and thus to form 
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a Tamil Parnassus: it will, therefore, be sufficient in this place, to 

apprize the reader, that the Tamil poets are extremely partial to 

figurative language; on which account, they very frequently employ a 

strain of uninterrupted allegory. In describing the life of a penitent, 

for instance, they compare it to a battle, or to the culture of land. The 

following example is taken from Chintamani. Speaking of charity, the 

author says, 

e..isarr(Lpp - Q^ctw—GSLC) - V-]iagp$A fr 

&&n®sr - (Tpppi - uj- & - L&rr&) Lgujrr nj 

pj awraS)-2-03T - uvs3)(_fflco/r - ^tt/JE/0 - Sis <5ong$ £ 

OJA'S at JpV - QpCQ'~ «:-©D sou.  l   Qp, 

0sar«i/r®J5J)UJjr<0.6i>aju«izs - f?,r a:Si. 

which may be thus rendered : Virtue was the boundary to a raging sea 

of troubles, which was broken down by avarice: charily again repair edit 

with a mound of gold, heaped up by the hands of the poor, 

CII. Thirdly. The Tamils, then* make frequent use of allegories; 

and a poem in which this kind of ornament is used, is called &pjshjs&s® 

a picture-like poem. In their application of this figure, their extreme 

passion for hyperbole often leads them into extravagance. Thus, when 

they would extol a hero, they constantly compare his shoulders to a 

mountain. In the poem (*) the author, celebrating Tami- 

yenti, the consort of his hero, says, that the god Brarna, when about to 

create her form, (f) despising the elements of this world, took his materials 

from the concave surface of the moon ; thereby leaving a scar, which is 

still apparent. 

(*) The name of the poem is, properly, ovs*-*«>, which is the Sanskrit word 

©©*«£iOO, written according to Tamil orthography. This, being in the neuter gender, 

signifies the poem in celebration of king QGiss^LgjZ: the king’s appellation QG/s^LtO, 

is a derivative, formed according to the rules of Sanskrit grammar, from the name of his 

kingdom, [See Wilkins’ Sanskrit Grammar, Rule 882. 

(+) The passage alluded to, speaks only of the face of Tamiyenti. See *£y«ro3r^ 

- u)<Sr, a 
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CIH. Fourthly. Like all the nations of the East, they delight in si- 

milies; but those which they employ are, not unfrequently, strained, and 

such as the better judgment of Europeans would not approve. At the 

same time, they often make them a vehicle for moral instruction; and this 

is esteemed a peculiar excellence. For instance, in Chintamani, the author 

says of a crop of rice^ 

Q&&QjQiA -QurrrQJDe&to - - Qp'tsgjprp 

««DaS)Gteff-Lznnpfrl - <sS\£0^0(3® - saujfipt Q<sj 

biru-(£)&®pLjy-(& tint, 

The blade, when green, rears up its head, like a base man who possesses 

•wealth ; but when it is ripe for the harvest, it is inclined, like the head 

of the wise. Again, Camben, in his Ramayanam, when relating how 

Rainen slew a giantess named Tadagei, says : 

pprr <xa Q>lc> 6i><aS)&rjrj ® 

&^>Osi>JTSb{^Ol5^® fi) ^SLJLjf£>tEJ3s LfiSOT ^gjjSei) £a)/T £j 

Lj®)ti>n®(&)tSGi)Q6$!r(T{d&crseres’tAG® rr)Q unset uQuit uQjDfoen Q> rry 

^natt^amsearux : u R e& air szr t m - sr~tsuj$)~f£(rc-.osm- 

«r d)/K.,en£l, 

Against the giantess,whose face wore the semblance of night, Ramen dis¬ 

charged an arrow, swift as speech, and flaming as fire ; which pierced 

her adamantine breast, and, indignant of delay, pursued its flight: so pass 

away the divine commands from the ears of the wicked. Similar in- 

Stances are frequently to be met with. 

CIYr. Fifthly. In the Tamil poets we find many good.instances of 

the figure hypotyposis, or vision, in which the subject is placed before 

the eyes in minute and faithful description* 

The limits of my work do not admit of my adducing many instances, 

J shall only advert to one among several which occur in Chintamani, 

The author places before your eyes a raging elephant which, impatient 

of control, carries death and destruction through the city, till he is 

caught and mounted by Sivagen himself, who, by his skilful manager- 

jment and by the awe which royalty inspires^ subdues his fury, and^ 
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after guiding him \vhkber he chooses, conducts him at last to the post, 

where he is bound and secured. The passage will be found towards the 

end of Cansgamaleiar—Ilambacam, 

SECTION THE SECOND. 

OF POETIC FICTION. 

CV. The Tamil poets indulge in the boldness of fiction, and employ- 

ing their fancy on the actions of their deities, pay little regard to the 

laws of nature. The learned have been at much pains in defending 

Homer, who has, on one occasion, introduced a horse speaking: but 

the Tamil poets constantly attribute the power of speech to animals. 

Jn the poem Negizhdam, the principal agent is a swan, whom Nalan, 

the hero of the story, employs as his ambassador. In their use of this 

license, however, they are so consistent, that a fiction employed in one 

place, is connected with those which follow; and they insert them so 

skilfully, that the vulgar look upon the dreams of the poets as real 

histories: and hence the numerous false notions which are prevalent in 

this country. Fiction appears to have some dependence on episode, 

which poets generally employ as a vehicle for their own conceits. Epi¬ 

sodes are very frequently introduced by the Tamil poets, and with such 

art, that they seem not so much to be sought for, as to arise naturally 

out of the subject. Camben uses them to excess in his Ramayauam, where 

he relates no less than one thousand and eighty stories9 which are almost 

all introduced by way of episode. 

SECTION THE THIRD. 

OF INVOCATION. 

CYI. The Tamils maintain, that every kind of poem should com¬ 

mence with an invocation. They too, like us, have their Parnassus $ 



which, as I have already mentioned, is called Podiyamalei, and is a 

mountain in the south of the peninsula, near Cape Comorin, Accord¬ 

ing to tradition, it was there the rules for the grammar and poetry of 

this dialect were first invented, by a devotee named Agat4iyan.(*) It is 

remarkable that they have neither an Apollo nor muses. Their goddess 

of science, or, if 1 may so term her, their Minerva, is called Saraswati. 

To her, poets are supposed to be indebted for their skill and inspiration; 

on which account, she has received the following titles: s&i&Dmesir, Qetr 

£-/jpjsusxi/77_'-y-, /5fl"(Lo<ssir, ei/, 

&c. She is frequently invoked by poets in the commencement of their 

works: thus, ^■^ssru^.’ju&isi&vtux begins; 

tssrQ'ippQQo/toruJ i y . 

Meditating on thy delicate feet, oh thou sovereign lady of eloquence, 

/ will treat of the ornaments of poesy. 

It is more usual, however, to invoke some other of their divinities. 

That every poem should commence with an invocation, is an established 

rule, from which no deviation is allowed. 

CVIT. On the subject of invocation, the precepts which have been 

laid down, are numerous (f) and absurd. 

{*) Agaslya. San so. 

(t) The rules on this head are ten, called the of Which BescW 

lias only mentioned four, although it is evident that he was well acquainted with the 

Test,because in No.XCIX, he quotes the stanzas of Venbapattiyel, in which the whole 

are enumerated. It may be worth while to supply what the author has omitted on this 

curious, though unimportant, subject. The ten rules are ; 

1st. u>ih*®)LJ<duir(!*ppi£>, "See No. CVII. Rule the first. 

2d. Q&rtg)Qu(t(Ty^pLD^ an uncommon word, one having many meanings, or one 

obscured by a violent change of letters, is not to be used as the commencing word. 

3d. uQun(Typpuh, The commencing word must consist of three, five, 

seven, or nine letters; but not of one, two, four, six or eight : a vowel, a consonant joined 

with a vowel, and a mute consonant, are each reckoned as one letter. 

4th. pawuQuirQppu)' There are five uffd^eer^, Q^iAtrfiirarto3 
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There are three treatises, the work of different authors, which are 

exactly similar both in title and subject, being named that 

is, the essence of poetry. They differ only in the kind of verse in which 

they are respectively composed, one of them being written in Qous&iua7 

another in &£) p^wm) and the third in They treat almost 

exclusively of invocation ; respecting which, they lay down the following 

rules: 

First. Some word must be selected, by which the poem and invocation 

are to commence, and the following twenty-three are assigned for this 

£$)oa&paesr ££>, QtpULj ppaas? LA) o'oicr pa eft La j. to each of these, certain vowels are 

assigned, viz. «-g, to un&)pamtA • ^), isj?, £6, to (^lAOpaesuA • e., s_srr, essrr, 

to it&p/rserin ; tsT)Gi)to^UL]$pa<afrLA* ej, f?, to tnaessr paear la. The first- 

vowel, (whether joined with a consonant or not,) both of the hero’s name, and of the 

commencing word of the poem, must belong to one of the first three pa so tlo, 

5th. ua^/£)3j_;/r0 ppi&, Gender is attributed to the letters : all the short tetters are 

male ; and all the long, female. There is, however, another mode of classing them, by 

which the twelve vowels are'considered male ; consonants joined with vowels, femalerj 

and mute consonants and je^ujpLA^ neuter. If the leading character of th« poem be a 

male, the first tetter of the invocation should be among the male class; if a female, of the 

female class. The neuter letters,, according to the second mode, must never be used iu 

the initial syllable. Little stress is laid upon the observance of this rule. 

6th. sB.6ssr4.g_, The four vowels cSy, e., and the seven consonants a, 5s, pt 

u, LA) ai) are called ^(y*QpQ£ p^) and are to be used in the first syllable : tyrr, 

(5ui/r, na ) Q/r/r, 6?/r, Qoi)/r, sir/r, Gsir/r, the consonants ur, c, ei>, en, occurring in those 

combinations,the&.u9oghQugol-.) and the gj /DenQuasi—, and 

c&uj are called and are not to be used in the first syllable. 

7th. Okj^essruOi-ja , Seethe text, No. CX. 

8th. am *.C^t-irrQ^ppla , See the text, No. CVIIf. 

9th. e^iuOi-ia^ppLA. The nine tetters c9/, 9 Pi ^9 which 

are called Qpwn&@ ; and sas,.ffi-w, «r, (gf, «w, rv, u>, which are called 40s 

&ul.8>%3) are to be used in the initial syllable; tu, *7, ©>, L£>, r& which are 

called Gffl3&*/9ar«S ; and S3, cscir, e,-, #,«, which are called atranag, are not 

to be used in the initial syllable. 

iOth. «evsuQtua(TKpp&x Seethe text, No. CXI. 
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purpose: '.©a/asr, ©*r*>, «r^^, OuWj 

Sw&9 *^9 */“*«&» £«*“, «®K3ffi, ifleja, e.'Sa^, ufJ?, *t-eD, iwrefar, 

u<3@i *&&>?*■, h*&* Every poem ought to begin with some one of 

these words, or its synonyme. Accordingly, Iramayanam begins with 

^•“9 Tandiyalangaram with ©tf/rS, and Venbapattiyel with *9, 

which is the same as I have observed, however, that some 

authors of the first repute have not conformed to this rule. The poem 

Chintamani begins with the word gp«i«, which the commentator explains 

by and Pavananti commences his Nannul with 

fsecr, where is not used in the sense of z^,but is a participle from the 

verb ib&Zpti; so that the commentator explains the word to mean, 

the extended surface of the earth fyc. In like manner, Silappadigaram 

begins with the word @sareu/raS?^, which answers to Ql9*3. The same 

jobservation applies to many of the best Tamil poets. 

CVIII. Secondly. The Tamil poets pay a superstitious regard to 

the twenty-seven constellations. These, in order, are : 

egj&GrstilGlS 

t-ICTeS 

&ritip $ 

&-Q rra&scal 

^0ej/rrS!£C»/r 

LjennQ&La 

t^&Lb 

£>) uij± 

ktPu* 
&.pfzl/TlA 

cgjppCA 

&P^SX<T 

sfil&lT&La 

'.syepjc—La, 

Q<5Z—£Oi~. 

ITITi_Lb 

e_p Qnrre—,1/5, 

jg) 0 © it Ub 

cgysfi)^_l4_Lb 

&plULb 

e>,p]sltTi—L—n$. 

To each of these they allot several letters, in the following manners 

dy -Gtt(Tp,Qass 

e.-e. go -«r -e - 83-u^mn—Lb 

cj- - caerr- fg filter t—ib 

®-a/r-3 -Q • (7TjG juit eozr ib 

0-^.- — P0®y/r^£Oj/r 

•5»® - cjosrpfb^^Lb 

Q&n-Q&rr - Q&sit- 

- &tr- Q - Q - - g&Qirsujsl 

dr- G><S= -6®S= - ^<9= 

<ffrsS)eS 

Q&n-Q&rr- Q&cu-ucr&al 

0(T - @0 - ©(GTjiT-e^sS) 

^ - <Sff- - - -- - tfisulT jsl 

$• <% -Qp-Gp 

ec>p - eSiff.v&Lb, 

Qprr- Qprr-Qpsn -&& 

UJCb 
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a-stJ -Si 

©5- G*/5-C®5-(?»«— a®^— 

©.sir -G'/5/r*G,(-5®7- ^nrc— 

t~nQ 

U mLiR - iS! - S?•&.^ Qffta 

CIX. This being premised, look for the constellation which answers 

to the first letter in the name of your hero, and for that which answers 

to the first letter in the word with which your invocation begins : then 

reckon from one to the other, both inclusive, the number of constella¬ 

tions, according to the order in which we first enumerated them, observ¬ 

ing, however, that, after you have counted the first nine, if there be so 

many, you must not go on to the tenth, but begin again with unity. So, 

likewise, if you should arrive at a second nine. If the number thus 

obtained, be one, three, five, or seven, the two constellations are said 

not to accord -with each other i but if the number be two, four, six, eight, 

or nine, they do accord. Thus, the hero of the Iramayanam of Camben 

is named Iramen, and the invocation commences with the word 

Now, the constellation answering to the letter gfr is and that 

which answers to a. is i^/r/ri—u>. Reckoning from a/r^j^sr.® to 

and leaving the first nine out of the account, the number which remains 

is nine; consequently, according to the foregoing rule, the two constel¬ 

lations in this case accord. This accordance is termed 15 a iJL Quit sapp'd, 

or . 

The preceding rule, it will be observed, is sufficiently absurd ; and 

is probably founded in superstition. 

CX. Thirdly. The Tamils attribute the invention of the several 

letters of their alphabet to the following deities : the twelve vowels to 

Bruma ; «, to Siven ; 0, to Vishnu ; csx, to Subbramanien ; 

^,/?, to Devendren; /_/, to Scried; ta, a-, to Chandren ; (for they 

consider the sun and moon to be deities, and worship them as such,) 

®-3 a?, to \amen, the god of death ; to Varunen, Neptune ; p, 

u- .-c 

Qu -Qu < K£u -Quit - Qua - 

Qussr - 

id-IX.IT ~ l&-LB>~Qfl-QLp.-Ld&L& 

Gid-Qcd-ssud- §)mLd 

Qt&tr-(j)L2(r-Q(A6tt- 4<n la 

(HIT - - - ‘ t—lTfsj 

ic^-Gaj'T- 

rr-sS) - d? - £_©/7/r®Gsa5 

©ei - G?sj*sasu-©a/a/'-iS (Tij 
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to Cupcren, Plutus. This being* explained, onr authors proceed to 

state what letters are applicable to each caste. To the Brahmans they 

assign the letters furnished by t5//ru>/r, and 

wot ; namely, the twelve vowels, and «, 0, eso- j to kings, the 

letters furnished by QpGtsuisjsirasr, the sun, and moon ; namely, 

40, Lb’, it : to the mercantile caste, the letters furnished by the god of death, 

and Plutus; namely, ©>, <a., py ®r: to the Qmesttrmn: the letters fur¬ 

nished by Neptune; namely, c?, sir: to the other castes, all the letters 

are common, except the vowels. On this head, the preceding remarks, 

with other information of still less importance, may be seen in the works 

named Pattiyel, which I have already mentioned. A brief notice of 

them appears to me quite sufficient in this place. 

CXI. Fourthly. They next lay down rules regarding the foot with 

which the invocation should begin. To this purpose they allot eight 

as3sr4o, of which four are considered good, and four evil; obviously from 

superstitious motives. Those which are considered good, are : 

First; a foot consisting of three C?/5/r, that is, a QpLcirey&nuj ; which 

is termed and augurs exaltation to the hero of the poem. 

Second ; a foot consisting of a $as>a and two (?/5ir, that is, 5 

which is termed &t5jslir&<szTLni and augurs everlasting life. 

Third ; a foot consisting of three iiWr, that is, S0s5)sirmj^'-al ; which 

is termed and augurs all kinds of happiness. 

Fourth; a foot consisting of 0/5* and two that is, <0h_eS)igw2:'«a$ 

which is termed £na $^40, and augurs a continuance of happiness. 

These four are called rsps> 

The four which are considered evil, are called Pjp*earu>> and are as 

follows: 

First; a foot consisting of two Sour and a <?**, that is, «gsS)«r®aru/ 5 

which is termed and implies that the days of the nero a 

life shall be shortened. 
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Second.; a foot consisting of two and a $®rr, that is Q/BusarEJasSf 

which is termed ou/raj&aazrui^ and implies loss of wealth. 

Third ; a foot consisting of a iisorr, a (?/5/r, and a £ea>rr • that is, 

./ayffissi?: which is termed and portends diseases. 

Fourth ; a foot consisting of a (?«.?,■-a and a Qrsn ; that is, a e^.<s£) 

eiizi&Tw. which is termed gflojararto, and portends that the hero’s 

fortitude will forsake him. It is needless to remark, that all these rules 

have their origin in the grossest superstition, 

SECTION THE FOURTH. 

OF THE piFFERENT KINDS OF POETRY. 

CXII. 1st. Puranam. The word ujarrezriA properly signifies anti• 

guiiy, but is here used in the sense of history. Those works, however, 

which the Tamils term ^/x/rraria, have neither the form, nor the truth, of 

history. They abound in fables, and are composed in poetry; being 

written in the kind of verse called sS)@ppu>, They differ from the epic 

poem, because they do not so readily admit of the introduction of episode, 

description, aad other ornaments employed in that kind-of composition. 

CXIII. 2d. Epic poems, which they distinguish by the name of 

Caviyam, Cippiyam, and also Seyyul. In these compositions, they do 

not follow the rules prescribed by the Latin critics; they generally take 

up the narrative, or fable ab ovo, at the beginning. It is also an invari¬ 

able rule, after the invocation, and the statement of the subject, to open 

the poem with a description of the hero’s country, and of the capital 

where he is supposed to have reigned or flourished ; and these are 

represented in the most favourable colours ; not such as they are believed 

to hare been, but such as the poet chooses to describe them. In thif 

description, the rains which descend in the mountains, the streams which 

flow from them, and the consequent fertility of the country, never fail 

to have their place. These poems are divided into chapters, which are 
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termed Saruccum, but more frequently Padalam, and occasionally Ilam- 

bacam. This last term is used when each chapter is appropriated to 

the relation of one complete event, such as a marriage or a victory. 

The poem Chintamani is divided into chapters of this kind. If the 

poem is of considerable length, the whole is divided into books, which 

they term Candam; and each book is subdivided, as before, into chapters. 

The Ramayanam is divided into seven Candams, or books; and contains 

128 Padalams, or chapters, 

CX1V. 3d. They have a kind of elegy, which they denominate 

Ula, or Malei, consisting of 0p®rQ«u«w_rir, which, as we explained in 

No. LX1X, may be rendered distich, I have there stated, that when a 

par stands alone, it must always end with a foot of the first class; that 

is, with a rsnsiry a msD*, a «/rsr, or a tQpuLjX but since, in the species 

of poem which we are now describing, many or distichs, are 

joined together, this kind of foot is only used at the close of the elegy; 

all the other distichs ending, not with a final foot, but with one belong¬ 

ing to either of the two classes ", or O^essr0a, Moreover, the 

several Qfjp&r are linked together by the foot termed ?®3&Q&rre), which 

must come under the of the which immediately precedes 

it. 

4 The elegy, then, is constructed in the following manner: aline of 

four feet, one of three feet, then a • the three under one 

: a line of four feet, one of three, then a : the three 

under one as before: and so on, to the last which must 

contain one line of four feet, and one of three $ the third foot in the 

last being either a /E/r&r, a a or a iSlIn this kind of 

poem, the rules which hare been for the Venba must be strictly 

observed; and although all the feet of class may be employed, 

yet, those called and &n.,s£hsiu& are rarely used, i he usual 

number of distichs, or Cural, is either 70, or 100, or 200. I shall give, 

as an example, a version or brief paraphrase, of the first psalm of 

David. 
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$£QaJrr - 0OT/J,©<s€fftrggr - r$OuJtrn-- ®*r 

r§GaJ(ia-(Lf>&)pGai'Tprtm- Q&tiQimGssr-- - --^to/^«d tr>& 

Q&ireto'dttinesrQp - Gpi—&pptresr- G&jvit - gjitruum p 

Q^^QsO/rssrC?p - ^j^fiOT-ff'QLi/rgsr - Q&odQejtiOGBr - Quin «i>Q «S esruuff uJ 

zfn(ipapu- Quirojuj T - £li£>p&®5)Q&n Jj - Q&n&Quiruutr rtf 
©ffrr0Q@ p> JgjLJ • LJfiQe^U-jiEJ - a nuJn jp fQcrtT — - 

^./TSsoGsOfl-ffS-Qa^ed/r-tatuaa^ft^-/^auT 

turrdrrenGsnfrnS- auua^Qiju/T -eu6sr pstsr Qp - -- -- -- -- -- 

&rTL&(Tppp - upjppeiiirp - air®)* a£pjyjB - jztfQ&uJ (3 

B.tru>.npp -ev* pfD iflejnir - ts&& jQsurrn — - -- — - -- -- -- -- - t? u-iK&p 

{5 ffSnauuS?® - p- /5Si>a)«uJ<75 £-1 

G&ira&nsutL] pp>- $ (5 jgp - (g L£ GjgiG&r sunn - -- -- -- • Qurrir^e^uSi sD 

^uGdJirn -Qis j£)tv/$)&)*&r - (t^Lpirmoiirasr - is 

CjjGdJrrrr ©« ^tu rFlsjn&sr-— ----- - - -- -- 

Observe, that, although the here comes under the <sr^)®r* 

of the preceding @35 eh, it is connected, in signification, with the 0/2 @r 

which follows. 

CXV. 4th. Parani. A kind of poem, which, like the last, consists 

of a succession of couplets, but differs from it, in wanting the intermedi¬ 

ate pe£&(2eir£>t and in having its lines of equal length. The lines are 

constructed according to the rules for the eand consequently, 

neither the connexion of the feet, nor their number, is fixed, and frequent 

use is made of the (gjtjSU-iLj, 

The remarks on the are equally applicable to this kind of 

poem; the only difference being that, in the <$QppLc% each stanza 

must consist of four lines, and in this, of two. 

CXVI. 5th, Calambacam, A sort of poetry, in which the author mixes 

at pleasure all these kinds of verse: ut^^QL-iuit, 

i*0L-.urr, ^ptsap, ®V)0<sfl&. This variation in the measure, 

renders the composition pleasing to the ear, but difficult to those who 

compose or recite it. 
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CXVII. 6th. Ammanei. This kind of poem is so little esteemed, 

that those who value themselves on their poetical character, universally 

despise it; the consequence of which is, that no example of it is to be 

found in any ancient author of repute, it consists of couplets, the com¬ 

ponent lines of each coming under one and being of the kind 

termed that is, lines of four feet. These feet may be of the 

classes 0and gfrujpgiT, but the two species and 

ti, are hardly ever used. With regard to the connexion of the 

feet, it is considered best to conform to Qsj^xc^eJ^r ; this rule, how¬ 

ever, is not so absolute but that it admits of occasional deviation. The 

natives do not compose these verses on any settled principle, but only by 

ear. In order to relieve the wearisomeness of a monotonous cadence, 

they often introduce two or three intermediate lines, of the measure 

000^^3, in which they state briefly the subject on which they are about 

to enlarge. The diction ought to be perfectly familiar; and,, on this 

account, it is usual to abstain from the bolder and more poetical tropes 

and figures, the use of which is so frequent in other kinds of poetry. 

Accordingly, fiction and episode are considered inadmissible. This 

kind of poem is employed in recounting the histories or lives of their 

deities, princes, &c. ; and, like the epic poem, commences with an 

invocation, and then enters at large upon the praises of the country 

and city of the hero. 

CXVIII. 7th. Of the remaining kinds of poetry, there are two 
/ / 

called Vannam and Sindu, which are in very frequent use. The ous&rsxria 

consists of eight equal stanzas, each of which is termed aajgj) : as, qppjp 

&c. 

The first stanza contains an invocation of some deity, and his praises; 

the second describes the kingdom of the person whom it is intended to 

celebrate; the third and fourth contain his name and praises; and the 

four remaining stanzas treat of his women, and here they generally 

introduce observations highly offensive to delicacy. 

Ail the stanzas should be equal, and they are constructed with reference, 

not to metre, but to harmony, the degree of which depends on the 
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pleasure of the poet. The harmony should occur three times in every 

Each stanza closes with a deep tone, which they term ; 

and so on, through the eight «©&>, The st-^sks, however, is not repeated 

eight times, but only four ; namely, in the first, the third, the fifth, and 

the seventh The other &&&$ must have the consonance called 

QurtGUfai; that is, each must begin with the same letter as the one which 

immediately precedes it. 

CXIX. 8th. Sindu. This contains four stanzas, the first of which is 

preceded by a short intercalary line, called which is repeated 

before each of the others. Of the four stanzas, the first is shorter than 

the rest, and is distinguished by the name . The other 

three are similar to each other in every respect ; and, like those men¬ 

tioned in the last number, are not formed by any rule, but with such 

degree of harmony as the writer pleases. In this kind of poem, besides the 

er^jeas, it is common to use the ; which, as has been explained 

in No. LXYI, is that consonance of verses which depends on similarity 

in their termination. The is reckoned so low an order of poetry, 

that the learned think it beneath them to recite it, 

CXX. Dramatic poetry is so completely disregarded, that the ancient 

writers have left us neither models of it, nor rules for its composition s 

the natives are, nevertheless, extremely fond of dramatic representations, 

Short comedies are termed while tragedies and tragi-comedies 

are called and,on the sea coast, ain&&uuir. These are all written 

in various kinds of verse; among which, the Qsjp is constantly intro¬ 

duced. In representation, they are always accompanied with singing 

and dancing ; but they display no higher degree of skill or contrivance 

than ,is sufficient to please the vulgar and to excite mirth : to search for 

any art in them, would., therefore, be a useless attempt. 

In conclusion, I have to observe, that, in speaking of the superior 

dialect, or QeispaS^ authors subdivide it into three kinds, comprised 

in the term that is, the three sorts of Tamil. Each kind has 

its separate name s the first is called ^or prose Tamil; the 
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second, b, or poetical Tamil; the third, rsn-L-G^puS!£ or the 

Tamil of the drama. This remark will suffice to show, how far they 

are correct, who maintain, that the higher dialect ought to be termed the 

poetical dialect. 
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